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Insignificant Events in
the Life of a Cactus
by Dusti Bowling
Aven Green was born without arms—so when her dad takes a job
running a dying western theme park in Arizona, she knows she’ll
become the center of unwanted attention at her new school. But she
bonds with Connor, a classmate with his own disability to conquer.
Then they discover a room at the park that holds bigger secrets than
Aven ever could have imagined. Can Aven face her fears, solve a
mystery, and help her friend, too?

DUSTI BOWLING holds a Bachelor of Psychology and a Master of
Education, but she realized that her true passion was writing. The Day
We Met, her self-published YA novel, has sold over 20,000 copies. She
currently lives in Carefree, AZ with her husband and three daughters.
KEY SELLING POINTS

MARKETING & PUBLICITY CAMPAIGN
■■

ARC giveaway at BookExpo, ALA Midwinter Conference,
and ABC Children’s Institute

■■

Featured author at ABC Children’s Institute

■■

Featured author at MPIBA Spring Meeting

■■

Featured author at BookExpo Children’s Librarians’ Dinner

■■

School and library promotions at TLA and ALA

■■

Promotion at Fall regional trade shows

■■

National print and online publicity campaign

■■

Discussion guide available for teachers, librarians,
and booksellers

■■

Promotional items available including shelf talkers
and bookmarks

■■

Digital focus on middle grade and parenting websites and blogs

■■

Outreach to diversity campaigns and disability organizations

■■

Trade advertising, including regional e-blasts

■■

Consumer advertising

■■

Goodreads giveaway

■■

National book tour

■■

Addresses kids’ differences in a genuine way; lighthearted and
touching at the same time

■■

The author has done her research; Tisha Shelton, the YouTube
personality with whom the author vetted this manuscript, has
30,000 subscribers to her YouTube channel, and the author’s
husband has Tourette syndrome

■■

Bethany Hamilton, the surfer who in 2003 lost an arm in a shark
attack, has been the subject of books and movies and is still a
huge contender in the competitive surfing world today

Excerpt from Insignificant Events
in the Life of a Cactus:
I am an entirely insignificant event in the life of this
cactus. I try to remember that as the sky darkens
and the lights of Scottsdale and Phoenix brighten
the earth—millions of lights for millions of people.
And then there’s just me, sitting in the dirt on a
mighty hill being circled by a poor old donkey and
a tired camel.

So, after all, did it really matter that the kids at
school didn’t talk to me? That they probably wished
I wasn’t there making them feel uncomfortable?
That they were afraid of me?

It shouldn’t have. I didn’t want it to. But it did.
ISBN 9781454923459 • $14.95 ($16.95 CAN)
Hardcover with Jacket • 272 pages
5 1/8 × 7 5/8 • Ages: 8 to 12
Carton Qty: 20 • Territory: W
Sterling Children’s Books
SEPTEMBER 2017
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Howard Wallace, P.I.
by Casey Lyall
Howard Wallace lives by his own rules of private investigation and
works with what he’s got: a bathrobe for a trench coat, a makeshift
office, and no friends. So when he lands a hot case of blackmail, he’s
ready to solve it himself . . . until the new kid, Ivy Mason, convinces him
to accept her as a junior partner. As they banter through stakeouts,
Howard begins to wonder if having Ivy beside him is a bad thing
after all.
Excerpt from Howard Wallace, P.I.:

WALLACE INVESTIGATIONS
Rules of Private Investigation
1. Work with what you’ve got.
2. Ask the right questions.
3. Know your surroundings.
4. 
Always have a cover story
ready.
5. Blend in.
6. 
A bad plan is better than
no plan.
7. 
Never underestimate your
opponent.
8. Never tip your hand.
9. Don’t get caught.
10. Pick your battles.
11. Don’t leave a trail.
12. Everyone has a hook.

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

Casey is a tireless, creative promoter who’s very well connected
in the KidLit community

■■

The classic appeal of a middle-grade detective novel juxtaposed
with modern, snappy dialogue

■■

Strong voice and character development

■■

The paperback edition of a Sterling favorite that has sold over
10,000 copies so far!

Praise for HOWARD WALLACE, P.I.

■■

Book 2: Shadow of a Pug comes out in September 2017!

«“. . . .an absolute delight . . . Banter between Howard and Ivy is

snappy . . . a solidly entertaining introduction to hard-boiled
detectives.” —Bulletin of the Center for Children’s Books
(STARRED REVIEW)
“Strong writing, relatable themes, and a solid mystery
combine for a read that both boys and girls will have trouble
putting down.” —School Library Journal
“Lyall neatly juggles several plotlines . . . Give this to fans of
Encyclopedia Brown who are looking for longer (and funnier!)
well-plotted mysteries.” —Booklist
“Lyall’s debut is a winner.” —Publishers Weekly
“. . . Enough realistic kid detecting to keep young PIs turning
pages. . . . the mystery is engaging . . . Likely to see sequels;
Howard and Ivy deserve them.” —Kirkus Reviews

NEW IN PAPERBACK

“Full of surprises and humor, Howard Wallace, P.I. will delight
any lover of detective stories.” —Sheila Grau, author of the
Dr. Critchlore’s School for Minions series

ISBN 9781454926047 • $6.95 ($8.50 CAN)
Paperback • 288 pages
5 1/8 × 7 5/8 • Ages: 8 to 12
Carton Qty: 32 • Territory: WENG
Sterling Children’s Books
AUGUST 2017
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Shadow of a Pug
(Howard Wallace, P.I., Book 2)
by Casey Lyall
Middle-school detectives Howard Wallace and Ivy Mason are itching
for a juicy case—but when they’re forced to prove that über-bully
Carl Dean didn’t pugnap the school mascot, they’re not thrilled. Now
Howard and Ivy have to play nice with Carl, dodge a snoopy reporter,
and deal with Howard’s worst enemy, Miles Fletcher. Can Howard
handle these complications and still be there for Ivy when her life is
turned upside down?

Cover not final

CASEY LYALL (5’4”, brown hair, blue eyes, no known aliases) is a
middle-grade writer from Southwestern Ontario. She works at her
local library where she runs a number of teen groups and waits for
management to discover they’re actually paying her to have fun.
When she’s not writing, Casey loves to bake, watch an “unhealthy”
amount of movies and television, and of course, read. She’d consider
adding detective work to the list if she could find a proper coat. You
can find her on Twitter as @CKLyall and at caseylyall.com.

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

The first book in the series received excellent reviews and has
sold over 10,000 copies so far!

■■

The classic appeal of a middle-grade detective novel juxtaposed
with modern, snappy dialogue

■■

Strong voice and character development

■■

Competitively priced

Excerpt from Shadow of a Pug:
“I’ve got a real humdinger for you.” He rubbed at his chin and
frowned. “My nephew’s got himself in a spot of trouble.”
“What’s the trouble?”
“He’s taking the fall for some ridiculous prank over at the
school, and it sounds like a suspension is the least of our
worries.” Marvin grunted his opinion on the matter. “I need
you to help clear his name.”

MARKETING & PUBLICITY CAMPAIGN
■■

ARC giveaway at BookExpo, and ALA Annual

■■

National print and online publicity campaign

■■

Digital focus on children’s book review blogs and websites

■■

Trade and consumer advertising

■■

Goodreads giveaway

■■

Cross-promotion on author’s social media and website,
caseylyall.com

■■

Discussion guide available for teachers, librarians, and
booksellers

■■

School visits and bookstore appearances in the US and Canada

Ivy whipped out her notebook and held a pen at the ready.
“Give us the details. Who’s your nephew?”
Marvin craned his head to look out the doorway, peering
blearily through the smeared lenses of his glasses. “I told him
to come by. He’s late as usual.” On cue, the front door opened,
the bell clunking at the arrival of our new client.
“Uncle Marv?” a voice called out.
A familiar voice.
Ivy caught my eye, and I could see the same question
on her face.
Footsteps came down the hallway as recognition began
to dawn.

ISBN 9781454919551 • $14.95 ($16.95 CAN)
Hardcover with Jacket • 256 pages
5 1/8 × 7 5/8 • Ages: 8 to 12
Carton Qty: 28 • Territory: WENG
Sterling Children’s Books

Of course I knew that voice. It lived in my nightmares and
plagued my days.
It belonged to my third-worst enemy.
The one and only Carl Dean.

SEPTEMBER 2017
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What happens when your cool virtual-reality game . . . becomes REAL?
Pokémon GO meets The Goonies in this action-packed middle-grade series.

Attack of the
Not-So-Virtual Monsters
(Gamer Squad, Book 1)
by Kim Harrington
Bex and Charlie love playing the popular mobile game Monsters
Unleashed. They even check out an antique map in the attic in hopes
of discovering forgotten places where the rarest monsters might hide.
But there’s a strange machine up there too. When Charlie switches
it on, the WiFi goes down . . . and Bex’s monsters escape from her
phone into the real world! Can the friends nab the beasts before they
become monster lunch?
KIM HARRINGTON is the author of the young adult novels Forget
Me (Penguin/Speak), The Dead and Buried, Clarity, and Perception
(Scholastic), as well as the middle-grade series Sleuth or Dare
(Scholastic). She lives in MA with her family.

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

■■

Captures the excitement of the Pokémon Go phenomenon
while standing alone as an exciting adventure novel/series
Fun, accessible writing and characters

■■

Author Kim Harrington is active on social media
and has over 6,700 followers on Twitter

■■

We’ll release two books together in August and the
next in October to build some series momentum

MARKETING & PUBLICITY CAMPAIGN
■■

National print and online publicity campaign

■■

Galley giveaway at BookExpo and ALA Annual Conference

■■

School and library marketing promotions at ALA and TLA

■■

Digital outreach to focus on middle grade websites,
parenting websites, and children’s book review blogs

■■

Promotion at Fall regional trade shows

ISBN 9781454926122 • $6.95 ($8.50 CAN)
Paperback • 208 pages
5 1/8 × 7 5/8 • Ages: 8 to 12
Carton Qty: 67 • Territory: W
Sterling Children’s Books
AUGUST 2017
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Close Encounters of the Nerd Kind
(Gamer Squad, Book 2)
by Kim Harrington

s of the Nerd Kind

After their adventure, Bex and Charlie swear never to play Monsters Unleashed again. Then
Veratrum Games Corp releases a new augmented reality game featuring aliens instead of
monsters, and they can’t resist. Everyone loves it. But when they open the game near a radio
telescope, it attracts REAL ALIENS. One is kind; the other . . . not so much. Can Bex and Charlie
capture the bad ET before it destroys their town?

KIM H ARRINGTON

ISBN 9781454926139 • $6.95 ($8.50 CAN)
Paperback • 208 pages
5 1/8 × 7 5/8 • Ages: 8 to 12
Carton Qty: 67 • Territory: W
Sterling Children’s Books
AUGUST 2017

App of the Living Dead
(Gamer Squad, Book 3)
by Kim Harrington

Cover not final

After what they’ve gone through, Bex and Charlie have no intention of playing the new zombie
game that Veratrum Games Corp just released. But everyone else is hooked, and when a flu
turns all the teachers and students into the undead, it seems that only non-players are immune.
Now, it’s up to Bex and Charlie to save their town—and stop the company from unleashing more
deadly games.

ISBN 9781454926146 • $6.95 ($8.50 CAN)
Paperback • 208 pages
5 1/8 × 7 5/8 • Ages: 8 to 12
Carton Qty: 67 • Territory: W
Sterling Children’s Books
OCTOBER 2017
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Assassin’s Code: Book 1
by Alex Woolf
Journey back to Elizabethan England and meet some real-life characters—including Shakespeare
himself. After delivering a coded message in a dangerous area of London, Richard Fletcher
mysteriously vanishes. Desperate to find him, his sister Alice, who works at the Globe Theatre,
asks Tom Cavendish, a servant of the Earl of Essex, to help her. Rich in political intrigue—including
a plot to assassinate Queen Elizabeth—this suspenseful story will keep young readers on the
edge of their seats.
ALEX WOOLF is an acclaimed writer, mainly specializing in fantasy and supernatural fiction and
historical information books for children and young adults. His work—including the steampunk
series Iron Sky and Aldo Moon and the Ghost at Gravewood Hall (both Salariya)—has been
published in several countries. He lives in Southgate, North London, with his wife and two children.

KEY SELLING POINTS

ISBN 9781911242383 • $12.95 ($14.95 CAN)
Hardcover with Jacket
304 pages (b/w illus. throughout)
5 1/16 × 7 3/4 • Ages: 7 and UP
Carton Qty: 32 • Territory: US/Can
Scribo

■■

Brand-new series of historical fiction: the first in a trilogy

■■

Exciting and accessible mystery, with lots of historical atmosphere

■■

Brings real history to life

SEPTEMBER 2017

Call of the Phoenix
by Alex Woolf
Step into an alternative nineteenth-century England filled with giant airships, steam-powered
automatons, floating cities . . . and secret agents. As Napoleon’s forces mount a full-scale invasion
of the country, Lady Arabella and her mechanical sidekick Miles face two deadly enemies: the
Equestrians: a terrifying army of iron centaurs, and one of Arabella’s own Sky Sisters, who has
turned traitor. Can she and Miles save the British Empire?

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

Second novel in the Iron Sky series

ALSO AVAILABLE

ISBN 9781910184875 • $7.95 ($9.50 CAN)
Paperback • 384 pages
5 1/16 × 7 3/4 • Ages: 11 and UP
Carton Qty: 32 • Territory: US/Can
Scribo

Dread Eagle
ISBN 9781909645004 • $12.95 ($14.95 CAN)
Hardcover with Jacket • 5 1/16 × 7 3/4
Territory: US/Can

SEPTEMBER 2017
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Middle Grade Fiction Backlist

The Case of the
Barfy Birthday

The Case of the
Crooked Carnival

The Case of the
Gasping Garbage

ISBN 9781402749650
$6.95 ($8.50 CAN)
Paperback

ISBN 9781402749605
$6.95 ($8.50 CAN)
Paperback

5 3/8 × 8 1/4

5 3/8 × 8 1/4

Territory: W

Territory: W

The Case of the
Graveyard Ghost

The Case of the
Mossy Lake Monster

The Case of the
Terrible T. rex

ISBN 9781402749636
$6.95 ($8.50 CAN)
Paperback

ISBN 9781402749629
$6.95 ($8.50 CAN)
Paperback

ISBN 9781402749667
$6.95 ($8.50 CAN)
Paperback

5 3/8 × 8 1/4

5 3/8 × 8 1/4

Territory: W

5 3/8 × 8 1/4

Territory: W

Territory: W

Cici Reno

Howard Wallace, P.I.

Mango Delight

ISBN 9781454917519
$14.95 ($16.95 CAN)
Hardcover with Jacket
5 1/8 × 7 5/8
Territory: W

ISBN 9781454919490
$14.95 ($16.95 CAN)
Hardcover with Jacket
5 1/8 × 7 5/8
Territory: WENG

ISBN 9781454923329
$14.95 ($16.95 CAN)
Hardcover with Jacket
5 1/8 × 7 5/8
Territory: W

Song of the Deep

The Secret of
Skull Island

The Tunnel of Bones

ISBN 9781402749643
$6.95 ($8.50 CAN)
Paperback
5 3/8 × 8 1/4
Territory: W

ISBN 9781454920960
$12.95 ($14.95 CAN)
Hardcover with Jacket
5 1/8 × 7 5/8
Territory: W

ISBN 9781402779121
$4.95 ($5.95 CAN)
Paperback
5 1/2 × 8 1/4
Territory: W

Zack Delacruz: Me and
My Big Mouth (Zack
Delacruz, Book 1)

Zack Delacruz: Me and
My Big Mouth (Zack
Delacruz, Book 1)

ISBN 9781454921271
$6.95 ($8.50 CAN)
Paperback
5 1/8 × 7 5/8
Territory: W

ISBN 9781454914990
$12.95 ($14.95 CAN)
Hardcover
5 1/8 × 7 5/8
Territory: W

Middle Grade Fiction
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ISBN 9781402791475
$4.95 ($5.95 CAN)
Paperback
5 1/2 × 8 1/4
Territory: W

Just My Luck (Zack
Delacruz, Book 2)
ISBN 9781454920670
$12.95 ($14.95 CAN)
Hardcover
5 1/8 × 7 5/8
Territory: W

PICTURE
BOOKS

You Must Bring a Hat!
by Simon Philip and Kate Hindley
“You are cordially invited to the BIGGEST, BESTEST, HATTIEST party of
all time!” Come join the fun—but only if you have a hat. AND you know
the entry rules. Unfortunately, there seems to be a surprising number
of those, as a young boy discovers. Will he—and the cool collection
of animals he befriends along the way—ever get in? Gloriously
illustrated, the art contains loads of details that serve as clues to the
satisfying surprise ending. Kids will read this thoroughly hilarious
cumulative picture book again and again!
SIMON PHILIP was born in Chichester and has lived there ever since.
After gaining a first-class degree in History at Exeter University,
he immediately put his skills to good use working as a barman at
a local pub. He soon grew tired of the owner calling him Andy, and
so, naturally, decided to become a primary school teacher. Teaching
rekindled his love of children’s literature, particularly picture books, so
much so that he had a go at writing his own.
KATE HINDLEY is a children’s book illustrator living and
working in Birmingham, UK. She worked as a Print Designer at a
Northamptonshire-based design company before she got her first
book deal with Simon & Schuster back in 2011, illustrating Claire
Freedman’s The Great Snortle Hunt. Since then she has worked on
picture books and fiction with publishers including Walker Books,
Simon & Schuster, Bloomsbury, Candlewick, and Usborne.

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

Zany sense of humor will keep both kids and adults laughing

■■

Surprise ending encourages re-reading to find the hidden clues
overlooked the first time through

■■

Winner of the very prestigious Sainsbury Children’s Book Award
2016 in England

MARKETING & PUBLICITY CAMPAIGN
■■

Featured book at ABC Children’s Institute

■■

National print and online publicity campaign

■■

Digital focus on children’s book review blogs and websites

■■

Trade advertising

ISBN 9781454926887 • $16.95 ($19.95 CAN)
Hardcover • 40 pages (all in color)
10 × 10 • Ages: 3 and UP
Carton Qty: 20 • Territory: US/Can
Sterling Children’s Books
AUGUST 2017
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Ally-saurus & the Very
Bossy Monster
by Richard Torrey
Ally-saurus and her friends always have fun playing pretend. They
stomp, they roar, they dance, each in their own way. But new girl Maddie
wants everyone to play by HER rules. “Monsters can’t be dinosaurs or
dancers,” she insists. Worst of all, she won’t let little Petey have his
teddy bear! Can Ally-saurus help Maddie understand that bossiness is
no fun? With charm and humor, Richard Torrey teaches a gentle lesson
in respecting each other’s differences . . . and playing nice.
RICHARD TORREY has written and illustrated eight books, including
Sterling’s Ally-saurus & the First Day of School; the popular Beans
Baker series for Random House; and the three-book series Almost,
Why? and Because for HarperCollins. He has also illustrated dozens
of books for Simon & Schuster, Golden Books, McGraw-Hill, and
Scholastic; had his art published in Highlights magazine, KidCity,
and Inside Sports; and created a successful line of greeting cards for
Recycled Paper Greetings. Richard lives with his wife and children in
Shoreham, NY. You can learn more about him at richardtorrey.com.
Praise for Ally-saurus & the First Day of School:

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

Dynamite sequel to Ally-saurus & the First Day of School, which
sold 20,000 copies

■■

Great anti-bullying message with heartwarming characters

■■

The illustration style is unique and special

■■

Captures the spirit of children perfectly

«“Torrey nicely tackles lots of first-day issues in this imaginative
offering . . . Pastel backgrounds make the multiethnic figures
stand out, especially their brightly colored imagined costumes.”
—Kirkus Reviews (STARRED)
«“
The children’s make-believe accouterments create a fun visual
effect, delivering bright pops of color against Torrey’s b&w pencil
drawings” —Publishers Weekly (STARRED)

MARKETING & PUBLICITY CAMPAIGN
■■

National print and online publicity campaign

■■

Digital focus on children’s book review, teacher, and parenting
blogs/websites

■■

Trade advertising

■■

Discussion guide featuring both Ally-Saurus books

■■

Regional events around author’s hometown of Shoreham, NY

“Ally is an ebullient heroine, and her enthusiasm is infectious. Torrey’s
true-to-life story is matched by his pencil, watercolor, and digital
media that catch all the fun (e.g., crayon marks denote Ally’s makebelieve dino spikes). The oversize format and right-on message
make this a good story hour choice.” —Booklist

ALSO AVAILABLE

ISBN 9781454921233 • $16.95 ($19.95 CAN)
Hardcover with Jacket • 40 pages (all in color)
8 1/2 × 11 • Ages: 3 to 6
Carton Qty: 30 • Territory: W
Sterling Children’s Books

Ally-saurus & the First Day of School
ISBN 9781454911791 • $14.95 ($16.95 CAN)
Hardcover with Jacket • 8 1/2 × 11
Territory: W

AUGUST 2017
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Kindergarten Countdown!
10 More Sleeps Until School Starts!
by Marjorie Blain Parker, illustrated by Sophie Burrows
Let the countdown to kindergarten begin! This engaging picture
book captures a child’s excitement as the big day nears.
Just 10 more sleeps till school starts! A young child happily anticipates
the arrival of the first day of kindergarten—the new clothes he’ll wear,
the lunch he’ll pack, the bus he’ll ride, the friends he’ll make, and the
fun things he’ll do in class. Reassuring and joyful, with rhyme kids will
love to read aloud, it’s the perfect book to welcome in the school year.
MARJORIE BLAIN PARKER has written many picture books, including
I Love You Near and Far, Psst! I Love You (both Sterling), When Dads
Don’t Grow Up (Dial Books for Young Readers), Hello, School Bus!
(Scholastic), and Mama’s Little Duckling (Dutton Children’s Books),
which School Library Journal called “a standout.” Check out more of
Marjorie’s work at marjorieblainparker.com. She lives in Denver, CO.
SOPHIE BURROWS is a freelance illustrator living and working in
Bristol, UK. She graduated from the University of the West of England
in 2011 with a First Class degree in Illustration. While studying she
was awarded Highly Commended in the Macmillan Prize for Children’s
Book Illustration. Since then she has worked on a number of children’s
editorials and books for publishers in the UK and overseas.

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

Well-established author with excellent track record both at
Sterling and at other houses; her books have combined sales of
more than a million copies

■■

The “sleeps” concept is a fresh take on traditional counting/
countdown books, and provides a more concrete unit of time for
young children to grasp

■■

Will help kids relax and enjoy their first day of school

■■

Perfect for back-to-school promotions

ISBN 9781454920601 • $16.95 ($19.95 CAN)
Hardcover with Jacket • 32 pages (all in color)
8 × 10 • Ages: 3 and UP
Carton Qty: 30 • Territory: W
Sterling Children’s Books
AUGUST 2017
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Don’t Go to School!
by Máire Zepf, illustrated by Tarsila Krüse
Benno is really excited about his first day at school. But there’s one
problem: Mommy! “DON’T GO TO SCHOOL!” she wails. “STAY HERE
WITH ME!” Can the brave little bear convince Mom that everything’s
okay? He comes up with an ingenious idea to help her adjust—one that
many parents will recognize. Kids will love this laugh-out-loud twist on
a familiar theme.
Author MÁIRE ZEPF’s debut children’s novel, the time-travelling
thriller Tubaiste Ar An Titanic (Cló Mhaigh Eo, 2012), was short-listed
for Gradam Réics Carló, the Irish-language children’s book of the year
award. Don’t Go to School! is her first picture book. She lives in County
Down in Ireland.
TARSILA KRÜSE is a Dublin-based illustrator whose work is character
focused and influenced by everyday relationships with a whimsical
and heartwarming touch. Her art has been featured in magazines,
advertising, posters, exhibitions, and fanzines.

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

This humorous story will reassure and delight nervous children,
while parents feeling a little teary-eyed to see their babies grow
up and away will empathize with Mom!

■■

Unique role-reversal plot will keep children laughing

■■

Sure to give children confidence on their first day of school

■■

Perfect for back-to-school promotions

■■

Warm, hilarious art, and a great read-aloud text

ISBN 9781454923596 • $14.95 ($16.95 CAN)
Hardcover • 40 pages (all in color)
8 1/2 × 10 7/8 • Ages: 4 and UP
Carton Qty: 30 • Territory: US/Can
Sterling Children’s Books
AUGUST 2017
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Cap’n Rex & His Clever Crew
by Henry L. Herz, illustrated by Benjamin Schipper
Meet Captain Rex and his band of buccaneers. These dinosaur pirates
sail the seven seas in search of buried treasure, but whenever they hit
an obstacle—like a giant shark or pea-soup fog—the crew members
are quick to say they can’t overcome. But Captain Rex just glares and
says, “CAN’T YE?” And, somehow, the crew always comes up with a
solution. Then suddenly, the tables turn . . . and it’s Captain Rex who
must learn to say: “I can!”
HENRY HERZ has an engineering BS from Cornell, an engineering MS
from George Washington University, and an MA from Georgetown
University, none of which help him write children’s books. Nevertheless,
his love of fantasy and science fiction inspired him to write the picture
books Monster Goose Nursery Rhymes, When You Give an Imp a
Penny, Mabel and the Queen of Dreams and Little Red Cuttlefish. He
lives in San Diego with his wife and two co-author sons, and enjoys
eating Boston Creme Pie. For more information, visit henryherz.com.
BENJAMIN SCHIPPER has created illustrations for Highlights for Kids,
Knopf, Penguin Random House, Amplify, Chick-Fil-A, and Children’s
Theatre of Charlotte. He lives in Greenville, SC with his wife Karen and
their little black dog Willow.

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

Kids love dinosaurs and kids love pirates—this story combines
the two!

■■

Teaches kids about teamwork and creative problem-solving

■■

Shows how one’s unique attributes can be an asset in
certain situations

■■

The surprise ending offers a lesson on sharing

■■

Beautiful, sophisticated illustrations that differ in aesthetic from
other dinosaur books

■■

Author’s note at the end is a glossary on pirate vocabulary

■■

Author’s website (henryherz.com) has over 7,000 followers

“Arrr, the map says the treasure be that way,” said Rex.
“Move smartly, me buckos.”

MARKETING & PUBLICITY CAMPAIGN
■■

National print and online publicity campaign

■■

Digital focus on children’s book review blogs and websites

■■

Trade advertising

■■

Book trailer

■■

Cross promotion on author’s social media and website

■■

Goodreads giveaway

■■

Regional school visits and bookstore appearances
near author’s hometown of San Diego

ISBN 9781454920885 • $16.95 ($19.95 CAN)
Hardcover with Jacket • 32 pages (all in color)
9 × 11 1/2 • Ages: 5 and UP
Carton Qty: 30 • Territory: W
Sterling Children’s Books
AUGUST 2017
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Odd Dog
by Fabien Ockto Lambert
Mr. Roger loves dogs—but there’s something a bit off about his latest
pet pooch, who won’t learn to collect the paper properly or fetch a
ball. Instead, the strange, snappy, and greedy (but good-natured)
beast is causing chaos all around town. What Mr. Roger doesn’t see is
that his pup is really a croc! This hilarious picture book will have kids
laughing nonstop.

Cover not final

FABIEN LAMBERT is a graphic designer, illustrator, and writer of
children’s books. He lives in Nantes, France.

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

Kids will love the fact that they’re smarter than the adult in the
story—and can see what he doesn’t

■■

Colorful and adorable art

■■

An engaging, humorous picture book

Mr Roger trains him to collect
his morning newspaper
… not a great success!

Mr Roger is chatting with the Confectioner, and
nobody notices Barney, and wham! He’s inside the
shop window scoffing chocolate muffins and
almond tarts… Oh no Barney, not the carrot cake!
OH NO! BARNEY!
NOT THE CARROT CAKE!

ISBN 9781912006816 • $16.95 ($19.95 CAN)
Hardcover with Jacket • 40 pages (all in color)
10 1/4 × 10 3/8 • Ages: UP to 5
Territory: US/Can • Scribblers
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He teaches him how to fetch the ball…
that doesn’t really work either!

Rufus Blasts Off!
by Kim T. Griswell, illustrated by Valeri Gorbachev
Rufus the Pig has already sailed the seven seas on a pirate ship. Now
he dreams of the Moon, the stars, and Mars! So he bids his mateys
goodbye and reports for duty at the space center. But Commander
Luna tells him: “No pigs in space!” Then Luna needs someone to read
a book live from the Red Planet—or the mission’s scrubbed. Will Rufus
finally blast off?

Cover not final

KIM T. GRISWELL has written about everything from flesh-eating
plants to exploding toilets, and spends her days developing and
editing children’s books. Kim spent six years as coordinating editor
of Highlights for Children and three more years as a Senior Editor for
Highlights’ trade book publisher, Boyds Mills Press. Kim has taught
writing workshops all over the country, including for the Highlights
Foundation. She has published hundreds of short stories, articles, and
columns in magazines and books. Kim is the author of two previous
picture books about the intrepid pink hero: Rufus Goes to School (an
Oregon Book Awards finalist) and Rufus Goes to Sea (both Sterling).
She and her husband live in Ashland, OR. Find out more about Kim
at kimgriswell.com.

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

Follow-up to the successful and critically acclaimed Rufus Goes
to School and Rufus Goes to Sea—35,000 combined sales
to date!

■■

Well-established author and illustrator who are both active in
promoting their books

■■

Fun astronaut theme will appeal to Rufus fans established and
new—and the story is also a love letter to reading

■■

Great opportunity to promote all three books together

VALERI GORBACHEV emigrated from his native Ukraine to the US in
1991, and now lives in Brooklyn, NY. He has written and/or illustrated
more than 50 children’s books, including the first two Rufus
stories, Rufus Goes to School and Rufus Goes to Sea (Sterling), as
well as Turtle’s Penguin Day and The Giant Hug by Sandra Horning
(both Knopf).

MARKETING & PUBLICITY CAMPAIGN
■■

National print and online publicity campaign

■■

Digital focus on children’s book review, teacher and mommy
blogs/websites

■■

Trade advertising

■■

Regional events around author’s hometown of Ashland, OR

ALSO AVAILABLE

ISBN 9781454920991 • $16.95 ($19.95 CAN)
Hardcover with Jacket • 40 pages (all in color)
10 × 10 • Ages: 3 and UP • Carton Qty: 24
Territory: W • Sterling Children’s Books
SEPTEMBER 2017

Rufus Goes to School

Rufus Goes to Sea

ISBN 9781454904168
$14.95 ($16.95 CAN)
Hardcover with Jacket
10 × 10
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ISBN 9781454910527
$14.95 ($16.95 CAN)
Hardcover with Jacket
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Maurice the Unbeastly
by Amy Dixon, illustrated by Karl James Mountford
With his melodious voice, fondness for kale, and unfailing politeness,
Maurice isn’t quite like other beasts. So his concerned Mama and
Papa send their ridiculously photogenic beastie to the Abominable
Academy for Brutish Beasts to learn how to behave badly. Will Maurice
master growling, scowling, snarling, and howling? Or will he prove that
being different is a good thing after all?
AMY DIXON grew up as one of seven siblings, so the only peace and
quiet she ever got was inside a book. Amy is the author of Marathon
Mouse and Sophie’s Animal Parade (both Sky Pony). She and her
husband Rob wrangle their four beasts in Clovis, CA, where she
encourages them on a daily basis to be a bit less beastly.
KARL JAMES MOUNTFORD has been drawing, painting, and generally
making a mess since he was a kid. Born in Germany, he was brought
up in the UK, and currently lives in Wales, where his sketchbooks
rarely get a day off. This is his first picture book. Visit him at
cargocollective.com/karljamesmountford.

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

The author is quite active on social media and helps run the
KidLit community

■■

A funny story with a fish-out-of-water theme and a universal
message about staying true to yourself

■■

Quirky illustrations with a unique, eye-catching palette

MARKETING & PUBLICITY CAMPAIGN
■■

National print and online publicity campaign

■■

Digital focus on children’s book review and parenting
blogs/websites

■■

Trade advertising

ISBN 9781454919537 • $16.95 ($19.95 CAN)
Hardcover with Jacket • 32 pages (all in color)
8 1/2 × 10 7/8 • Ages: 3 and UP
Carton Qty: 32 • Territory: W
Sterling Children’s Books
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Wakey, Wakey, Elephant!
by Linda Ravin Lodding, illustrated by Michael Robertson
A tickly feather. Roosters crowing. Even a marching band.
Will ANYTHING wake Elephant?
How do you make a snoozing, sleepyhead Elephant get up? Edgar tries
everything, from putting a silly hat on Elephant’s head to dancing a
cha-cha on the bed. Nothing works . . . until Edgar whispers something
very special in his friend’s ear. SURPRISE! It’s Elephant’s birthday—
and he’s ready to party. Lively, silly, and full of fun, this picture book is
a joyful celebration.
LINDA RAVIN LODDING is originally from New York, but has spent the
past 20 years in Austria, the Netherlands, and now Sweden where she
lives with her family in Uppsala.

Cover not final

She is the award-winning author of many picture books, including the
recently released Painting Pepette (Little Bee) and A Gift for Mama
(Gullane Children’s Books, UK/Knopf, US), which received a starred
Publishers Weekly review, was featured in The New York Times, and
was named an Amazon Book-of-the-Month. Her children’s writing has
also appeared in numerous publications. When Linda is not writing
or doing school visits, she works as a Head of Communications for
a children’s rights organization. Visit her at lindalodding.com to
learn more.

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

Illustrator of Monster Trouble hits all the right notes again!

■■

Surprising and satisfying ending

■■

Perfect birthday gift no matter when your birthday falls

■■

Wacky text and lively design will tickle young readers

■■

Kids will love responding to the text prompts addressed directly
to them—a wonderful read-aloud

MICHAEL ROBERTSON graduated from Bowling Green State University
with a degree in painting. He spent ten years as a toy designer and
character developer before trying his hand at illustration. His work has
appeared on many children’s products, greeting cards, and magazines,
and has been recognized by the Society of Illustrators. He is the
illustrator of Monster Trouble by Lane Fredrickson (Sterling). Michael
lives in downtown Cleveland, where he enjoys painting, cooking, and
listening to his extensive collection of vintage soul, jazz, and Brazilian
music. Visit his website: michaelrobertsonillustration.com.

ALSO AVAILABLE

ISBN 9781454919995 • $16.95 ($19.95 CAN)
Hardcover with Jacket • 32 pages (all in color)
8 1/2 × 10 7/8 • Ages: 3 and UP
Carton Qty: 30 • Territory: W
Sterling Children’s Books

Monster Trouble!
ISBN 9781454913450 • $14.95 ($16.95 CAN)
Hardcover with Jacket • 8 1/2 × 10 7/8
Territory: W
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Pony in the City
by Wendy Wahman
Otis wants to know about the kids who ride at his stables. Do they
sleep in stalls? Do they also get brushed and braided? The older ponies
ignore his questions, so Otis heads to the city to see for himself. And
he finds answers, but he gets lost, too . . . until some of his favorite
friends come to the rescue. Kids will relate to this sweet story about
an adorable, inquisitive little pony.
WENDY WAHMAN is the author and illustrator of many wonderful
books about animals, including Don’t Lick the Dog (Henry Holt), A Cat
Like That (Henry Holt), and Rabbit Stew (Boyds Mills, 2017). When she’s
not grazing in the pasture, galloping through the meadow, or rolling in
daisies, you’ll find her in her stall, drawing pictures and dreaming up
horse tales. She lives in the Pacific Northwest.

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

Horse/pony picture books generally sell quite well, and there
aren’t too many on the market currently

■■

Rhythmic, repetitive text makes this story a wonderful
read-aloud

■■

Wendy’s bright, almost abstract illustrations set this book apart
from many of the other picture books on our list!

“Do children graze on grass
and daisies?
“Do they get their manes
brushed and braided?
“Do they wear blankets and
sleep in stalls?”

All night long, so many questions!
The older ponies ignored Otis.
They flicked their tails.
They snorted.
They stamped their hooves and whinnied,
“Go to sleep, Otis!”

Clippity, clippity.

“Where do they keep the children?”

Cloppity, cloppity.

“In a barn? Out to pasture?”

But Otis was saddled with questions.
So he went to find answers.

ISBN 9781454922322 • $16.95 ($19.95 CAN)
Hardcover with Jacket • 40 pages (all in color)
10 7/8 × 8 1/2 • Ages: 3 and UP
Carton Qty: 30 • Territory: W
Sterling Children’s Books
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Famously Phoebe
by Lori Alexander, illustrated by Aurélie Blard-Quintard
For as long as Phoebe can remember, she’s known the clickety click
click of a photographer snapping her picture. Thanks to the “paparazzi”
(aka Mom and Dad), she’s always been the star of the show . . . until
she has to share the spotlight with a tiny newcomer. Will Phoebe learn
the role she was born to play: big sister?
LORI ALEXANDER is the author of Backhoe Joe (Harper Children’s).
She happily shares the spotlight with her husband and two children
under the star-filled skies of Tucson, AZ. You can find out more about
her on her website at lorialexanderbooks.com.

Cover not final

AURÉLIE BLARD-QUINTARD is an illustrator and cartoonist who has
interned with DreamWorks Animation. She lives with her partner, their
cat, and their child in Strasbourg, France.

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

A sweet picture book that explores the idea of a new sibling in a
fun and cheeky way

■■

Author Lori Alexander does school visits, has a great website,
and a social media presence

■■

Beautifully clever illustrations by Aurélie Blard-Quintard bring
Phoebe’s story to life!

MARKETING & PUBLICITY CAMPAIGN
■■

National print and online publicity campaign

■■

Digital focus on children’s book review, teacher and parenting
blogs/websites

■■

Social media campaign

■■

Trade advertising

ISBN 9781454920342 • $16.95 ($19.95 CAN)
Hardcover with Jacket • 40 pages (all in color)
8 1/2 × 10 7/8 • Ages: 4 to 7
Carton Qty: 30 • Territory: W
Sterling Children’s Books
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Mice Skating
by Annie Silvestro, illustrated by Teagan White
For most field mice, winter means burrowing down and snuggling
in. But not for Lucy! She loves snow crunching under her paws and
wearing a fluffy wool hat. But most of all, Lucy loves to skate. The
other mice just don’t understand. Can Lucy find a way to make her
friends come out and “mice skate” too? A funny, punny, warmhearted
love song to winter—and to one brave, bold mouse.
ANNIE SILVESTRO is the author of Bunny’s Book Club (Doubleday),
which Kirkus called “a sweet salute to reading.” When not writing,
Annie works as a consultant in her family’s finance business and
serves on the board for Seas It, a cancer charity that promotes
recovery through recreation. She is passionate about children’s
literature and is currently a Volunteer Coordinator for the
New Jersey chapter of the Society of Children’s Book Writers and
Illustrators. She resides in Rumson, NJ, with her husband and
two boys, who also love to read, and a cat who does not. Learn
more about her at anniesilvestro.com.
Cover not final

TEAGAN WHITE is a freelance illustrator specializing in intricate
drawings of flora and fauna, playful watercolors of animal characters,
and illustrated typography. Her clients have included Target, Papyrus,
American Greetings, Penguin Random House, Simon & Schuster,
Disney Hyperion, Nike, Honda, Ford, Wired Magazine, and the
Washington Post, with projects ranging from advertising and editorial
to children’s books, greeting cards, and textiles. Originally from
Chicago, Teagan now lives and works in MN, where she received a BFA
in illustration from the Minneapolis College of Art & Design in 2012.
Learn more about her at teaganwhite.com.

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

Winter-but-not-holiday theme

■■

Kids will admire the spirited, generous, persistent main character

■■

Great messages about perseverance, sharing, and friendship

■■

Extremely detailed art-to-die-for by Teagan White, who is in such
high demand we had to wait two years for her!

MARKETING & PUBLICITY CAMPAIGN
■■

National print and online publicity campaign

■■

Digital focus on children’s book review, teacher, and mommy
blogs/websites

■■

Holiday gift guides

ISBN 9781454916321 • $16.95 ($19.95 CAN)
Hardcover with Jacket • 32 pages (all in color)
8 1/2 × 10 7/8 • Ages: 3 and UP
Carton Qty: 30 • Territory: W
Sterling Children’s Books
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Goodnight, Little Bot
by Karen Kaufman Orloff, illustrated by Kim Smith
Even little robots need their rest—and their parents tuck them in just
as human mommies and daddies do. It doesn’t matter if young bots
slip on their pjs over power packs and snack on batteries; just like
children, they love bedtime stories, hugs, a cuddly toy, and lullabies.
This sweet goodnight story is perfect for winding kids (and robots)
down for the night.
KAREN KAUFMAN ORLOFF is the author of several books for children,
including the bestselling I Wanna series, illustrated by David Catrow
(Putnam). For Sterling, she has written Talk, Oscar, Please!, illustrated
by Tim Bowers; If Mom Had Three Arms, illustrated by Pete Whitehead;
and Miles of Smiles, illustrated by Luciano Lozano. She has another
book scheduled for Sterling’s Spring 2018 list: Some Days. Karen lives
in Dutchess County, NY. Visit her online at karenkaufmanorloff.com.

Cover not final

KIM SMITH has illustrated several books for children including
Sterling’s Hey, Coach!; Over the River & Through the Wood; and
The Twelve Days of Christmas in Canada. Kim lives in Canada with
her husband, Eric, and their border terrier, Whisky. Visit Kim online
at Kimillustration.com.

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

A fab creative team: well-established author with a
great track record (bestselling I Wanna . . . series from
Putnam), and rising-star illustrator Kim Smith

■■

Robot characters add a twist to a soothing and familiar
bedtime routine

■■

Gentle rhyme and bedtime theme will help
children settle down for the night

MARKETING & PUBLICITY CAMPAIGN
■■

National print and online publicity campaign

■■

Digital focus on children’s book review and parenting
blogs/websites

■■

Regional events and school visits in Dutchess County, NY

ALSO AVAILABLE

ISBN 9781454921189 • $16.95 ($19.95 CAN)
Hardcover with Jacket • 32 pages (all in color)
8 1/2 × 10 7/8 • Ages: 3 and UP
Carton Qty: 30 • Territory: W
Sterling Children’s Books
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Miles of Smiles

Hey, Coach!

ISBN 9781454916994
$14.95 ($16.95 CAN)
Hardcover with Jacket
8 1/2 × 10 7/8
Territory: W

ISBN 9781454916079
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Over the River &
Through the Wood
ISBN 9781454910244
$14.95 ($16.95 CAN)
Hardcover with Jacket
11 × 8 1/2
Territory: W

Rocket Shoes
by Sharon Skinner, illustrated by Ward Jenkins
José dreams of flying. So he buys some rocket shoes and jets into
the atmosphere. But all those spins, kicks, and airborne tricks cause
such a ruckus that the mayor bans the shoes. Then, during a terrible
snowstorm, José hears a cry: his neighbor’s in danger—and he can
only help her if he flies. Will José dare to break the rules and save
the day?

Cover not final

SHARON SKINNER grew up in a small town in northern California
where she spent most of her time reading books, making up plays,
and writing stories about fantastical creatures, aliens, monsters and,
of course, heroes. She holds an MA in Creative Writing, a BA in English,
and a Poetic License, and served for eight years as the Executive
Editor of Anthology magazine, a small-press literary magazine
published in Mesa, AZ. Sharon is an active member of SCBWI (Society
of Children’s Book Writers and Illustrators) and serves as the Assistant
Regional Advisor for SCBWI AZ. Her published work includes The
Healer’s Legacy (YA Fantasy, 2012), The Nelig Stones (MG Fantasy,
2013), Mirabella and the Faded Phantom (MG Paranormal, 2014), and
The Matriarch’s Devise (YA Fantasy, 2015). She is also the coauthor of
The Chronicles of Tavara Tinker series. You can learn more about her
at sharonskinner.com.

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

A must-read for any kid who is fascinated by flight—and all
children are!

■■

The clever and suspenseful story—will José be able to rescue his
neighbor and her cat?—will keep kids on the edge of their seats

■■

Compelling rhyming text is fun to read aloud

■■

Teaches kids an important lesson about rules

WARD JENKINS draws and animates from his home in Atlanta, GA,
where he lives with his photographer/writer wife, Andrea, and
two kids, Ava and Ezra. He has illustrated many books for children,
including How to Train a T. Rex & Win 8 Gold Medals by Michael Phelps
& Alan Abramson (Simon & Schuster), Chicks Run Wild by Sudipta
Bardhan-Quallen (Simon & Schuster), and the Good Crooks series by
Mary Amato (Egmont USA).
“Shoes with engines, springs and sprockets,

ISBN 9781454921523 • $16.95 ($19.95 CAN)
Hardcover with Jacket • 40 pages (all in color)
9 1/2 x 11 • Ages: 5 to 9
Carton Qty: 24 • Territory: W
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kick-start heels, and shoe-size rockets.”

“Shoes with jets and jazzy laces,
flying kids to far-off places.”

In his dreams, when all is quiet,
José is a jet shoe pilot.

Ma says, “Hijo, I’m not buying
crazy kids’ shoes just for flying.”

Willa and the Bear
by Philomena O’Neill
More than anything, Willa adores her ragdoll, Rosie, made just for
her by Grandma. But one day, on a bumpy sleigh ride to Grandma’s
birthday dinner, Rosie falls into the snow and disappears. Willa is
inconsolable—until, mysteriously, Rosie reappears at Grandma’s door.
Can Willa find a way to thank the special friend who returned her doll?
This picture book will warm the heart of every child who has ever had
a favorite toy.

Cover not final

PHILOMENA O’NEILL was born in Ireland. Her family moved to Ghana,
West Africa when she was eight years old and immigrated to Canada
when she was 14. She met her husband in 1976 on a sailboat in
Patchogue, Long Island, and shortly after marrying, moved to Seattle
where they raised four children. She has been illustrating children’s
books, magazines, and education material for nearly 20 years. You
can see more illustration work on her website at philomenaoneill.com.

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

Winter-but-not-holiday theme

■■

Delightful story about unexpected friendship and kindness

■■

Compare to Jan Brett’s The Mitten and The Velveteen Rabbit

■■

Beautiful illustrations in a classic, folk-art style

MARKETING & PUBLICITY CAMPAIGN
■■

National print and online publicity campaign

■■

Digital focus on children’s book review and mommy blogs

■■

Bookstore appearances & school visits in author’s
hometown of Seattle, WA

ISBN 9781454925736 • $16.95 ($19.95 CAN)
Hardcover with Jacket • 40 pages (all in color)
10 7/8 × 8 1/2 • Ages: 4 and UP
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Dough Knights and Dragons
by Dee Leone, illustrated by George Ermos
In Dough Knights and Dragons, a curious knight and an amiable dragon
meet serendipitously, and instantly bond over their shared love of
baking. But the friends are filled with sadness when, according to the
law, the two must duel one another. Can the unlikely pair find a way to
evade the law, save their friendship, and spread good throughout the
land? Kids will devour this scrumptiously clever tale!
DEE LEONE is the author of Bizz and Buzz Make Honey Buns (Grosset
& Dunlap). Many of her stories, poems, plays, and activity puzzles
have appeared in children’s magazines. Dee taught at the elementary
level in several states and was also a gifted program aide. Her
interests include photography, traveling, and scrapbooking. Dee lives
in San Diego.
Cover not final

GEORGE ERMOS studied illustration at the University of Lincoln.
He lives in the UK.

I

N A MAGICAL KINGDOM far to the east,
lived a very small knight and a very large beast.

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

Rhyming text makes for a great read-aloud

■■

An epic tale that features knights and dragons in a fantasy world

■■

Teaches kids the value of befriending those who are different
from themselves

■■

Teaches kids that there is always a better solution than fighting

■■

Playful yet sophisticated illustrations that perfectly capture the
story’s sweet and adventurous spirit

One day while collecting fresh herbs in a glen,
the young knight discovered a well-hidden den.

It was filled with ingredients
he’d not seen before.
The lad couldn’t resist—he just
had to explore!

MARKETING & PUBLICITY CAMPAIGN
■■

National print and online publicity campaign

■■

Digital focus on children’s book review and parenting
blogs/websites

■■

Author promotion on Twitter at: @deeleone3 (32,800+ followers)

■■

Regional events and school visits in and around San Diego

■■

Activity Kit available

■■

Book Trailer

On the eve of the contest they had lots to do.
They were bound and determined to bake something new.
So they mixed and they measured, they kneaded and rolled,
then cut shapes from dough with a circular mold.

They knew this creation could well be their last
and anxiously worked just a little too fast.

Subjects came the next day from land, sea, and air
to see how each knight and each dragon would fare.

ISBN 9781454921417 • $16.95 ($19.95 CAN)
Hardcover with Jacket • 40 pages (all in color)
10 × 10 • Ages: 5 and UP
Carton Qty: 30 • Territory: W
Sterling Children’s Books
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Kick! Jump! Chop!
The Adventures of the Ninjabread Man
by Heather Ayris Burnell, illustrated by Bomboland
CRUNCH! CRUMBLE! CRACK! Cookie attack!
Kick! Chop! Jump! brings a whole new spice level to the fun tale of the
“Gingerbread Man.” When sparring in his dojo gets stale, Sensei bakes
the ultimate fighting partner: the Ninjabread Man! All the masters
battle the Ninjabread Man to see who can gobble him up. But when
Fox snatches the crafty cookie, only the other ninja masters can save
him. Punny text and gorgeous cut-paper art make this the perfect
tasty tale!
HEATHER AYRIS BURNELL is an assistant librarian at the North
Central Regional Library in Washington state. She is the author of the
picture book Bedtime Monster with Raven Tree Press.

Cover not final

BOMBOLAND is an artist team from Lucca, Italy. They work in a cutpaper style where Maurizio sketches out the artwork and Elisa works
to make the art look three-dimensional. They have worked on various
books, editorial art, and exhibitions. Check out their projects on
bomboland.com.
Raccoon searched
for the sugary scent.
“I’ve been craving a
sweet battle.”

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

Intricate and beautiful cut-paper art from Bomboland sets this
retelling apart from the other gingerbread man stories

■■

The gingerbread theme ties in perfectly with the
Christmas season

Cookie attack! Raccoon couldn’t gobble them fast enough.

K I CK !
JU M P !

Action-packed, punny story that brings a modern, fun twist to
the classic fairytale

■■

CR
CR U
UN
N CH
CH !! CR
CR U
UM
MB
B LLE
E !! CR
CR A
A CK
CK !!

CH O P !
As fast as you can. You can’t beat me,
I’m the Ninjabread Man.

MARKETING & PUBLICITY CAMPAIGN
■■

National print and online publicity campaign

■■

Digital focus on children’s book review blogs and websites
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Who’s at the Window?

Agnese Baruzzi
Agnese Baruzzi

by Agnese Baruzzi
Quick—who’s at the window? Could it be a drooling, hungry
WEREWOLF? No! Turn the page and you’ll find a nest of adorable baby
birds. Nothing is what it first seems in Agnese Baruzzi’s fun novelty
book, which has a die-cut windowpane that shows just a glimpse of
what lies beyond. Children will love this guessing game that’s full of
surprises!

Cover not final

AGNESE BARUZZI has a degree in Graphic Design from the Istituto
Superiore per le Industrie Artistiche in Urbino. She has worked as
an illustrator and author since 2001, writing more than 40 children’s
books that have been published in Italy, the UK, Japan, Portugal, the
US, France, and South Korea. She holds workshops for children and
adults in schools and libraries and provides illustrations for agencies,
graphic art studios, and publishers. Her work for White Star includes
illustrating Animal Mix & Match, Curious Creatures, Dinosaurs Mix
& Match, Dining with Monsters!, Curious Dinosaurs, Topsy-Turvy
Monsters, I’m Going to Eat You!, Puss in Boots, and Hansel and Gretel.

...but maybe,
just check...

...it’s only TINY CHICKS eating breakfast!

ALSO AVAILABLE

ISBN 9788854411890 • $12.95 ($14.95 CAN)
Hardcover • 48 pages (all in color)
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We Wish for a Monster Christmas
by Sue Fliess, illustrated by Claudia Ranucci
Dear Santa: please bring us a big hairy, scary MONSTER! This
hilarious parody of the traditional carol stars two siblings who want
something really special for their Christmas gift. Though Mom and
Dad say no, Santa says yes. But having a monster in the house
may not be all it’s cracked up to be. . . . Delighted readers will sing
along with the merry song.

Cover not final

SUE FLIESS (pronounced “fleece”) has published 18 children’s books—
nine in the last two years—and has 10 more under contract. Her picture
books have been used as curriculum tools in schools and in museum
educational programs. She has a background in copywriting, PR, and
marketing, and her articles have appeared in O (Oprah Magazine),
Huffington Post, Writer’s Digest, Education.com, Daily Candy Kids,
Travelmuse.com, and more. She is thrilled that her Oprah Magazine
article was chosen for inclusion in O’s Little Book of Happiness,
published in March 2015. Learn more about Sue at suefliess.com. She
lives in Northern VA.

KEY SELLING POINTS
A cleverly crafted variation of a beloved Christmas carol, just
like our popular books by Kim Norman: Ten on the Sled and If It’s
Snowy and You Know It

■■

Sibling cooperation and creative problem-solving
features throughout

■■

Readers will love singing along and shouting out the choruses

■■

Very promotable, active author has a background in PR and
marketing, as well as writing. Her Oprah Magazine article was
chosen for inclusion in O’s Little Book of Happiness, which
published March 2015

■■

Author’s previous picture books have been used as curriculum
tools in schools and in museum educational programs: Robots,
Robots Everywhere! is used at The Museum of Flight in Seattle
at the start of every pre-K and kindergarten program. A pre-K/
kindergarten teacher in Chicago has created literacy programs
around three of Sue’s books, tying them to the school’s
curriculum, and a blogging teacher uses all of Sue’s books with
her speech therapy students. More info and links available
upon request

CLAUDIA RANUCCI was born in Rome, but now lives in Spain. She runs
a small Spanish publishing house in Madrid, and is also a designer
and illustrator. Her illustration work has been published in France,
Portugal, China, Japan, Korea, Mexico, and Brazil.

Art not final

■■

■■

National print and online publicity campaign

■■

Digital focus on children’s book review and parenting
blogs/websites

■■

Holiday gift guides

■■

Regional events around author’s hometown in northern Virginia

Art not final

MARKETING & PUBLICITY CAMPAIGN

Art not final

ISBN 9781454918943 • $16.95 ($19.95 CAN)
Hardcover with Jacket • 32 pages (all in color)
10 7/8 × 8 1/2 • Ages: 3 and UP
Carton Qty: 30 • Territory: W
Sterling Children’s Books
OCTOBER 2017
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Bear

The Bear Who Didn’t Want
to Miss Christmas

The
Who Didton’tWant
m
Christismass

by Marie Tibi, illustrated by Fabien Lambert
Poor little bear! It’s time for him to hibernate—but that means he’ll
sleep right through Christmas and won’t be able to celebrate with his
woodland friends. Can his pals find a clever way to help him join in
the fun? This heartwarming, holiday picture book captures the festive
spirit of the holiday and the beauty of friendship.
MARIE TIBI worked in education before becoming a children’s book
writer. Her previous books, published in France, include La Petite Poule
Moustachue, Mimi La Petite Croche, and Le Grand Petit Explorateur.

Cover not final

FABIEN LAMBERT is a graphic designer, illustrator, and writer of
children’s books. He lives in Nantes, France.

..
Fabien Ockto
Lambert

Marie Tibi
KEY SELLING POINTS

■■

So tonight a very happy bear will
go to sleep with sweet dreams of his
first ever Christmas celebration with
all his special friends.

A wonderful Christmas story that captures the spirit of the holiday

What a wonderful surprise!

-I made it this morning. I asked for a new coat, says
Sabine, the fox.
Jules, the white rabbit, licked her chops.
-For me, a jar of carrot jam! Or a new pair of boots.
-I would like coloured pencils and a notebook to draw
in, says the timid skunk.

ISBN 9781912006854 • $16.95 ($19.95 CAN)
Hardcover with Jacket • 40 pages (all in color)
10 1/4 × 10 3/8 • Ages: UP to 5
Territory: US/Can • Scribblers
OCTOBER 2017
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Happy holidays! It’s time for two joyful new titles in the popular children’s series.

The Twelve Days of Christmas in Missouri
by Ann Ingalls, illustrated by Laura Huliska-Beith
Welcome to Christmas in Missouri, the Show Me State—and Cody’s all ready to get a grand
tour from his cousin Laila. Together, they’ll count bald eagles, spelunk in stalactite-filled
caverns, eat Kansas City-style barbecue, visit the Pony Express Museum, and have the best
time. Cody receives some amazing gifts, too, from 1 dogwood tree with a bluebird to 12 tiny
tin trains.
ANN INGALLS is the author of J Is for Jazz (Bright Connections), The Little Piano Girl (Houghton
Mifflin Harcourt), which was a finalist for the Crystal Kite Award, and the upcoming Fairy
Floss (Little Bee). She has taught elementary and special education and lives in Kansas City,
MO, where the people are friendly and the barbecue is great!
ISBN 9781454920755 • $12.95 ($14.95 CAN)
Hardcover with Jacket
40 pages (all in color) • 8 1/2 × 8 1/2
Ages: 5 and UP • Carton Qty: 40
Territory: W • Sterling Children’s Books

LAURA HULISKA-BEITH is the illustrator of The Goodnight Train (Houghton Mifflin Harcourt),
10 Little Ladybugs (Dalmatian), The Recess Queen (Scholastic), and dozens of other children’s
books. She lives with her husband and three dogs in Kansas City, MO.

OCTOBER 2017

The Twelve Days of Christmas
in North Dakota
by Roxane Beauclair Salonen, illustrated by Jess Golden
Come celebrate Christmas on the prairie! When Piper visits her cousin Henry in North Dakota
for the holidays, she goes ice fishing, sees historical forts and theaters, tastes delicious local
foods, and experiences a real Native American powwow. And every day, Henry gives her a
special North Dakota gift, from 12 skates a-sliding and 9 bison basking to a meadowlark in
an elm tree.
ROXANE BEAUCLAIR SALONEN is the author of P Is for Peace Garden: A North Dakota
Alphabet. She lives with her family in Fargo, ND.
JESS GOLDEN is a graduate of the Rhode Island School of Design. She lives in MA with her
husband and her dog, Martha.
ISBN 9781454920083 • $12.95 ($14.95 CAN)
Hardcover with Jacket
40 pages (all in color) • 8 1/2 × 8 1/2
Ages: 5 and UP • Carton Qty: 40
Territory: W • Sterling Children’s Books

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

Over 500,000 copies of The Twelve Days of Christmas series have sold since 2007!

■■

Regional books are hot—this series has been consistently selling
out of its first printings and doing very nicely on the backlist

■■

Terrific illustrations capture the flavor of each region

■■

Both authors are from the respective regions and are energetic advocates for their books

OCTOBER 2017
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The Twelve Days of Christmas Backlist

The Twelve Days of
Christmas in Arizona

The Twelve Days of
Christmas in California

The Twelve Days of
Christmas in Canada

ISBN 9781402770364
$12.95 ($14.95 CAN)
Hardcover with Jacket
8 1/2 × 8 1/2
Territory: W

ISBN 9781402762475
$12.95 ($14.95 CAN)
Hardcover with Jacket
8 1/2 × 8 1/2
Territory: W

ISBN 9781454914310
$12.95 ($12.95 CAN)
Hardcover with Jacket
8 1/2 × 8 1/2
Territory: W

The Twelve Days of
Christmas in Colorado

The Twelve Days of
Christmas in Florida

The Twelve Days of
Christmas in Georgia

ISBN 9781402774638
$12.95 ($14.95 CAN)
Hardcover with Jacket
8 1/2 × 8 1/2
Territory: W

ISBN 9781402738173
$12.95 ($14.95 CAN)
Hardcover with Jacket
8 1/2 × 8 1/2
Territory: W

ISBN 9781402770081
$12.95 ($14.95 CAN)
Hardcover with Jacket
8 1/2 × 8 1/2
Territory: W

The Twelve Days of
Christmas in Illinois

The Twelve Days of
Christmas in Indiana

The Twelve Days of
Christmas in Iowa

ISBN 9781402797330
$12.95 ($14.95 CAN)
Hardcover with Jacket
8 1/2 × 8 1/2
Territory: W

ISBN 9781454908883
$12.95 ($14.95 CAN)
Hardcover with Jacket
8 1/2 × 8 1/2
Territory: W

ISBN 9781402767104
$12.95 ($14.95 CAN)
Hardcover with Jacket
8 1/2 × 8 1/2
Territory: W

The Twelve Days of
Christmas in Kentucky

The Twelve Days of
Christmas in Louisiana

The Twelve Days of
Christmas in Michigan

ISBN 9781454919599
$12.95 ($14.95 CAN)
Hardcover with Jacket
8 1/2 × 8 1/2
Territory: W

ISBN 9781402738142
$12.95 ($14.95 CAN)
Hardcover with Jacket
8 1/2 × 8 1/2
Territory: W

ISBN 9781402763519
$12.95 ($14.95 CAN)
Hardcover with Jacket
8 1/2 × 8 1/2
Territory: W

The Twelve Days
of Christmas in
Minnesota

The Twelve Days
of Christmas in
New England

The Twelve Days
of Christmas in
New Jersey

ISBN 9781402763953
$12.95 ($14.95 CAN)
Hardcover with Jacket
8 1/2 × 8 1/2
Territory: W

ISBN 9781454914921
$12.95 ($14.95 CAN)
Hardcover with Jacket
8 1/2 × 8 1/2
Territory: W

ISBN 9781402738166
$12.95 ($13.95 CAN)
Hardcover with Jacket
8 1/2 × 8 1/2
Territory: W
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The Twelve Days of Christmas Backlist

The Twelve Days
of Christmas in
New York City

The Twelve Days
of Christmas in
North Carolina

ISBN 9781402764400
$12.95 ($16.95 CAN)
Hardcover with Jacket
8 1/2 × 8 1/2
Territory: W

ISBN 9781402744679
$12.95 ($14.95 CAN)
Hardcover with Jacket
8 1/2 × 8 1/2
Territory: W

The Twelve Days of
Christmas in Oklahoma

The Twelve Days of
Christmas in Oregon

ISBN 9781402792243
$12.95 ($14.95 CAN)
Hardcover with Jacket
8 1/2 × 8 1/2
Territory: W

ISBN 9781454908913
$12.95 ($14.95 CAN)
Hardcover with Jacket
8 1/2 × 8 1/2
Territory: W

The Twelve Days
of Christmas in
South Carolina

The Twelve Days of
Christmas in Ohio
ISBN 9781454908906
$12.95 ($14.95 CAN)
Hardcover with Jacket
8 1/2 × 8 1/2
Territory: W

The Twelve Days
of Christmas in
Pennsylvania
ISBN 9781454908890
$12.95 ($14.95 CAN)
Hardcover with Jacket
8 1/2 × 8 1/2
Territory: W

The Twelve Days of
Christmas in Texas

The Twelve Days of
Christmas in Virginia

ISBN 9781402763502
$12.95 ($14.95 CAN)
Hardcover with Jacket
8 1/2 × 8 1/2
Territory: W

ISBN 9781402763441
$12.95 ($14.95 CAN)
Hardcover with Jacket
8 1/2 × 8 1/2
Territory: W

The Twelve Days
of Christmas in
Washington

The Twelve Days
of Christmas in
Washington, D.C.

The Twelve Days of
Christmas in Wisconsin

ISBN 9781402770685
$12.95 ($14.95 CAN)
Hardcover with Jacket
8 1/2 × 8 1/2
Territory: W

ISBN 9781402763946
$12.95 ($14.95 CAN)
Hardcover with Jacket
8 1/2 × 8 1/2
Territory: W

ISBN 9781402766725
$12.95 ($14.95 CAN)
Hardcover with Jacket
8 1/2 × 8 1/2
Territory: W
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ISBN 9781402738159
$12.95 ($14.95 CAN)
Hardcover with Jacket
8 1/2 × 8 1/2
Territory: W

Christmas Backlist
Angel & Elf: Christmas Cookies

Angel & Elf: Snowy Magic

ISBN 9781907152870
$6.95 ($7.95 CAN)
Board Book
5 1/2 × 7 1/16
Territory: US/Can

ISBN 9781907152184
$6.95 ($7.95 CAN)
Board Book
5 1/2 × 7 1/16
Territory: US/Can

Ballet Kitty: Christmas Recital

The Gifts They Gave

ISBN 9781907152191
$8.95 ($9.95 CAN)
Board Book
8×8
Territory: US/Can

ISBN 9781454905080
$9.95 ($11.95 CAN)
Hardcover
8 1/2 × 8 1/2
Territory: W

The Great Reindeer Rebellion

Jingle-Jingle

ISBN 9781454913566
$6.95 ($8.50 CAN)
Paperback with Flaps
10 × 10
Territory: W

ISBN 9781906250089
$14.95 ($15.95 CAN)
Hardcover with Jacket
9 7/8 × 10 6/8
Territory: US/Can

Michael Hague’s Treasury
of Christmas Carols
ISBN 9781402778124
$9.95 ($10.95 CAN)
Hardcover
8 × 10
Territory: W
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Christmas Backlist
The Night Before Christmas

The Night Before Christmas

ISBN 9781454913559
$6.95 ($8.50 CAN)
Paperback with Flaps
9 1/4 × 11 1/2
Territory: W

ISBN 9781402750656
$9.95 ($11.95 CAN)
Hardcover
8 1/2 × 11 3/8
Territory: W

A Pirate’s Night Before Christmas

A Pirate’s Twelve Days
of Christmas

ISBN 9781402742576
$14.95 ($16.95 CAN)
Hardcover with Jacket
11 × 10
Territory: W

ISBN 9781454920700
$7.95 ($9.50 CAN)
Board Book
8×7
Territory: W

ISBN 9781454913573
$6.95 ($8.50 CAN)
Paperback with Flaps

ISBN 9781402792250
$14.95 ($17.95 CAN)
Hardcover with Jacket
11 × 10
Territory: W

What I Love About Christmas
ISBN 9781454918202
$12.95 ($14.95 CAN)
Board Book
8×8
Territory: W
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Inky’s Great Escape
The Incredible and True Story of an Octopus Escape
by Casey Lyall, illustrated by Sebastià Serra
Based on a true story, Inky’s Great Escape follows a Houdini-esque
octopus as he pulls his greatest disappearing act yet. Inky, worn
out from his exciting life in the ocean, has retired to the aquarium.
There he quietly regales his tankmate Blotchy with tales of his past
adventures. Then Blotchy dares Inky to make one more daring escape:
out of their tank . . . and the aquarium. Will Inky succeed?

Cover not final

CASEY LYALL is a writer from Southwestern Ontario. She works at her
local library where she runs a number of teen groups and waits for
management to discover they’re actually paying her to have fun. She
is the author of Howard Wallace P.I. and Shadow of a Pug: Howard
Wallace P.I. 2 (both Sterling). You can find her on Twitter as @CKLyall
and at caseylyall.com.
SEBASTIÀ SERRA hails from Barcelona, Spain, where he studied
Fine Arts at the Universitat de Barcelona. He is an award-winning
illustrator whose work has appeared in magazines and on television.
Sebastià has illustrated a number of picture books in Spain and in the
US, including A Pirate’s Night Before Christmas and A Pirate’s Twelve
Days of Christmas by Philip Yates. His work has also been displayed
in exhibitions all over the world, including the US, Italy, Japan, China,
and Korea.

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

Based on a true story published by The New York Times in
April 2016

■■

House author with strong social media presence

■■

Fun aquatic setting that will appeal to kids, librarians,
and teachers

■■

Inky’s theatrical language paired with Blotchy’s deadpan humor
make for a dynamic read-aloud

Blotchy had lived at the aquarium for his entire life and had never
even seen the ocean. To Blotchy, Inky’s adventures sounded like the
wild stories that lined his bookshelves. He had a hard time believing
any octopus was capable of such astonishing feats.

One night, he said to Inky, “I bet you can’t escape from here.”

MARKETING & PUBLICITY CAMPAIGN
National print and online publicity campaign

■■

Digital focus on children’s book review and mommy blogs,
wildlife and biology websites

■■

Trade advertising

■■

Activity kit available for teachers, librarians, and booksellers

■■

School visits and bookstore appearances in the US and Canada

Art not final

■■

Inky looked around at their tank, which was sealed up tighter than
a clamshell. “I’ll take that bet,” he said, thinking of the old days.”
He looked out at the room beyond. He could feel the itch of adventure
whispering through his brain. “I’ll go one better and escape from this
whole aquarium!”
“You’re pulling my tentacle,” Blotchy laughed.
“It’ll be my biggest escape yet,” Inky said.
“It’s impossible,” Blotchy cried. Inky just smiled.

ISBN 9781454926351 • $16.95 ($19.95 CAN)
Hardcover with Jacket • 32 pages (all in color)
10 × 9 • Ages: 5 and UP
Carton Qty: 20 • Territory: W
Sterling Children’s Books
NOVEMBER 2017
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Magnolia Mudd and the Super
Jumptastic Launcher Deluxe
by Katey Howes, illustrated by Valerio Fabbretti
Magnolia Mudd’s Uncle Jamie is the very BEST grown-up. He always
invents cool things with her . . . until the day he and Miss Emily
announce their engagement. That’s bad enough—but even worse,
Miss Emily wants Magnolia to be a FLOWER GIRL! No way is Magnolia
tossing petals. But maybe Uncle Jamie’s new bride-to-be is more fun
that Magnolia imagined . . .

Cover not final

KATEY HOWES is proud to be a geek. She loves physics and biology,
reads everything from classic children’s lit to modern neuroscience,
and has strong opinions about commas. A former physical therapist
specializing in brain injury, Katey now divides her time between
writing and raising kids with a love of books. In addition to her
own blog about raising readers, Katey is a team member at All the
Wonders and contributor to websites like The Nerdy Bookclub and
Multicultural Parenting. Katey is a member of SCBWI and is very active
in the kidlit community. Find her online at kateyhowes.com, on Twitter
@kateywrites, and on Instagram @kidlitlove.

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

Girl inventors and makers are huge right now; the popularity of
Rosie Revere, Engineer and Ada Twist, Scientist are paving the
way for more titles on this topic

■■

Hilarious, cartoon-like illustrations from Valerio Fabbretti
delightfully bring Magnolia and her inventions to life

■■

Mags is a smart, strong, stylish character who’s a great role
model for young readers

■■

This title has series potential, as Magnolia’s inventions have
no limits

VALERIO FABBRETTI is a comic artist and children’s book illustrator.
Originally from Rome, Italy, he now lives in San Francisco.

MARKETING & PUBLICITY CAMPAIGN
■■

National print and online publicity campaign

■■

Digital focus on children’s blogs and review websites including
STEM focused outlets

■■

Trade advertising

■■

Cross promotion on author’s websites (All the Wonders)

■■

Regional school visits and bookstore appearances near
hometown of Chesterfield, NJ

ISBN 9781454921745 • $16.95 ($19.95 CAN)
Hardcover with Jacket • 40 pages (all in color)
10 × 10 • Ages: 3 and UP
Carton Qty: 30 • Territory: W
Sterling Children’s Books
NOVEMBER 2017
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Frankenbunny
by Jill Esbaum, illustrated by Alice Brereton
Spencer the Bunny’s big brothers ALWAYS frighten him with scary
monster stories. And the most terrifying beast of all is Frankenbunny,
with his crusty fangs, flashing red eyes, and ginormous paws. But
when Spencer discovers that his brothers made the whole thing up,
he hatches a plan to turn the tables on them and conquer his own
fears . . . forever.
JILL ESBAUM is the award-winning author of many picture books,
including I Am Cow, Hear Me Moo! and I Hatched! (both Penguin).
She also enjoys writing a variety of nonfiction books for National
Geographic Kids, including the popular Angry Birds Playground
series. Jill has also written many popular Sterling titles, including
Teeny Tiny Toady, Elwood Bigfoot, and If a T. Rex Crashes Your
Birthday Party. Jill lives in Dixon, IA. Learn more at jillesbaum.com and
picturebookbuilders.com.
Cover not final

ALICE BRERETON grew up in Minneapolis, MN. Her artwork is colorful,
textured, and shape oriented. Alice has won many awards from her
school, the Academy of Art University, and was an Adobe Design
Achievement Awards Semifinalist in 2011 and 2013.

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

A picture book for anyone who has ever been scared of monsters

■■

Alice Brereton’s artwork really brings this wonderful story to life

■■

Any child whose older siblings tease or play pranks will relate to
this story—and love how the little one beats the bullies at their
own game

You know monsters aren’t real, right?

MARKETING & PUBLICITY CAMPAIGN
■■

National print and online publicity campaign

■■

Digital focus on children’s book review and parenting
blogs/websites

■■

Yeah. Me, too.
Except for this one time
when my big brothers made
me forget.

Regional events around author’s hometown of Dixon, IA

ALSO AVAILABLE

ISBN 9781454921721 • $16.95 ($19.95 CAN)
Hardcover with Jacket • 32 pages (all in color)
8 1/2 × 10 7/8 • Ages: 4 to 7
Carton Qty: 30 • Territory: W
Sterling Children’s Books
NOVEMBER 2017

Elwood Bigfoot

Teeny Tiny Toady

ISBN 9781454908791
$14.95 ($16.95 CAN)
Hardcover with Jacket
8 1/2 x 11
Territory: W

ISBN 9781454914549
$14.95 ($16.95 CAN)
Hardcover with Jacket
10 × 10
Territory: W
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If a T. Rex Crashes
Your Birthday Party
ISBN 9781454915508
$14.95 ($16.95 CAN)
Hardcover with Jacket
8 1/2 × 10 7/8
Territory: W

Puss in Boots
by Gwen Keraval
Thanks to the help of a fast-talking, resourceful kitty, a young man
goes from poor to princely. When a miller dies, he has only a cat to
leave to his youngest son. But with a pair of boots and his sharp wits,
the wily feline tricks the king and changes his master’s status . . .
forever. Gwen Keraval’s engaging, humorous illustrations bring to life
the cat’s ingenious plans.
GWEN KERAVAL is an illustrator based in France, who works in
children’s publishing, editorial illustration, advertising, and toy design.

Peu après, le Chat botté alla se cacher
dans un champ de blé, tenant toujours
son sac ouvert ; et, lorsque deux perdrix
y furent entrées, il tira les cordons
et les prit toutes deux.
Il alla ensuite les offrir au roi.
Le roi reçut encore avec plaisir
les deux perdrix, et lui fit donner
une récompense.

By Gwen Keraval
Fier de sa proie, le Chat botté s’en alla
chez le roi et demanda à lui parler.
On le fit monter à l’appartement
de Sa Majesté, où il fit une grande
révérence au roi, et lui dit :
– Voilà, Sire, un lapin de garenne que
mon maître, M. le marquis de Carabas,
m’a chargé de vous présenter de sa part.
– Dis à ton maître que je le remercie
et qu’il me fait plaisir, répondit le roi.

Le Chat botté continua ainsi,
pendant deux ou trois mois,
à porter de temps en temps au roi
du gibier.
Un jour, il apprit que le roi devait aller
en promenade sur le bord de la rivière
avec sa fille, la plus belle princesse
du monde.

Le Chat botté arriva enfin dans un beau
château dont le maître était un ogre.
En réalité, c’était à lui qu’appartenaient
toutes les terres par où le roi était passé.
Le Chat botté s’informa sur cet ogre
et demanda à lui parler,
disant qu’il n’avait pas
voulu passer si près
de son château sans avoir
l’honneur de le saluer.

Il dit à son maître :
– Si vous suivez mon conseil,
votre fortune est faite ; vous n’avez
qu’à vous baigner dans la rivière,
et ensuite me laisser faire.
Le marquis de Carabas fit
ce que son chat lui conseillait.

L’Ogre le reçut aussi civilement
que le peut un ogre.
– On m’a assuré, dit le Chat botté,
que vous aviez le don de vous changer
en toutes sortes d’animaux ;
que vous pouviez, par exemple,
vous transformer en lion, en éléphant.
– Cela est vrai, répondit l’Ogre, et,
pour vous le prouver, vous m’allez voir
devenir un lion.

Le Chat botté fut si effrayé de voir un lion
devant lui qu’il gagna aussitôt les gouttières.

ISBN 9781912006847 • $14.95 ($16.95 CAN)
Hardcover with Jacket • 24 pages (all in color)
10 1/4 x 10 3/8 • Ages: UP to 5
Territory: US/Can • Scribblers
NOVEMBER 2017
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Bagel in Love
by Natasha Wing, illustrated by Helen Dardik
Poor Bagel! He dreams of entering the Cherry Jubilee dance contest
. . . but he can’t find a partner! Pretzel sniffs that Bagel doesn’t cut
the mustard. Croissant thinks his moves are stale. And Doughnut’s
eyes just glaze over. Will he ever find a sweet-tart who doesn’t think
his steps are half-baked? Witty and pun-filled, this picture book really
takes the cake.

Cover not final

NATASHA WING is best known for her paperback series based on the
popular poem “The Night Before Christmas.” Her titles include The
Night Before Easter, the original book in the series, and The Night
Before Kindergarten, which has sold more than 1.5 million copies
and has regularly appeared on bestseller lists since its publication in
2001 (Grosset & Dunlap). Wing’s book Jalapeño Bagels (Atheneum) is
a favorite among elementary school teachers and students—now in
its 23rd printing, it features a mixed Jewish and Mexican family. An
Eye for Color: The Story of Josef Albers (Holt) tells the story of one of
her neighbors when she was growing up in CT; it was an ALA Notable,
a Junior Library Guild selection, a California Reading Association’s
Eureka! Honor Book Award, and 2012 Grand Canyon Reader nominee,
and has been translated into Chinese. Natasha lives in Fort Collins, CO,
with her husband, Dan, and cat, Purrsia. Learn more about Natasha at
natashawing.com.

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

Well-established, bestselling author with tons of experience in
promoting her books

■■

Story is funny but not too mushy, perfect for a kids’ Valentine’s
Day selection

■■

The clever food puns will keep both kids and adults laughing

HELEN DARDIK lived many interesting places—including Ukraine,
Siberia, and Israel—before moving to Canada, where she lives now
with her husband and their three daughters. She illustrates for a
large number of clients, including American Girl, the Boston Globe,
HarperCollins, Klutz, Parents Magazine, and Penguin UK. When she’s
not making her intricate digital illustrations, she makes plush toys,
paints with oils, and rearranges furniture. Learn more about her
at oneluckyhelen.com.

MARKETING & PUBLICITY CAMPAIGN
■■

National print and online publicity campaign

■■

Digital focus on children’s book review and mommy blogs

■■

Trade and consumer advertising

■■

Regional events and school visits around the author’s hometown
of Fort Collins, CO

ISBN 9781454922391 • $16.95 ($19.95 CAN)
Hardcover with Jacket • 32 pages (all in color)
10 × 10 • Ages: 4 and UP
Carton Qty: 30 • Territory: W
Sterling Children’s Books
JANUARY 2018
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Baby Penguin’s First Waddles
What happens after a baby penguin emerges from her egg? Follow
her journey and find out!
Meet a penguin chick and see how she grows. Developed in tandem
with the American Museum of Natural History, and featuring stunning
photography in the penguin’s Antarctic home, this nonfiction picture
book captures the first few months of a baby penguin’s life and her
transformation into adulthood. With fun and engaging text, Baby
Penguin’s First Waddles is sure to delight animal-loving kids.

Cover not final

The AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY in New York City is
one of the largest and most respected museums in the world, with an
annual attendance of 5 million. Since the Museum was founded in 1869,
its collections have grown to include more than 33 million specimens
and artifacts relating to the natural world and human cultures. The
Museum showcases its collections in the exhibit halls, and, behind
the scenes, approximately 200 scientists carry out cutting-edge
research. Researchers based in the Museum’s Center for Biodiversity
and Conservation work with local communities and partners around
the world to transform knowledge into conservation action. Plan a
trip to the Museum, home of the world’s largest collection of dinosaur
fossils, or visit online at amnh.org.

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

Developed and branded with the American Museum of Natural
History, the foremost natural history experts

■■

A continuation of our AMNH series, which already includes Wolf
Pups Join the Pack and Baby Dolphin’s First Swim; Baby Panda
Chews Bamboo is scheduled for Spring 2018

■■

Introduction to nonfiction for young readers

■■

Educates young readers about penguins in an accessible and
engaging way

■■

Filled with beautiful nature photography

■■

Perfect gift for any kid interested in penguins

ISBN 9781454927013 • $16.95 ($19.95 CAN)
Hardcover with Jacket • 32 pages (all in color)
10 × 10 • Ages: 3 to 9
Carton Qty: 30 • Territory: W
Sterling Children’s Books
JANUARY 2018
Picture Books
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Through the Forest in Fall
Illustrated by Anne Passchier
Winter is almost here—and it’s time for all the animals in the forest
to get ready for the cold. Squirrel gathers nuts, furry Fox makes sure
his den is nice and cozy for the family, and all the birds line their nests
with feathers and moss. The clever see-through element will delight
readers as they spy sweet details in Anne Passchier’s charming
illustrations.
ANNE PASSCHIER is an illustrator and surface designer from the
Netherlands, currently living in Cleveland, OH. Since graduating from
Ringling College of Art and Design in 2015, she’s worked for American
Greetings designing giftwrap and other gift packaging products. Her
whimsical and colorful design approach and mix of graphic shapes
with subtle texture, make her work has playful and perfect for children.
Learn more about Anne at annepasschier.com.

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

See-through element is unique and delightful

■■

Competitively priced

■■

Wonderful and playful illustrations

■■

Great seasonal appeal

■■

Follow up to Springtime Splash (Sterling Spring 2017)

ISBN 9781454925019 • $8.95 ($10.95 CAN)
Board Book • 10 pages (all in color)
7 × 7 • Ages: 3 to 7
Carton Qty: 48 • Territory: US/Can/Philippines
Sterling Children’s Books
AUGUST 2017
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With cool things to push, pull, and slide on the cover and every spread for interactive fun,
these chunky board books give children their first enticing taste of nonfiction!
$8.95 • Board Book • 10 pages (all in color) • 7 1/8 × 7 1/8 • Ages: 1 to 4 • Carton Qty: 20 • Territory: US Only • Sterling Children’s Books • AUGUST 2017

Dinosaurs

In the Jungle

Illustrated by Chorkung

Illustrated by Jenny Wren

All children dream of meeting a dinosaur—and now they can travel back in
time and get to know creatures like Stegosaurus, Velociraptor, Triceratops,
and more. Bright illustrations, with pull-tabs and wheels for little hands to
spin, bring to life simple facts about kids’ favorite prehistoric creatures.

Travel deep into the jungle and what will you see? Exciting creatures in
all shapes and sizes, from fluttering butterflies and chameleons to tigers,
leopards, and elephants! With scenes to push and pull, bright illustrations
that convey fun facts, and an invitation to spot animals on every page,
this is a magical introduction to the natural world.

ISBN 9781454926559
ISBN 9781454926566

Night Animals

Sea Creatures

Illustrated by Jenny Wren

Illustrated by Chorkung

When we go to sleep, these animals wake up! Explore a meadow, farm,
and garden at night and meet all kinds of nocturnal creatures, from the
familiar housecat to fireflies, foxes, owls, and bats. Learn more about
each one—including how they hunt and why the darkness isn’t a problem
for them. Kids can push, pull, and turn interactive features throughout
the book.

Swim through coral reefs, rock pools, and deep blue seas to see what
lives in and near the ocean! As kids push, pull, and slide their way
through the pages, they’ll encounter some amazing creatures: scuttling
crabs, tentacled jellyfish, slippery eels, and penguins, seals, and giant
whales that like icy-cold water. From pretty starfish to fierce sharks and
octopuses, each one is fantastic.

ISBN 9781454926580

ISBN 9781454926573

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

A new first nonfiction series introducing the natural world and science topics to toddlers

■■

Push, pull, and slide mechanisms on the cover and every spread

■■

Simple facts and labels to engage preschoolers

■■

Lots for parents and little ones to spot and talk about

■■

Delightful illustrations with recognizable plants, animals, and much more!
Board Books
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FOUR SIMPLE STORIES ABOUT FIRST EXPERIENCES FOR YOUNG CHILDREN.

Getting Ready for School

Happy Birthday

by Alessandra Psacharopulo

by Alessandra Psacharopulo

It’s the first day of school and time to wake up! Follow the animals as
they rise, brush their teeth, eat breakfast, grab their book bags, and go.
Finally, on the last page, they arrive in class for lessons and good times
with friends.

Something exciting is happening here! Adorable animals are baking a
cake, decorating the walls, blowing up balloons, and wrapping presents.
Someone must be celebrating a birthday. Guess who? It’s YOU! This book
makes the perfect gift for the birthday child.

ISBN 9788854411968 • AUGUST 2017

ISBN 9788854411951 • OCTOBER 2017

Cover not final

Cover not final

Cover not final

Cover not final

$6.95 ($8.50 CAN) • Board Book 16 pages (all in color) • 6 1/2 x 7 • Ages: 3 and UP • Territory: US/Can • White Star Kids

Ready, Set, Go!

Mom and Dad Go to Work

by Alessandra Psacharopulo

by Alessandra Psacharopulo

Hurry, hurry, don’t be late! All the animals are rushing off in their hot-air
balloons, submarines, strange motorcycles, and other fun vehicles. But
where are they going? Find out on the last page where everyone gathers
for a very special occasion: the wedding of two shy badgers, and their big,

Every child wants to know: what do mom and dad do all day? Kids can
come along and see, with this entertaining board book that introduces a
variety of professions. Some parents grab a medical bag, others put on
a hard hat, and still more go to the office. But whatever they do, they all
return home ready to hug their little ones.

colorful party! Children will love following the mad dash through the book.

ISBN 9788854411937 • AUGUST 2017

ISBN 9788854411944 • OCTOBER 2017

ALESSANDRA PSACHAROPULO is an Italian illustrator who lives and works between
Florence and Milan, in Studio Armadillo. She studied Fine Arts and illustration at Mimaster,
where she learned to paint and use color.
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The TWELVE DAYS OF CHRISTMAS IN AMERICA series . . . now in board book!
One of our most popular series is available in sturdy board book editions for very young children.
The original text has been simplified to focus on the merry lyrics in this fun take on the classic holiday song. It’s a happy,
festive way for families to celebrate the place where they live.

The Twelve Days of Christmas in Florida
Written and illustrated by Frank Remkiewicz
What’s Christmas like in Florida? Luann is about to find out, when she visits her cousin Travis
in the Sunshine State. Readers are in for a wild holiday countdown, as they meet 12 panthers
purring, 11 grannies golfing, 10 flamingos flapping . . . and eat a few key lime pies too!
FRANK REMKIEWICZ is the illustrator of more than 100 books for young readers. His most
popular characters include Froggy, of the series by Jonathan London, and Horrible Harry, in
the Suzy Kline chapter books. He’s the creator of the GUS series of readers and the illustrator
of the Joe and Sparky chapter books by Jamie Michalak. Frank lives on the Gulf Coast of FL,
where he enjoys hiking through swamps, fishing offshore, and eating key lime pie.

NEW FORMAT
ISBN 9781454922834 • $7.95 ($9.50 CAN)
Board Book • 22 pages (all in color)
7 × 7 • Ages: UP to 3
Carton Qty: 40 • Territory: W
Sterling Children’s Books
SEPTEMBER 2017

The Twelve Days of Christmas in Michigan
Written by Susan Collins Thoms, illustrated by Deb Pilutti
It’s holiday time in the Great Lakes State! Travel with Katie and her cousin to see Motor City,
drive down the country’s first concrete highway, tour some of Michigan’s 115 lighthouses,
and ride in a horse-drawn sleigh. Katie even tries her hand at the state’s favorite sport: ice
hockey. Goal!
SUSAN COLLINS THOMS is a proud Michigander, born and raised in the Great Lakes State.
She loves Michigan’s colorful fall days, its snowy winters, and its sudden springs. But most
of all, she loves spending long summer days hiking along beaches and sand dunes and
watching the sun set late in the evening over Lake Michigan. Susan and her husband, Bill, (a
Yooper at heart), live in Grand Rapids and have three children and two grandchildren. Visit
Susan online at susancollinsthoms.com.
NEW FORMAT
ISBN 9781454922841 • $7.95 ($9.50 CAN)
Board Book • 22 pages (all in color)
7 × 7 • Ages: UP to 3
Carton Qty: 40 • Territory: W
Sterling Children’s Books

DEB PILUTTI has many fond memories of summer vacations spent in Michigan. She has lived
in Ann Arbor for most of her adult life and loves exploring Michigan with her husband, Tom,
and their kids, Kyle and Jack. Deb is the author and illustrator of several books for children.
Visit Deb online at debpilutti.com.

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

Over 500,000 copies of The Twelve Days of Christmas series have
sold since 2007!

■■

Regional books are hot—this series has been consistently selling out of its first printings
and doing very nicely on the backlist

■■

Terrific illustrations capture the flavor of each region

■■

The author and illustrator are from this region, and are energetic advocates
for this book

SEPTEMBER 2017
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The Twelve Days of Christmas in
North Carolina
Written and illustrated by Judy Stead
Have a North Carolina Christmas—where Mike is giving his cousin Abby some special Tar Heel
State gifts, including 6 candy castles, 5 golden coins, 4 creeping crabs, 3 bear cubs . . . and much
more. Lucky readers are in for a wild Christmas countdown!
For native North Carolinian JUDY STEAD, catching fireflies, building sand dinosaurs, and
beachcombing for rare “finds” are fond childhood memories. Her studio in Charlotte overlooks
woods that are alive with long leaf pines, dogwood trees, bright red cardinals, and sometimes
a visiting family of deer. Rufus, Judy’s studio cat, keeps her company while she paints. Judy is
the illustrator of several books for young readers, including Summer Wonders (Albert Whitman),
by Bob Raczka. Visit Judy online at judystead.com.
NEW FORMAT
ISBN 9781454922858 • $7.95 ($9.50 CAN)
Board Book • 22 pages (all in color)
7 × 7 • Ages: UP to 3
Carton Qty: 40 • Territory: W
Sterling Children’s Books
SEPTEMBER 2017

The Twelve Days of Christmas in Wisconsin
Written and illustrated by Erin Eitter Kono
Emma’s going to Wisconsin for Christmas to see her cousin Jack, and both kids are really excited.
And to celebrate, Jack gives Emma some VERY unusual, Wisconsin-style gifts. From one robin (the
state bird) that sings “On Wisconsin” (the state song) to twelve birch bark baskets, the presents
capture the spirit of the Badger State.
ERIN EITTER KONO is an author and illustrator of many picture books. She was born in Oshkosh,
WI, and remains a huge fan of the Dells, fresh cheese curds, and Taliesin. She now lives in
Southern CA where she never sees badgers or snowmobilers, but does once in a while come
across a roadside giant.

NEW FORMAT
ISBN 9781454922865 • $7.95 ($9.50 CAN)
Board Book • 22 pages (all in color)
7 × 7 • Ages: UP to 3
Carton Qty: 40 • Territory: W
Sterling Children’s Books
SEPTEMBER 2017
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The Twelve Days of Christmas in California
Written and illustrated by Laura Rader
It’s Christmas in California, where Brad will be greeted with 12 redwoods swaying, 11 cable cars
clanging, 10 sea lions barking, 9 mountains rising ... and much more from the Golden State. Lucky
readers are in for a wild Christmas countdown!
LAURA RADER lives in a canyon cottage in Sierra Madre, CA. She is the author and/or illustrator
of more than 100 books for children, including When Santa Lost His Ho! Ho! Ho! andSanta’s New
Suit, which was praised in a starred review in Publishers Weekly as a “holiday outing [with] plenty
of panache.”

NEW FORMAT
ISBN 9781454927921 • $7.95 ($9.50 CAN)
Board Book • 22 pages (all in color)
7 × 7 • Ages: UP to 3
Carton Qty: 40 • Territory: W
Sterling Children’s Books
OCTOBER 2017

The Twelve Days of Christmas in Indiana
by Donna Griffin, illustrated by Troy Cummings
Come join Noah and Darcy for Christmas in Indiana, where everything’s on the move—especially
racecars on the Indianapolis Motor Speedway! Stand under the world’s largest Christmas tree, sail
over Lake Michigan in a hot-air balloon, and see amazing ice sculptures. From a cardinal in a tulip
tree to the twinkle of Santa Claus, Indiana, it’s a visit Noah—and readers—won’t forget.

NEW FORMAT
ISBN 9781454927938 • $7.95 ($9.50 CAN)
Board Book • 22 pages (all in color)
7 × 7 • Ages: UP to 3
Carton Qty: 40 • Territory: W
Sterling Children’s Books

Author DONNA GRIFFIN lives in Greenfield, IN. She has been a writer, editor, and teacher for more
than 30 years. A native Hoosier, she worked as editor and general manager of the Times-Post
weekly newspaper in Pendleton, IN, and also worked at newspapers in Central IN for 16 years,
owning and operating her own weekly newspaper. She is currently president and CEO of Dani’s
Dreams Innovation in Education Corp., a media education nonprofit that provides young people of
all ages a chance to Create •Explore • Discover. This is her first picture book.
Illustrator TROY CUMMINGS has worked on a sleigh-load of books, including The Notebook of
Doom series (Scholastic); Little Red Gliding Hood, with Tara Lazar (Random House); and Caring for
Your Lion, with Tammi Sauer (Sterling). He likes to sled, build snow-monsters, and drink cocoa with
his wife and kids in Greencastle, IN. Visit Troy at troycummings.net.

OCTOBER 2017
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The Twelve Days of Christmas in Ohio
by Carole Gerber, illustrated by Jeffrey Ebbeler
Have a Buckeye State Christmas with Molly and Michael. Go snowshoeing near the Appalachians,
enjoy a sleepover at Cleveland’s Great Lakes Science Center, eat sweet snickerdoodles, and have
fun at EnterTRAINment Junction, “the world’s largest indoor model train display.” From Lake Erie
lighthouses to a herd of painted ponies, there’s so much to see and do!

NEW FORMAT
ISBN 9781454927945 • $7.95 ($9.50 CAN)
Board Book • 22 pages (all in color)
7 × 7 • Ages: UP to 3
Carton Qty: 40 • Territory: W
Sterling Children’s Books

CAROLE GERBER is a poet and the author of 18 picture books, two chapter books, and more
than 100 elementary reading and science texts. Recent titles told in verse include Seeds, Bees,
Butterflies, and More! Poems for Two Voices (Henry Holt and Co.),selected as a Notable Poetry
Book by the NCTE, and A Band of Babies (HarperCollins), illustrated by Jane Dyer. Carole lives in
Powell, OH. Visit her at carolegerber.com.
JEFFREY EBBELER has illustrated more than 40 books for young readers, including Sterling’s The
Twelve Days of Christmas in Illinois, by Gina Bellisario. He gives many lectures and demonstrations
in grade schools, colleges, and museums about the process of bringing words to life through
pictures. He attended the Art Academy of Cincinnati, where he now lives with his wife and twin
daughters. Visit Jeff at jeffillustration.com.

OCTOBER 2017

The Twelve Days of Christmas
in Washington
Written and illustrated by John Abbott Nez
What could be a more perfect place to spend Christmas than the “Evergreen State”? Max has a
festive time seeing a pod of killer whales, yodeling in an Alpine village, shopping for gifts at Pike’s
Place Market, and going right to the top of the Space Needle!
JOHN ABBOTT NEZ is the author and illustrator of many children’s books, including One Smart
Cookie (Albert Whitman) and Cromwell Dixon’s Sky-Cycle (Putnam), which Booklist said had
“tremendous kid appeal . . . delightful.” John lives in Seattle, WA.
NEW FORMAT
ISBN 9781454927952 • $7.95 ($9.50 CAN)
Board Book • 22 pages (all in color)
7 × 7 • Ages: UP to 3
Carton Qty: 40 • Territory: W
Sterling Children’s Books

ALSO AVAILABLE

OCTOBER 2017

The Twelve Days
of Christmas in
South Carolina

The Twelve Days
of Christmas in
Minnesota

ISBN 9781454920588
$7.95 ($9.50 CAN)
Board Book
7x7

ISBN 9781454920571
$7.95 ($9.50 CAN)
Board Book
7x7

Territory: W

Territory: W
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The Twelve Days
of Christmas in
Canada
ISBN 9781454920564
$9.50 ($9.50 CAN)
Board Book
7x7

Territory: W

The Twelve Days of
Christmas in Texas
ISBN 9781454920595
$7.95 ($9.50 CAN)
Board Book
7x7

Territory: W

Little Mouse and the Big Cupcake
by Thomas Taylor, illustrated by Jill Barton
When one small mouse finds one BIG cupcake (a chocolate chip,
raspberry cream cupcake!), he wonders how he’ll ever manage to get
it home. So, one by one, Little Mouse asks his friends to help. They
all say “yes”—but only after nibbling the yummy treat. Will there be
any left for Mouse? A tasty story of friendship and sharing . . . with a
satisfying ending!
Born in Norfolk, England, but raised in Wales, THOMAS TAYLOR
studied illustration at Anglia Ruskin University, Cambridge. His first
commissioned work was the cover illustration for the British edition
of a then-unknown book called Harry Potter and the Sorcerer’s Stone
by J. K. Rowling. Since then Thomas has written and illustrated many
children’s picture books. He lives in Normandy, France, where he
shamelessly steals story ideas from his two little boys, Max and Benjy.
JILL BARTON has always loved drawing and children’s books, but
didn’t pursue this passion as a career for many years. At the age of 44,
having married and brought up three children, Jill enrolled on a degree
course in illustration. She has since illustrated many bestselling
books for children and received numerous awards for her work:
she was shortlisted for the Macmillan Children’s Prize for Students;
commended for the Kate Greenaway award; and won the Boston
Globe-Horn Book Award for In the Rain with Baby Duck (Candlewick
Press). Jill now has five grandchildren and lives and works in
Devon, England.

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

New in board book version of a book that has sold 11,000 copies

■■

Popular, award-winning illustrator

■■

A story of friendship and sharing

Just t hen, Mole p opp ed h is head
out of a hole , so Lit t le Mouse
a sk ed i f he cou ld help.
Lit t le Mouse w a s sc u r r y i ng a long
when he fou nd somet h i ng.
A c hocol ate-c h ip, ra spber r yc rea m c upc a k e !

“ T hat look s y u m my !
“ Wow ! ” c r ied Lit t le Mouse.

But it ’s so BIG ! How c a n I get it home ? ”

“Oh, t hat ’s fa r too big to squee z e
dow n my t u n nel ,” sa id Mole.
Just at t hat moment , Bi rd f le w dow n.

“ T hat ’s muc h too big for me

“ But , ooh, plea se may toIc a rhave
r y ! ” sa id Bi a
rd. n ibble ? ”

S o Lit t le Mouse a sk ed i f she cou ld help.

NEW FORMAT
ISBN 9781910716328 • $6.95 ($8.50 CAN)
Board Book • 24 pages (all in color)
6 3/4 × 6 3/4 • Ages: UP to 3
Territory: US/Can
Boxer Books

“ But it look s sc r u mpt ious !
P lea se may I t r y
a c r u mb or t wo ? ”

SEPTEMBER 2017
Board Books
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LEARN WITH ME: These fun, interactive flap books help early learners build basic skills!

Learn With Me! Colors
by Ilana Exelby

Cover not final

Can you name the colors of all the cars? Of the kite? Which colorful object is the odd one out
in the group? This cheerful book will entertain preschoolers for hours as they lift the 40 flaps,
answer questions, and spot and identify the different hues.

ISBN 9781912006250 • $8.95 ($10.95 CAN)
Board Book • 18 pages (all in color)
8 1/4 × 8 1/4 • Ages: UP to 5
Territory: US/Can
Scribblers
SEPTEMBER 2017

Learn With Me! Numbers
by Ilana Exelby

Cover not final

1, 2, 3: let’s get ready to count! Each bright, appealing illustration encourages children to
count all the different objects they see. How many flowers, trees, and plants are there?
Which odd numbers are missing from the balloons? When kids are done, they can just lift the
flap and see if they’re right!

ISBN 9781912006038 • $8.95 ($10.95 CAN)
Board Book • 18 pages (all in color)
8 1/4 × 8 1/4 • Ages: UP to 5
Territory: US/Can
Scribblers
SEPTEMBER 2017

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

Colorful and charming illustrations

■■

More than 40 flaps in each book

■■

Makes learning fun

Board Books
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Goodnight Songs
by Margaret Wise Brown

Illustrated by Twelve Award-Winning
Picture Book Artists
Now this New York Times bestselling collection of charming lullabies
by Margaret Wise Brown (Goodnight Moon) comes in an adorable
board edition—still gorgeously illustrated by 12 award-winning artists.
The illustrators include Carin Berger, whose The Little Yellow Leaf
(Greenwillow) was a New York Times Best Illustrated Children’s Book;
Coretta Scott King Honor Award winner Sean Qualls; and Caldecott
Honor medalist Melissa Sweet.

Cover not final

MARGARET WISE BROWN is one of the most popular children’s
authors of all time; her classic Goodnight Moon (HarperFestival),
illustrated by Clement Hurd, has sold more than twenty-four million
copies and her books—including Big Red Barn (Harper Festival), The
Runaway Bunny (HarperCollins), and The Golden Egg Book (Simon &
Schuster)—have never been out of print. Several generations have
grown up with her timeless stories and her influence has been felt
around the world.

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■ The

hardcover version was a huge success, making The New York
Times bestseller list, and selling more than 72,000 copies

■■ The

array of award-winning illustrators who bring Wise Brown’s
songs to life are: Jonathan Bean, Carin Berger, Sophie Blackall,
Linda Bleck, Renata Liwska, Christopher Silas Neal, Zachariah
OHora, Eric Puybaret, Sean Qualls, Isabel Roxas, Melissa Sweet,
and Dan Yaccarino

■■

Soothing words, quiet rhythmic poetry, and fabulously diverse
illustration styles create the perfect bedtime book

Praise for the hardcover edition of Goodnight Songs:
“It’s a treasure trove: one dozen previously unpublished lyrical songs
illustrated by the likes of Jonathan Bean, Carin Berger and Melissa
Sweet. . . . the simple rhymes have Brown’s trademark charm
. . . children will enjoy the whimsical scenes, and adult mavens of
children’s literature will appreciate and delight in the background of
the discovery.” —Kirkus Reviews
“These tranquil poems are best shared one-on-one, preferably in the
lap of a caring adult right before tuck-in time. Nothing but sweet
dreams could possibly follow.” —School Library Journal

NEW FORMAT
ISBN 9781454927068 • $7.95 ($9.50 CAN)
Board Book • 26 pages (all in color)
7 × 7 • Ages: UP to 3
Carton Qty: 40 • Territory: W
Sterling Children’s Books
OCTOBER 2017
Board Books
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Little Wolf’s Song
by Britta Teckentrup
Even though Little Wolf’s mom, dad, sister, and brothers all have their own special song, he can
only manage a poor, pitiful squeak. His siblings tease him: “A wolf who can’t howl is no wolf at all!”
But one snowy day, Little Wolf finds himself lost in the woods—and underneath the full moon, he
discovers his own beautiful voice. This magical, heartwarming story will enchant children.
BRITTA TECKENTRUP was born in Hamburg, Germany. She later studied at St. Martin’s College
of Art and the Royal College of Art in London. An internationally published author and illustrator
whose books include Big Smelly Bear, Grumpy Cat, and the “Let’s Look At” series (all Boxer), Britta
now lives and works in Berlin with her artist husband and son.

KEY SELLING POINTS
NEW FORMAT

■■

ISBN 9781910126967 • $6.95 ($8.50 CAN)
Board Book • 24 pages (all in color)
6 3/4 × 6 3/4 • Ages: UP to 3
Territory: US/Can
Boxer Books

New in board book from the author/illustrator of the hugely successful Big Smelly Bear (40,000
copies sold in hardcover and board) and the Grumpy Cat (which has sold 38,000 copies sold in
hardcover and board)

Praise for BRITTA TECKENTRUP
Big Smelly Bear
«“This should engender roars of approval.” —Kirkus Reviews

OCTOBER 2017

Grumpy Cat
«“An outstanding picture book for the youngest listeners. The
characters are appealing, the story is short and linear, and the
ending is warm and satisfactory. But the high point is the art;
graphically inspired, textured, and large in scale, it can be enjoyed
from a lap or the back of a room.” —Booklist (Starred Review)

When the Snow Comes
by Jonathan Allen
Little Yak lives high in the mountains and he’s about to see snow for the very first time! But then
he notices that all his friends are busy preparing for winter in their own, special way. Pika gathers
grass, Blue Thrush flies south, and Brown Bear settles in for a long nap. But what do yaks do? This
delightful book is the perfect winter read.
JONATHAN ALLEN has created many wonderful picture books for children, including the popular
Baby Owl series and The Little Rabbit Who Liked to Say Moo (all Boxer). His international success
is based on his observant wit, appealing art, and childlike sense of fun. Jonathan lives happily on
a farm in Norfolk, England, with his wife, who is also an accomplished illustrator.

KEY SELLING POINTS
NEW FORMAT

■■

Jonathan Allen’s books have sold 140,000 copies overall

ISBN 9781910716342 • $6.95 ($8.50 CAN)
Board Book • 24 pages (all in color)
5 1/2 × 7 1/8 • Ages: UP to 3
Territory: US/Can
Boxer Books

■■

A cozy winter tale that gently introduces children to concepts of migration and hibernation

Praise for Jonathan Allen’s The Little Rabbit Who Liked
to Say Moo
“[Little Rabbit’s] facial expressions create an endearing character. . . .
With its large print and natural repetition, this cumulative tale will be
useful for building early literacy skills.” —School Library Journal

OCTOBER 2017
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Now children can enjoy the most beloved fairy tales—and use their
eagle eyes to find creatures and objects hidden inside the illustrations!

Goldilocks and the Three Bears
Written by Margot Channing, illustrated by Ellie Jenkins
Not only will kids enjoy this charming retelling of a popular fairy tale, but they’ll also love
searching for creatures and objects hidden inside the pictures. Each page features a sidebar
containing items children have to spot and then say aloud—including a ladybug on every
spread. And there’s an additional treasure hunt activity at the back so they can explore
even more!
ELLIE JENKINS is a freelance illustrator living and working in Bristol.

P ig e on

Goldilocks and the Three Bears

O

nce upon a time, a little girl called
Goldilocks went for a walk in the woods.
She knocked on the door of a cottage, but
no-one answered. She decided to go inside.

F l o we r

I

n the kitchen were
three bowls of porridge.
Goldilocks tried a spoonful
from each bowl. The biggest
bowl was too hot. The
middle-sized bowl was too
cold. But the smallest bowl
was perfect so she gobbled it
all up!

Bee
s qu i r r e l

ISBN 9781912006243 • $9.95 ($11.95 CAN)
Board Book • 18 pages (all in color)
7 × 8 1/2 • Ages: 3 to 6
Territory: US/Can
Scribblers

B us h

R a bb it

B o tt l e

Pa i n t i n g

M o us e

J am

S p o on

L e tt e r B ox

4

5

Te a P o t

M i lk

OCTOBER 2017

6

7

Little Red Riding Hood
Written by Margot Channing, illustrated by Christine Battuz
Every spread in this charming retelling of “Little Red Riding Hood”—which includes fun
speech balloons with the characters’ dialogue—features a sidebar picturing items for kids to
spot and say aloud as they go through the pages. At the end, a treasure hunt activity invites
them to reread the story and explore even more!
MARGOT CHANNING is an art school graduate. After completing her Teacher Training
Certificate she worked as a freelance children’s book author and illustrator. She works on
books for young children, mainly baby, novelty, and activity titles.
CHRISTINE BATTUZ is an illustrator of children’s books based in Quebec.

KEY SELLING POINTS

ISBN 9781912006236 • $9.95 ($11.95 CAN)
Board Book • 18 pages (all in color)
7 × 8 1/2 • Ages: 3 to 6
Territory: US/Can
Scribblers
OCTOBER 2017

■■

Charming and highly detailed artwork

■■

I-spy and treasure hunt activities provide hours of fun and help build
children’s learning skills

■■

Enhances young readers’ ability to follow simple written instructions
Little Red Riding Hood

Door

O

nce upon a time there was
a little girl who everyone
called ‘Little Red Riding
Hood’. One afternoon she decided
to visit her grandmother who lived
on the other side of the forest.

Wolf in the bed

W

Tr e e

Wi

ndow

B ox

hen Little Red Riding
Hood ran in, she thought
her grandmother looked
very strange indeed! She didn’t know
that it was Mr Wolf in disguise.

H at

U m b r ell a

B ir d

Keep to the paths
and don’t talk to
any strangers!

Grandma, what big
eyes you have!

F l o we rs

C at

F l o we rs

P i c tur e

C h i mn e y

4
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All the better to see
you with, my dear!

G l a s s es

W e l l i es

13

Bath Time!
A photographic book for when your little one says: I don’t want to take a bath!
Entice your reluctant bather to the tub with this irresistible book of adorable animal photographs!
Each one of these cute creatures—from a muddy piglet (“I’m not that dirty, am I?”) to a resistant
raccoon—says no to bathing. But there’s no way around it; they must get squeaky clean! By the
end, everyone concludes that baths aren’t so bad after all.

ISBN 9781454926658 • $6.95 ($8.50 CAN)
Board Book • 22 pages (all in color)
7 × 7 • Ages: UP to 3
Carton Qty: 40 • Territory: W
Sterling Children’s Books
OCTOBER 2017
I don’t want to take a bath!

My New Friend
Can a kitten and a parrot be friends? Meet some cute—and unlikely—animal pals! Friends come in
all different shapes, sizes, and colors, and these animals are learning to befriend creatures that
don’t quite look like them. With adorable photographs and clever, humorous text, this book helps
children learn to embrace diversity.

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

Delightful and adorable animal photography that is sure to charm any
toddler and parent

■■

Perfect for toddlers starting daycare and/or preschool

■■

Great gift for baby showers

■■

Assorts nicely with My Dynamite Dad, My Marvelous Mom, Sleepy Kitty,
Sleepy Puppy, and others in Sterling’s photographic board book series

ISBN 9781454923121 • $6.95 ($8.50 CAN)
Board Book • 22 pages (all in color)
7 × 7 • Ages: UP to 3
Carton Qty: 40 • Territory: W
Sterling Children’s Books
OCTOBER 2017
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Under the Christmas Tree

ER THE CHRISTMAS TREE
UND

by Gabriele Clima

Cover not final

Come along with Santa and make Christmas sparkle with this holiday board book! Pull the tabs to
write a letter to Santa, finish a snowman, light the Christmas tree, and send Santa’s sleigh across
the sky. Then make sure to shut the children’s eyes so they don’t see St. Nick when he comes down
the chimney to leave a special gift!
GABRIELE CLIMA

KEY SELLING POINTS

ISBN 9781454928416 • $8.95 ($10.95 CAN)
Board Book • 14 pages (all in color)
7 1/8 × 7 5/8 • Ages: 3 to 5
Carton Qty: 20 • Territory: WENG
Sterling Children’s Books

■■

Very satisfying cause-and-effect pull-tab action on every spread

■■

Bright colors, simple text

■■

A wonderful new author-illustrator for us!

■■

Part of a growing series

OCTOBER 2017

Light Up The Stars!
by Gabriele Clima

Cover not final

LIGHT UP
THE STARS

GABRIELE CLIMA

ISBN 9781454928409 • $8.95 ($10.95 CAN)
Board Book • 14 pages (all in color)
7 1/8 × 7 5/8 • Ages: 3 to 5
Carton Qty: 20 • Territory: WENG
Sterling Children’s Books

Paint the sky with rainbows and make the stars shine with this novelty board book! Kids just pull
the tabs to make colorful flowers bloom, help a ship sail the ocean, and light up an entire city. At
the end, you can shut a boy’s eyes to put him to sleep at night . . . and wake him in the morning.
It’s magical!
GABRIELE CLIMA, a writer and illustrator for children and teens, lives in Italy and is a member of
dell’ICWA, the Italian Association of Writers for Children. He has published many board books,
picture books, and novels, and teaches workshops for children, teens, and adults. His books have
been translated into several languages, including English, French, German, Danish, Spanish,
Polish, Arabic, Chinese, Japanese, and Russian.

OCTOBER 2017
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Quiet as a Mouse
And Other Animal Idioms
by Chiêu Anh Urban
Are you hungry as a bear? Sly as a fox? Stubborn as a mule? This
colorful die-cut board book introduces children to some fun animal
idioms. Like a guessing game, each image shows just a part of the
adorable creature, with an accompanying rhyme that hints at its
identity. Kids turn the page . . . and see which friendly animal fits
the bill.

Cover not final

CHIÊU ANH URBAN is a children’s book author/illustrator and graphic
designer with a BFA in Communications Art and Design. Visit her
website at chieuurban.com and facebook.com/chieu.anh.urban. She
lives in MD.

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

This board book has die-cuts to enhance the fun game of guessing
each animal

■■

The bright and colorful art will appeal to young readers

■■

The author has a great track with her books for other big houses

ISBN 9781454925057 • $7.95 ($9.50 CAN)
Board Book • 22 pages (all in color)
7 × 7 • Ages: 1 to 3
Carton Qty: 40 • Territory: W
Sterling Children’s Books
NOVEMBER 2017
Board Books
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Psst! I Love You
by Marjorie Blain Parker, illustrated by Sydney Hanson
This sweet entry in our Snuggle Time Stories series celebrates the
love between parents and children—and now it’s in board for even
younger kids! In lilting rhyme, the book introduces an array of superadorable animal parents and babies—from horses, ducks, and cats to
humans. What do they all say to each other? I LOVE YOU! This is the
perfect read-aloud and goodnight story.

Cover not final

MARJORIE BLAIN PARKER has written many picture books, including
Kindergarten Countdown! and I Love You Near and Far (both Sterling),
When Dads Don’t Grow Up (Dial Books for Young Readers), Hello,
School Bus! (Scholastic), and Mama’s Little Duckling (Dutton Children’s
Books), which School Library Journal called “a standout.” Check out
more of Marjorie’s work at marjorieblainparker.com. She lives in
Denver, CO.
SYDNEY HANSON’s picture books include D Is for Duck Calls (by
Kay Robertson, the matriarch of the Robertson family and star
of A&E®’s Duck Dynasty®), and Next to You: A Book of Adorableness
(Whitman, 2016). In addition to her traditional illustrations, Sydney
is an experienced 2D and 3D production artist who has worked for
several animation shops including Nickelodeon and Disney Interactive.
Sydney lives in Glendale, CA.

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

Great companion title to Time for a Hug (more than 85,000
copies sold), I Love You More than Anything, and Nighty-Night,
Sleep Tight

■■

Quite possibly the cutest illustrations of animals ever created!

■■

Sweet, soothing rhyming text wonderful for reading aloud

■■

Gifty format—8 × 8 with padded front and back covers

NEW FORMAT
ISBN 9781454927051 • $8.95 ($10.95 CAN)
Board Book with Padded Covers • 22 pages (all in color)
8 × 8 • Ages: UP to 3
Carton Qty: 40 • Territory: W
Sterling Children’s Books
JANUARY 2018
Board Books
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LITERATURE

Three classics of literature, now vividly illustrated and faithfully
retold in graphic-novel form!
$7.95 ($9.50 CAN) Paperback • 48 pages (all in color) • 6 3/4 × 10 3/16 • Ages: 7 and UP • Territory: US/Can • Scribo • SEPTEMBER 2017

Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde
Retold by Fiona Macdonald, illustrated by Penko Gelev
In the murky streets of Victorian London, a vicious killer is on the prowl. Who is the mysterious and devilish Mr.
Hyde? And why is Henry Jekyll, a respected doctor, protecting him? What could these two men have in common?
Stevenson’s chilling story of human nature and an experiment that goes terribly wrong comes to life in this graphicnovel format.

ISBN 9781912006014

Dracula
Retold by Fiona Macdonald, illustrated by Penko Gelev
When a terrifying, ghostly creature attacks Lucy Westenra, Dr. Van Helsing realizes that an ancient evil is at work.
But will he and Lucy’s friends have the courage to confront her killer—the bloodthirsty and powerful vampire Count
Dracula? Bram Stoker’s timeless horror story receives a fast-paced retelling in this gripping graphic novel.

ISBN 9781912006021

Frankenstein
Retold by Fiona Macdonald, illustrated by Penko Gelev
Stunned by his mother’s tragic death, Victor Frankenstein becomes obsessed with finding the secret of bringing dead
matter to life. But when he succeeds in his quest, he’s horrified by his own creation and flees, leaving the monster to
fend for itself. How will the creature react to being abandoned by its creator? Mary Shelley’s groundbreaking tale will
captivate readers in this spectacular retelling.
FIONA MACDONALD studied history at Cambridge University and at the University of East Anglia in England. She has
taught in schools and colleges and has written numerous books for children, including others in the Graffex series.
PENKO GELEV graduated from the National Art School in Sofia, Bulgaria. He is a film and children’s television
producer, and also finds time to draw comics and illustrations.

ISBN 9781912006229
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Hansel and Gretel
From a fairy tale by the Brothers Grimm,
illustrations by Francesca Cosanti

Cover not final

One of the most famous fairy tales of all time gets a spellbinding reinterpretation by artist
Francesca Cosanti. Through surprising close-ups and unforgettably unique perspectives on the
action, she follows Hansel and Gretel as they get lost in the woods, see the tempting gingerbread
house, fall into the clutches of a witch who wants to eat them, and finally free themselves again.
FRANCESCA COSANTI studied at the Istituto Europeo di Design and at the Officina b5 - Accademy
of illustration (both in Rome), and also attended intensive courses with internationally renowned
illustrators. She works for publishing companies and advertising agencies, and also teaches
illustration techniques, graphic design, and multimedia software at various schools.

ISBN 9788854411869 • $16.95 ($19.95 CAN)
Hardcover • 40 pages (all in color)
8 3/4 × 12 1/4 • Ages: 6 and UP
Territory: US/Can
White Star Kids
OCTOBER 2017

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

A stunning reinterpretation of two
favorite childhood fairy tales

Little Red Riding Hood
From a fairy tale by the Brothers Grimm,
illustrations by Francesca Cosanti

Cover not final

The path through the woods to Grandma’s house has never looked as beautiful as in this retelling
of the classic story. Francesca Cosanti’s atmospheric, wonderfully detailed art captures the
looming trees, the texture of the wolf’s fur, and the hominess of Grandma’s cottage. Children will
be fascinated by every remarkable illustration, from the evocative landscapes to the image of
Riding Hood reflected in the Wolf’s glittering eyes.

ISBN 9788854411852 • $16.95 ($19.95 CAN)
Hardcover • 40 pages (all in color)
8 3/4 × 12 1/4 • Ages: 6 and UP
Territory: US/Can
White Star Kids
OCTOBER 2017
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Gulliver’s Travels

s
Gulliver’
ravels

From the masterpiece by Jonathan Swift, illustrations by Francesca Rossi

T

Since its appearance in 1726, Gulliver’s Travels has never ceased to fascinate readers. Designed
for the early school years, this enchanting illustrated version takes the form of a travel journal,
and features stunning large color illustrations and drawings. Kids will enjoy following Gulliver’s
adventures as he visits the land of Lilliput, inhabited by tiny people; Brobdingnag, where he
encounters a race of giants; and other imaginary worlds.

From the masterpieces by
Jonathan Swift

Cover not final

Illustrations by
Francesca Rossi

ISBN 9788854411845 • $14.95 ($16.95 CAN)
Hardcover • 96 pages (all in color)
8 3/4 × 11 7/8 • Ages: 6 and UP
Territory: US/Can
White Star Kids

FRANCESCA ROSSI graduated from the Scuola Internazionale di Comics (International School
of Comics) in Florence. She publishes illustrated books for a number of Italian publishers, and
designs book covers and posters. In addition to her work as an illustrator, she conducts workshops
in schools and libraries, as well as making and decorating pottery. Francesca has illustrated many
books for White Star, including Classic Fairy Tales by Charles Perrault, Fairy Tale Adventures,
Classic Fairy Tales by the Brothers Grimm, and Around the World in Eighty Days. Francesca lives
in Italy.

OCTOBER 2017

Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea
From the masterpiece by Jules Verne, illustrations by Francesca Rossi

From the masterpiece by
Jules Verne

T
wenty
T

Illustrations by
Francesca Rossi

housand
Leagues under the
Cover not final

Sea

Jules Verne’s early sci-fi novel is a timeless masterpiece that predicted the invention of the
submarine. This stunningly illustrated retelling introduces young readers to the enigmatic Captain
Nemo and takes them along on a fantastic voyage on board the Nautilus. Artist Francesca Rossi
vividly captures the ocean’s depths and the amazing creatures that live there, bringing children
right into the heart of the adventure.

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

Illustrations have been specially adapted to respond to the taste and sensibility of the young
readers of today

ISBN 9788854411838 • $14.95 ($16.95 CAN)
Hardcover • 96 pages (all in color)
8 3/4 × 11 7/8 • Ages: 6 and UP
Territory: US/Can
White Star Kids
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Also Available
Also by
Available
Francesca Rossi

Aladdin

Beauty and the Beast

Cinderella

ISBN 9781454915065
$7.95 ($8.95 CAN)
Hardcover
6 1/4 × 8 1/8
Territory: US/Can/Philippines

ISBN 9781454915072
$7.95 ($8.95 CAN)
Hardcover
6 1/4 × 8 1/8
Territory: US/Can/Philippines

ISBN 9781454915089 $7.95
($8.95 CAN)
Hardcover
6 1/4 × 8 1/8
Territory: US/Can/Philippines

The Little Mermaid

Little Red Riding Hood

Rapunzel

ISBN 9781454915096
$7.95 ($8.95 CAN)
Hardcover
6 1/4 × 8 1/8
Territory: US/Can/Philippines

ISBN 9781454915102
$7.95 ($8.95 CAN)
Hardcover
6 1/4 × 8 1/8
Territory: US/Can/Philippines

ISBN 9781454915119
$7.95 ($8.95 CAN)
Hardcover
6 1/4 × 8 1/8
Territory: US/Can/Philippines

Sleeping Beauty

Snow White

ISBN 9781454915126
$7.95 ($8.95 CAN)
Hardcover
6 1/4 × 8 1/8
Territory: US/Can/Philippines

ISBN 9781454915133
$7.95 ($8.95 CAN)
Hardcover
6 1/4 × 8 1/8
Territory: US/Can/Philippines

Around the World in
Eighty Days

Classic Fairy Tales
by Hans Christian
Andersen

Classic Fairy Tales by
The Brothers Grimm

Classic Fairy Tales of
Charles Perrault

ISBN 9788854410596
$16.95 ($19.95 CAN)
Hardcover
10 1/4 × 13 1/4
Territory: US/Can

ISBN 9788854409873
$16.95 ($19.95 CAN)
Hardcover 10 1/4 × 13 1/4
Territory: US/Can

ISBN 9788854411029
$16.95 ($19.95 CAN)
Hardcover
10 1/4 × 13 1/4
Territory: US/Can

Little Women
ISBN 9788854410732
$14.95 ($16.95 CAN)
Hardcover 8 3/4 × 11 7/8
Territory: US/Can
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ISBN 9788854410749
$14.95 ($16.95 CAN)
Hardcover
8 3/4 × 11 7/8
Territory: US/Can

The Atlas of Fairy Tales
Flying Over Enchanted Worlds
Illustrated by Claudia Bordin
Whether it’s Little Red Riding Hood wandering through the woods or
Alice falling down the rabbit hole, almost every children’s classic tells
the tale of a protagonist’s journey. This atlas depicts those incredible
adventures as never before, in stunningly illustrated maps. Enjoy
a breathtaking aerial view of Dorothy and her friends following the
Yellow Brick Road, or of Pinocchio’s travels as he tries to become real.

The Atlas
of Fairy Tales

After studying illustration at IED in Milan, CLAUDIA BORDIN taught art
in primary schools, while devoting herself to drawing. She now works
as an illustrator for various publishing houses and communication
agencies, and also designs customized wedding stationery. Five years
ago she founded Mondo, her website.

Flying over Enchanted Worlds

Cover not final

Illustrations by Claudia Bordin

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

Eight tales in all, including “Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland,”
“Little Red Riding Hood,” “Pinocchio,” and “The Wizard of Oz”

■■

A unique look at fairy tales

ISBN 9788854411876 • $16.95 ($19.95 CAN)
Hardcover • 48 pages (all in color)
10 5/16 × 13 3/4 • Ages: 5 and UP
Territory: US/Can
White Star Kids
NOVEMBER 2017
Literature
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Shawn Mendes
Ultimate Fan Book
by Malcolm Croft
With every album he releases, excitement over Shawn Mendes’s
work builds—and it’s sure to explode during his 2017 world tour. This
richly illustrated book enthusiastically delves into the heartthrob’s
background: his discovery on Vine, use of social media to connect
with his millions of fans, world tour, chart-topping albums and EP, and
friendship with such high-profile musical mentors as Taylor Swift.
MALCOLM CROFT is a former music journalist and popular-culture
commissioning editor. Over the past 15 years he has spent time with
many of the world’s most exciting bands, from 5SOS to McFly, and
many others.

THE LIGHT OF A NEW STAR
WITH

HIS

SECOND

ALBUM,

I L L U M I N AT E ,

RELEASED

IN

SEPTEMBER 2016 AND HITTING THE NO.1 SPOT ON THE
D AY O F I T S R E L E A S E , S H AW N WA S N O L O N G E R I N D A N G E R
O F B E I N G A O N E - H I T W O N D E R . S H AW N , T H E M E G A S TA R O F
MELODIC POP AND ACOUSTIC BLUES-ROCK, HAD ARRIVED.
A N D T H E PA R T Y WA S J U S T B E G I N N I N G T O H E AT U P.

KEY SELLING POINTS
Above Shawn gets up close and personal
with fans at KIIS FM’s Jingle Ball on
December 4, 2015.

■■

■■

In 2017 he will embark on a 45-date world tour including 22
shows in USA and two in Canada

■■

Discovered on Vine in 2013, he became well known for his
six-second snippets of popular songs and gained millions of
followers in a few months

■■

His first album, Handwritten, topped the Billboard charts in USA
and Canada in 2015. In July 2014 his four-track debut EP, The
Shawn Mendes EP, reached Number One on iTunes in 37 minutes

■■

■■

Opposite Strike a pose! Shawn in the NBC
photo booth during the 2015 iHeartRadio
Music Awards, March 29, 2015.

Shawn Mendes’s second album Illuminate, released in
September 2016, leaped to Number One on iTunes in 60
countries and reached Number One in the Billboard charts in
USA and Canada

Following hot on the heels of Handwritten, which debuted at No.1
on Billboard 200 in April 2015 and prompted Time magazine to
include him in their “25 Most Influential Teens” list, Illuminate also
smashed into the charts in first place, outselling many of Shawn’s
contemporaries, and even one or two of his idols. But this new fame,
wealth and success all paled in comparison to one life goal many
other pop artists could only ever dream of: being serenaded to by
Taylor Swift on his eighteenth birthday!

For Shawn Mendes, dreams were coming true almost every
day. But with superstardom, comes anxiety, as every true artist
understands. “Last night I was onstage thinking, ‘I’m a rock star’,”
recalled Shawn in an interview. “I’ve never been so happy and
excited and at the top of wherever I could be, on cloud nine. But I’ve
also never been so deep in the ground – thinking, ‘I can’t breathe’, in
my entire life. The greatest artists are tortured souls. I’m not calling
myself great. I’m tortured because I care. I’m always upset about not

>>34

Opposite Up close and personal with
the Mendes Army! Are you in the
picture?
Above Shawn takes a selfie with fans
at the 2016 People’s Choice Awards,
January 6, 2016.

THE MENDES ARMY

His music videos have amassed 1.5 billion views on YouTube and
he has a global social media presence with 14.2 million followers
on Instagram, 7.5 million on Twitter, 6.5 million Vevo subscribers,
5 million likes on Facebook, and 4.8 million followers on Vine

Y O U K N O W Y O U ’ V E H I T T H E B I G T I M E W H E N FA N S S TA R T
C A L L I N G T H E M S E LV E S B Y A C O L L E C T I V E T E R M . E D H A S H I S
S H E E R I O S . 5 S O S H AV E T H E I R 5 S O S FA M . J U S T I N H A S H I S
B E L O V E D B E L I E B E R S . F O R S H AW N , H I S M I L L I O N S O F FA N S
A R E K N O W N S I M P LY A S T H E M E N D E S A R M Y – A N D T H E Y
COULD CONQUER THE WORLD WITH THEIR LOVE!

Over the past three years, Shawn’s fans have had the opportunity
to grow up with their idol. In that time, the singer-songwriter has
also grown up, grown wise and grown to understand that he would
just be “a normal kid in Toronto” without his fans. “From 15 to 18,
I feel like I’m a whole different person,” Shawn stated in a recent
interview. “I think my understanding of the world has changed. My
patience has grown because of my understanding, and being able to

Time listed him in “The 25 Most Influential Teens” in 2014 and
2015, and appeared on Forbes’ annual “30 under 30” list in 2016

grasp life and not let it get to me too much.”
In those three years, Shawn has released two world-class albums
and travelled the globe on a sold-out arena world tour in 2016,
with the Illuminate World Tour commencing in early 2017. Having
witnessed Taylormania first-hand while on tour with Ms Swift’s
1989 stadium spectacular, the series of intense performances was
a learning curve for the young artist, as well as a deep-end view

“I’m so grateful to have a connection like I do
with you guys.” Shawn Mendes
of seeing just how loved he is by his fans. “I am the luckiest person
in the world,” he has enthused. “Human interaction is the biggest
thing.” He also said, “I’m so grateful to have a connection like I do
with my fans.” And Shawn means it. “Once, I signed 900 autographs.
In one night!,” he proudly claims.
With Shawn’s fame arising from social media, the singer is
keen to give back with his #NotesFromShawn campaign with
DoSomething.org as well as by often tweeting and thanking his fans
for their dedicated, and often, unbelievable devotion. “It’s easy to be
creative and push the boundaries of life when you have the most
supportive fans in the world. Guys, thank you,” he posted to Twitter
in October 2016.
With the 18-year-old currently at the top of the pops, it’s anyone’s
guess where the singer goes from here. His 2017 World Tour will see
him perform to more than a million members of the Mendes Army,
no doubt picking up even more fans along the way. But how does
Shawn cope with all his fan attention? He has a simple technique: “I
just tell them ‘Calm down, I’m just a regular person’. I think fans forget

that sometimes when they see me on the Internet and in pictures.
When they see me in person they kind of explode because it’s almost
like, ‘No way! He’s a real person’, and I’ll say, ‘I’m real, I’m just like you’.
When I say that they kind of calm down immediately.”
As the Mendes Army gets bigger, and louder, as Shawn’s star
continues to get brighter, the singer is adamant that fame and
fortune will not change him. He’s too down to earth, too grounded
by his family and close friends from home to become a “douchebag”,
as he called it.
“I want people keeping things normal and not treating me any
differently. The worst thing would be for people to start treating me
like a king, because then you start to believe you are one.” Besides,
Shawn loves his fans way too much to ever become disconnected
from them, or aloof. He’s not the arrogant type. Shawn’s sincere love
and admiration of his fans is one more reason why this performer
from Pickering has become the most adored artist on the planet.
“One of the biggest things is staying in contact with my fans – very
intimate contact,” he teased. Lucky us!
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HEARD IT ON THE
GREAT VINE
UNLIKE

FELLOW

SOCIAL

MEDIA

S TA R S

SUCH

AS

JUSTIN

BIEBER, GREYSON CHANCE, 5SOS AND AUSTIN MAHONE,
WHO GOT THEIR BIG BREAK ON YOUTUBE, CANADIAN PINU P P R I N C E O F B L U E S - P O P S H AW N M E N D E S WA S T H E F I R S T
S TA R T O B L O S S O M O N V I N E .

The social media app Vine may no
longer be alive and kicking, but in its
brief time online it propelled Shawn
on to the world’s pop stage, where he
belongs. Shawn’s fans first stumbled
on to him when he began using Vine,
uploading videos that were only six
seconds long – but that’s all the time
this musical prodigy needed for fans to
realize his true potential.
After uploading a clip of himself
playing guitar and singing an acoustic
version of Justin Bieber’s “As Long
As You Love Me”, Shawn’s following
skyrocketed. Overnight, it received
more than 10,000 likes! Within months
of being an active poster, Shawn had a
following of hundreds of thousands of
subscribers, as well as millions of views
on each of his videos. The teen heartthrob has now gone on to achieve more
than five million followers on Vine, 7.5
million on Twitter and more than four
million likes on Facebook.
“Social media is everything,” Shaun
has said in an interview. “I wouldn’t have anything without social
media. My whole career revolves around that for sure. Just being
yourself, keeping your fans updated, stay active and keeping in
touch with them. I am being myself, it’s how I’d do it naturally. I was
consistent with these six-second videos of me singing on YouTube,
on Twitter, on Instagram. I was posting pictures all the time. I didn’t

ISBN 9781780979588 • $11.95 (NCR)
Hardcover • 64 pages (100 color & b/w photos)
8 1/2 × 11 • Ages: 10 and UP
Territory: US Only
Carlton Books
AUGUST 2017
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know what I was doing, but I was doing something!”
Since 2013, Shaun has been catapulted into the spotlight after
signing with Island Records and releasing a No.1 EP and two
mega-selling albums, Handwritten in 2015 and Illuminate in 2016. In
October 2016, Shawn sold out New York’s Madison Square Garden
in less than five minutes. He has more than one billion views
on YouTube, more than eight million fans on Twitter and many

Opposite Shawn sign autographs for
his fans. Boston Children’s Hospital,
November 14, 2014.
Above Shawn sings ‘Life of the Party’
for 20,000 Canadian students, Rogers
Arena, October 22, 2014.
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Amazing Animal Friendships
Odd Couples in Nature
Written by Pavla Hanackova, illustrated by Linh Dao
Sometimes two are better than one—that’s a matter of fact, even
when the pairing seems very odd! From sharks and cleaner fish, to
zebras and birds, to plants and their pollinators, strange friendships in
nature exist everywhere. With bite-sized text and quirky illustrations,
this fascinating book introduces children to the weird and wonderful
symbiotic relationships between animal species.
PAVLA HANACKOVA is a writer who specializes in children’s nonfiction.
LINH DAO is a freelance illustrator and animator.

Pulling together

Inseparable pair
By contrast, some partnerships are dependent on mutual
assistance, like the relationship between plants and their
pollinators. Without bees, beetles and various other insects,
plants would not even be able to grow! This type of relationship
is vital. It is called mutualism.

Two is better than one — that’s a fact! It’s no surprise,
therefore, that many plants and animals find a way to
help each other. There are many examples of this on land,
sea and even under the ground!

We're the best
of friends!

ng hand
A helpi

Show me,
honeyguide,
where to find
honey!

A spot of help

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

Discover that friendship can be found anywhere in
the natural world

■■

Educational but not didactic

■■

Glossary and index

For some creatures, such help is an advantage,
but not a necessity. A hermit crab, for
example, likes to place a roommate on its
shell – an anemone! The anemone serves as
a bodyguard to drive away any predators that
might otherwise see the crab as "dinner”.
However, hermit crabs often do without
the help of anemones. Such a relationship is
called symbiosis.

A question of friendship

Friendship aside

Why do small birds often sit on zebras’ backs? Is it
possible for stinging anemones and fish to be good
neighbours? And why don’t sharks snack on the
small fish swimming around them? It’s because
they have a beneficial relationship and help
each other!

Not all creatures have a two-way
relationship, quite the contrary; ticks and
mosquitoes, for instance, do nothing for
the host animal they land on. The host is
simply a food source.

Wa n n a
be friends?

Pollinators & plants

A friend in need is
a friend indeed
It’s good to have a reliable partner.
Cooperating is advantageous because
it makes it easier to find food, or be
alerted to enemies. People recognise
this logic, too – for instance, honey
gatherers in Africa are accompanied by a
honeyguide, a small bird that guides them
to the honey. This kind of relationship is
called cooperation.

We l l . . .

4

5

Truffles & trees
Underground friends
There are various kinds of mushrooms growing in the forests.
Mushrooms, or fungi, are everywhere in nature, and can be
found even under the ground. When you’re walking around
a forest, you’re practically treading on them with every step.
These fungi are fibres which grow through the soil, creating
mycelium. There’s a strong bond between fungi and tree roots
which benefits both organisms.

Clues for
mushroom pickers

Mushroom delicacy

Every good mushroom picker knows which trees
to look for. It’s because some kinds of mushroom
are dependent on particular trees, and are
therefore found nearby. Truffles, for instance, do
well near oaks.

Truffles are the diamond of all mushrooms. They can be divided
into several types. Restaurants most often use black or white
truffles. White truffles are the most expensive! They are even
sold in auctions. The bigger the truffle, the more expensive it is.
The price can reach well over one million dollars!

Wh i t e t r uffle s

Invisible
communication network
Black truffles

O h - l a- l a !
a freshly sliced
t r u ff l e . . .

Under the ground
Truffles
Truffles are fungi which live alongside the roots
of many trees. They grow under the ground where
sows or specially trained dogs sniff them out by their
strange smell. Truffles are considered a delicacy,
sought after by gourmets around the world.

The life-giving roots of plants are largely
invisible as they are under the ground.
These roots and various types of fungi
make strong allies. Green plants provide
fungi with nutrients gained from
photosynthesis, while the fungi supply
them with minerals and water.

Mycelium and tree roots are connected and
share warning signals about harmful substances.
They use the same network of communication to
share nutrients.

Anything
harmful
about?

Wooddestroying fungi
Some kinds of mushrooms
are of no benefit to trees,
though. Quite on the contrary,
they harm them by taking
resources away! These are called
parasites and include, for
example, polypores.

N o p e ! I' m d o i n g
great!
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Sloths, algae
& moths

I think this colour
suits me!

Camouflage in tree tops
You need to really pay attention if you want to spot
a sloth in its natural environment. Living its slow
life in the tree tops, it is very well camouflaged and
almost indistinguishable from the surrounding greens.

Moth

r
liv ing in slot h's fu

Neighbours
High-rise homes

The algae in a sloth’s fur live on its sweat
and on flakes of skin. But something
else is lurking amongst all that hair, too!
The sloth’s fur is home to a small moth
which doesn’t mind sharing.

Sloths are typically arboreal animals
who spend most of their days hanging
from tree branches. They have strong
claws which prevent them from falling
off. Occassionally they climb down to
the ground, but don’t stay there for long
before climbing back up again.

ISBN 9781912006489 • $14.95 ($16.95 CAN)
Hardcover • 36 pages (all in color)
8 1/2 × 11 • Ages: 5 to 9
Carton Qty: 22 • Territory: US/Can
Scribblers

In tree tops

Th r e e-t o e d s lot h

I hang
about here
most days

Sloths live in the treetops and only crawl
down when they need to urinate. Once their
paws touch the ground, the sloths become
incredibly vulnerable because moving on
ground is very hard for them. They seem to
crawl rather than walk, which makes them
easy prey for jaguars or harpy eagles.

Smart disguise
A sloth moves so slowly that
its fur gets covered with algae,
which turns it a grey-green. It
becomes like an invisibility cloak
amongst the surrounding mass of
green leaves!

Sloth’s fur
A sloth’s body is adapted to hanging. Even its
long fur grows in the opposite direction to most
other animals. This makes it easier for rainwater
to trickle downwards off the fur.

Master of disguise

AUGUST 2017
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Hmm?
Nothing for
lunch here!

Slow, slow
and slower
Sloths are very slow and move with no
sense of hurry. Even their digestion is
slow. They only have to go down to answer
the call of nature once every 2-4 weeks! The
advantage of this, however, is safety. By not
moving the sloth isn’t seen by its enemies.
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What Came Before the Big Bang?
And 50 More Science Questions to Blow Your Mind
by Simon Holland
Why don’t we all have the same fingerprints? Do we breathe the same air dinosaurs did? Does
the sun make a noise? Kids love asking tricky questions about the world around them, and this
engaging book provides 51 eye-opening and humorous answers. No subject is too big, too small,
or even too disgusting to handle. Children will laugh, think, and learn.
For more than 15 years, SIMON HOLLAND has written and edited a wide range of information books
for adults and children. Through his career he has become passionate about the communication
of science and technology-related subjects. His previous books include: Eye Wonder: Space,
Reptiles, and Rivers and Lakes, published by Dorling Kindersley; Discover: Dinosaurs, Rainforests,
Seas and Oceans, and First Animal Encyclopedia: Polar Animals, published by Bloomsbury.

KEY SELLING POINTS

ISBN 9781783121557 • $12.95 (NCR)
Paperback • 128 pages (all in color)
7 1/2 × 9 3/4 • Ages: 9 and UP
Territory: US Only
Carlton Books
AUGUST 2017

■■

Encourages kids to think critically and develop their powers of deduction and reasoning

■■

A great way to stimulate discussion between parents and kids

■■

Helps parents and teachers to answer the curveball questions that children love to ask

■■

Engaging text, with balanced answers that often provide more than one point of view

■■

A great book to dip in and out of, with a wide range of science questions ranging from serious
to hilarious, each answered in 250 words

■■

Fabulous full-color illustrations bring the text to life

Space Explorers
The Secrets of the Universe at a Glance!
Illustrations by Giulia De Amicis
Now middle graders can discover more about outer space and how human ingenuity allowed
us to reveal its many mysteries. Using easy-to-understand and visually appealing infographics,
this book explores our solar system with eye-catching spreads for each planet, timetables, and
information on shooting stars, asteroids, black holes, and other phenomena. All the solid scientific
data here comes from the NASA archives.
GIULIA DE AMICIS studied Communication Design at Milan Polytechnic, specializing in data
and information visualization with Density Design Lab. Since her graduation she has worked
as an information designer and illustrator for several design studios, nonprofits, and marine
organizations. She currently works and lives in Brighton, UK.

KEY SELLING POINTS

ISBN 9788854411449 • $16.95 ($19.95 CAN)
Hardcover • 72 pages (all in color)
9 3/4 × 13 3/8 • Ages: 8 and UP
Territory: US/Can
White Star Kids

■■

Solid scientific information presented in an appealing and visual way

■■

Information and images come from the NASA archives
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Hidden Wildlife
How Animals Hide in Plain Sight
by Jim Arnosky
In order to survive, animals must stay hidden—and, fortunately, nature
helps by providing coloration that camouflages them in their habitat.
Award-winning author and illustrator Jim Arnosky looks at this most
artful and beautiful aspect of animal life, from a fawn’s dappled spots
to the octopus’s changing colors. Featuring five gorgeous gatefolds,
this stunning book covers a wide variety of mammals, birds, insects,
and sea creatures.
JIM ARNOSKY is the author/illustrator of more than 100 books for
young readers, and has been honored for his overall contribution
to literature for children. He received the first lifetime achievement
award for Excellence in Science Illustration from the American
Association for the Advancement of Science and the Washington
Post/Children’s Book Guild Award for nonfiction. His first book for
Sterling, Wild Tracks, was a 2008 School Library Journal Best Book
of the Year and a 2009 ALA Notable. His gatefold books for Sterling
have earned starred reviews, and Thunder Birds was included on the
Bluebonnet Master List for the state of TX. Jim and his wife, Deanna,
travel all over the US for school and library visits, meeting hundreds of
kids every year. Visit jimarnosky.com to learn more. He lives in South
Ryegate, VT.

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

Well-known author/illustrator much loved by booksellers,
teachers, and librarians. This is Jim’s 140th book!

■■

Jim’s previous books in this series, Wild Tracks, Slither and Crawl,
Thunder Birds, Creep and Flutter, and Shimmer and Splash,
have earned starred reviews, and Thunder Birds was on the
Bluebonnet Master List for the state of TX

■■

Incredibly detailed illustrations capture dozens of fascinating
creatures kids love to learn about

■■

Includes five breathtaking foldouts

■■

Encourages kids to look for animals in their own neighborhoods

■■

Our Jim Arnosky gatefold series continues to sell steadily—the
series has sold more than 180,000 copies to date!

MARKETING & PUBLICITY CAMPAIGN
■■

National print and online publicity campaign

■■

Digital focus on children’s book review blogs, and websites,
including STEM-focused outlets

■■

Trade advertising

■■

Goodreads giveaway

■■

Activity kit available for teachers, librarians, and booksellers

■■

Cross promotion on author’s website, jimarnosky.com

■■

Regional school and library visits in the Mid-Atlantic region

ISBN 9781454920977 • $16.95 ($19.95 CAN)
Hardcover with Jacket • 40 pages (all in color)
9 × 11 1/2 • Ages: 6 to 10
Carton Qty: 24 • Territory: US/Can
Sterling Children’s Books
SEPTEMBER 2017
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Also Available by Jim Arnosky

Creep and Flutter

Frozen Wild

Shimmer & Splash

ISBN 9781454919100 • $6.95 ($8.50 CAN)
Paperback with Flaps • 9 x 11 1/2
Territory: W

ISBN 9781454910251 • $14.95 ($16.95 CAN)
Hardcover with Jacket • 9 × 11 1/2
Territory: US/Can

ISBN 9781402786235 • $14.95 ($17.95 CAN)
Hardcover with Jacket • 9 × 11 1/2
Territory: W

Slither and Crawl

Tooth & Claw

Wild Tracks!

ISBN 9781454914716 • $6.95 ($8.50 CAN)
Paperback with Flaps • 9 × 11 1/2
Territory: WENG

ISBN 9781402786242 • $14.95 ($15.95 CAN)
Hardcover with Jacket • 9 × 11 1/2
Territory: W

ISBN 9781454914723 • $6.95 ($8.50 CAN)
Paperback with Flaps • 9 × 11 1/2
Territory: WENG

ISBN 9781402777660 • $14.95 ($16.95 CAN)
Hardcover with Jacket • 9 x 11 1/2
Territory: W

ISBN 9781402739859 • $14.95 ($15.95 CAN)
Hardcover with Jacket • 9 × 11 1/2
Territory: WENG
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Tadpole to Frog
How does a tadpole become a frog? Flip the tabs and find out!
With this innovative concept book, kids can see and understand a
tadpole’s transformation as it grows into a frog. Created in conjunction
with the world-famous American Museum of Natural History, Tadpole
to Frog features graduated tabs that show the entire transformation
in isolated, easy-to-follow parts. With simple text, the stunning nature
photography is what truly shines in this book.
The AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY in New York City is
one of the largest and most respected museums in the world, with an
annual attendance of 5 million. Since the Museum was founded in 1869,
its collections have grown to include more than 33 million specimens
and artifacts relating to the natural world and human cultures. The
Museum showcases its collections in the exhibit halls, and, behind
the scenes, approximately 200 scientists carry out cutting-edge
research. Researchers based in the Museum’s Center for Biodiversity
and Conservation work with local communities and partners around
the world to transform knowledge into conservation action. Plan a
trip to the Museum, home of the world’s largest collection of dinosaur
fossils, or visit online at amnh.org.

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

Flip-the-tab format creates intrigue before each page turn,
enticing young readers to learn all about tadpoles and frogs

■■

Beautiful full-color photographs on every spread, including
frog eggs, tadpoles hatching, tadpoles with gills when they first
hatch, and so forth as the frogs develop

■■

Bio and photo of AMNH expert on the last page

■■

Companion title to AMNH photographic novelty books Our Solar
System (3,640 copies sold since it published in June 2016),
Caterpillar to Butterfly (3,269 copies sold since it published in
June 2016), and Camouflage (1,206 copies sold since publication
in November 2016). The books assort together beautifully

■■

High-interest topic is sure to excite and educate young readers!

■■

Simple, minimal text allows the photos to really shine

ALSO AVAILABLE

ISBN 9781454922872 • $7.95 ($9.50 CAN)
Board Book • 24 pages (all in color)
8 × 6 • Ages: 3 and UP
Carton Qty: 40 • Territory: W
Sterling Children’s Books

Our Solar System

Sharks

ISBN 9781454914181
$7.95 ($9.50 CAN)
Board Book
8×6
Territory: W

ISBN 9781454921288
$7.95 ($9.50 CAN)
Board Book
8×6
Territory: W

Caterpillar to
Butterfly

Camouflage

ISBN 9781454914068
$7.95 ($9.50 CAN)
Board Book
8×6
Territory: W
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ISBN 9781454920793
$7.95 ($9.50 CAN)
Board Book
8×6
Territory: W

Who is Hiding in the Grass?
The Secret Life of the Meadow
Illustrations by Margherita Borin
Hidden in the grass, a dynamic and industrious tiny world thrives: the world of bugs. These
amazing little creatures actually live in organized societies, each with its own rules and customs.
Unfold this stunning concertina book, which features realistic and detailed illustrations by artist
Margherita Borin, to get an up-close look at a vibrant meadow and the variety of bugs that live
there.

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

The large-scale foldout format gives a unique glimpse of the meadow landscape

■■

Includes many close-up and lifelike illustrations of the various bugs

ISBN 9788854411470 • $16.95 ($19.95 CAN)
Hardcover • 16 pages (all in color)
9 7/8 × 11 7/8 • Ages: 6 and UP
Territory: US/Can
White Star Kids
SEPTEMBER 2017

Who is Living in the Ocean?

CONCERTINA BOOK

Illustrations by Margherita Borin

The Secret Life of the Depths

The Great Barrier Reef is home to an incredible variety of ocean life, from little clownfish to the
huge hammerhead shark. Featuring stunning watercolors by Margherita Borin, this concertina
book unfolds to reveal all the inhabitants of the richly biodiverse habitat. Along the back of the
images, comprehensive text provides information about every one of these fascinating creatures
and the coral reef itself.

Cover not final

Illustrations by
Margherita Borin

MARGHERITA BORIN studied painting at the Accademia di Belle Arti in Venice under the guidance
of Carlo Di Raco, Mauro Zocchetta, Paolo Fraternali, and Aldo Grazi. In her research she studies
the use of pastels, watercolors, felt-tips, carbon paper, transfers, and wood pulp. She currently
lives in Pantelleria, Italy.

KEY SELLING POINTS

ISBN 9788854412019 • $16.95 ($19.95 CAN)
Hardcover • 16 pages (all in color)
9 7/8 × 11 7/8 • Ages: 6 and UP
Territory: US/Can
White Star Kids

■■

The large-scale foldout format gives an eye-opening glimpse of the reef—a unique environment
and the only living thing visible from space

■■

Includes many close-up and lifelike illustrations of the fish and other life

NOVEMBER 2017
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All About Dinosaurs
by Román García Mora
Dinosaurs dominated the Earth for millions of years—and they dominate our imaginations still.
Where and when did they live? How big were they, and how much did they weigh? What made
each species important? In simple, accessible language and stunningly realistic illustrations, this
magnificent volume captures in detail the physical characteristics, behavior, and habitats of all
the major carnivorous and herbivorous dinosaurs and marine reptiles.

Cover not final

Attracted by the worlds of art and of science, ROMÁN GARCÍA MORA studied biology. After
graduation he decided to combine these two fields by specializing in scientific illustration,
devoting himself to paleo-art, or paleontological reconstruction, especially of dinosaurs. Román
has received many international awards for his art, and has worked for various scientific journals
such as PM Bilde Quo. He currently works for a number of illustrated scientific publications, and
with researchers from several Spanish institutions.

KEY SELLING POINTS
ISBN 9788854411982 • $19.95 ($22.95 CAN)
Hardcover • 144 pages (all in color)
8 1/2 × 11 5/8 • Ages: 6 and UP
Territory: US/Can
White Star Kids

■■

Dinosaurs are always a wildly popular subject

■■

Incredible images created by an artist who specializes in scientific illustrations

OCTOBER 2017

Extreme Machines
The Fastest, Weirdest, Strongest Machines on Earth!
by Anne Rooney
From ultra-luxurious motorhomes and mining giants to gigantic spaceship-carrying transporters
and the Large Hadron Collider, this eye-popping book features everything young readers want
to know about the most amazing machines on the planet! With incredible action photography
of contraptions on land, in the air, at sea, and in space, Extreme Machines is guaranteed to keep
gadget-mad kids spellbound.
ANNE ROONEY writes nonfiction for children and adults, and fiction for children. She has written
more than 100 nonfiction books, many of them on topics in science and technology. She has also
taught at the Universities of Cambridge and York, and has been a Royal Literary Fund Fellow
and Lector.

KEY SELLING POINTS
ISBN 9781783122677 • $19.95 (NCR)
Hardcover • 80 pages (all in color)
10 1/4 × 11 3/4 • Ages: 8 and UP
Territory: US Only
Carlton Kids
OCTOBER 2017

■■

Fastest, weirdest, most expensive: extremes are always fascinating, especially to technically
minded and imaginative kids

■■

Covers a huge array of different machines on land, at sea, in the air, and in space

■■

Incredible photography of extreme machines in action

■■

Bite-size fact panels make this book easy and fun, perfect for reluctant readers

■■

With the Bloodhound Supersonic Car due to attempt to break the world land speed record,
extreme machines will be hitting the headlines in autumn 2017
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Coding for Kids

COding

Create Your Own Video Games with Scratch
Text by Coder Kids, illustrations by Valentina Figus

for

kids
Cover not final

SCRATCH
PROJECTS
TEXT BY
CODER KIDS
ILLUSTRATIONS BY
VALENTINA FIGUS

Kids can learn coding basics—and have fun while doing it! Using Scratch 2.0, the free software
created by the MIT Media Labs specifically for young people, this engaging guide teaches 8- to
12-year-olds how to create their own games and animated, interactive stories. Each engaging
project has detailed, step-by-step explanations and comes with intriguing variants for children to
try as their abilities grow.
VALENTINA FIGUS has worked as a freelancer for several publishing companies, creating digital
interactive books, applications for iOS and Android systems, Kiosk book apps, graphic layouts,
and banners for social networks and websites. For Coder Kids, she illustrates video game assets
and creates commercial advertising.

KEY SELLING POINTS
ISBN 9788854411883 • $12.95 ($14.95 CAN)
Hardcover • 96 pages (all in color)
6 3/4 × 9 • Ages: 8 to 12
Territory: US/Can
White Star Kids

■■

Provides a comprehensive overview of the main functions of Scratch as tested in coding
laboratories and schools

■■

Written for 8- to 12-year-olds, this book gives everyone the opportunity to
start from scratch

■■

The projects are explained step-by-step and arranged in order of difficulty

SEPTEMBER 2017

■■

After each project there are more complex variants, which are also thoroughly explained, and
challenges that will intrigue even grownups

Build It
by Caroline Alliston
Why do things move, fly, tick, or explode? Explore the science behind construction, from how zip
wires move to how marble runs work, with these 25 hands-on experiments. Using easy-to-find
objects and tools, each fun project—including a 10-second marble challenge—can be constructed
at home. Every experiment includes a “How It Works” explanation and a difficulty rating to guide
budding engineers.
CAROLINE ALLISTON is a professional engineer and technical author with a degree from
Cambridge and more than 20 years’ experience in industry. While on a career break to raise her
two sons, she started at a club at their school to build children’s enthusiasm about science and
engineering. In 2015 she received the Alastair Graham Bryce award for “significant contributions
inspiring and encouraging children towards a career in engineering.”
ISBN 9781454928461 • $12.95 ($14.95 CAN)
Hardcover • 120 pages (all in color)
7 1/2 × 9 1/2
Carton Qty: 20 • Territory: US/Can
Sterling Children’s Books
OCTOBER 2017

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

Each project has been tested and approved by children

■■

Features 25 step-by-step experiments covering key engineering and STEM topics

■■

Each experiment features a “How It Works” explanation to gives kids insight

■■

Bright and bold technical illustrations help make the instructions easy to understand
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More than just a book, these nonfiction guides brilliantly harness the
wonder of AR to bring science to life!
$14.95 (NCR) • Hardcover • 32 pages (all in color) • 10 1/4 × 9 • Ages: 8 and UP • Territory: US Only • Carlton Kids • OCTOBER 2017

Into Deep Space
Zoom Through the Universe!
by Paul Virr
Travel deep into space through the magic of augmented reality! Just place your tablet or
smartphone near the visual triggers in this incredible book and hold up the pages to see nine
incredible AR sequences in action. Enjoy a close-up view of amazing constellations, spectacular
supernovae, and the cosmic light show put on by nebulae. Each spread is jam-packed with
fascinating facts.

ISBN 9781783122318

PAUL VIRR was the editor of Sky Kids Magazine and has a long history of working on children’s
books, including Carlton’s Blue Peter award-winning Countdown to the Olympic Games and
flagship children’s guides for the top UK museums.

Ocean Monsters
Interact with Lifesize Sea Predators!
by Nicola Davies
Colossal squid, deadly box jellyfish, giant tube worms, and sharp-toothed sharks: Ocean Monsters
is packed with fascinating information about the biggest, fiercest, and strangest creatures that
live in our oceans. Learn all about giant Japanese spider crabs, manta rays, oarfish, and more.
Thanks to the AR app, you can interact with this weird and wonderful sea life from the convenience
(and safety!) of your tablet or smartphone.

ISBN 9781783122332

NICOLA DAVIES trained as a zoologist at Kings College, Cambridge. She worked as an assistant
producer and writer for the BBC Natural History Unit, for which she presented The Really Wild
Show before becoming an award-winning author. Nicola’s books include Tiny: The Invisible World
of Microbes (Walker Books), One Tiny Turtle (Candlewick), and Ice Bear (Candlewick), which won
the English Society Award for young nonfiction.

The Brain
Venture Inside Your Head with Augmented Reality
by Jack Challoner
Get inside your head and learn how your brain works through the magic of augmented reality!
Packed with cool information, this fascinating book uses AR to examine our senses, memory,
automatic and voluntary movements, neurotransmitters, and more. As you read, just put your
tablet or smartphone near the visual triggers to see which parts of the brain are stimulated by
various activities.

ISBN 9781780978901

JACK CHALLONER studied physics at Imperial College, London, then trained as a science and
math teacher. After that, he worked at London’s Science Museum in the Education Unit, and in
the museum’s flagship interactive gallery, Launch Pad. After leaving the museum he wrote many
science and technology books and also writes and performs science shows in museums, libraries,
and schools.
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Augmented Reality Backlist

Battling Dinosaurs

Ice Age Collision
Course

ISBN 9781783122462
$14.95 (NCR)
Hardcover
10 1/4 × 9
Territory: US Only

ISBN 9781783122226
$14.95 (NCR)
Hardcover
10 1/4 × 9
Territory: US Only

iDinosaur

iRobot

ISBN 9781783120796
$12.95 (NCR)
Hardcover
10 1/4 × 9
Territory: US Only

ISBN 9781783122707
$12.95 (NCR)
Hardcover
10 1/4 × 9
Territory: US Only

iScience

iSolar System

ISBN 9781783121120
$12.95 (NCR)
Hardcover
10 1/4 × 9
Territory: US Only

ISBN 9781783120802
$12.95 (NCR)
Hardcover
10 1/4 × 9
Territory: US Only

iStorm

Jurassic World

ISBN 9781783121113
$12.95 (NCR)
Hardcover
10 1/4 × 9
Territory: US Only

ISBN 9781783121564
$12.95 (NCR)
Hardcover
10 1/4 × 9
Territory: US Only

Transformers:
Robots in Disguise
ISBN 9781783122431
$14.95 (NCR)
Hardcover
10 1/4 × 9
Territory: US Only
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Gaming Record Breakers
by Clive Gifford
The longest Minecraft marathon, the most expensive computer game ever made, the richest
gaming prizes, the biggest games console: here are all the records you need to know about the
incredible world of computer games! Kids—both boys and girls—can’t get enough gaming action,
and this book gives them all the facts, stats, and full-page, all-action images they crave.
CLIVE GIFFORD is an award-winning author of over 150 books for children and adults, and even
ran his own computer games company as a teenager in the early 1980s. Clive’s recent books
include Eye Benders: The Science of Seeing and Believing (Barron’s Educational Series), winner of
the prestigious Royal Society Young People’s Book Prize in 2014.

KEY SELLING POINTS

UPDATED EDITION
ISBN 9781783122974 • $14.95 (NCR)
Paperback • 112 pages (all in color)
8 1/2 × 11 1/4 • Ages: 10 and UP
Territory: US Only
Carlton Kids

■■

Features games rated as Teen or younger by the US Entertainment Software
Rating Board (ESRB)

■■

Packed with all-action images from the world’s favorite games, as well as quirky facts and eyepopping records, this is a dynamic and visually exciting book that will hook every young gamer

■■

The high-interest topic makes this a fantastic gift purchase for reluctant readers

■■

Biggest, best selling, most expensive—extremes are fascinating, especially for technically
minded and imaginative kids

OCTOBER 2017

Ultimate Super Mario Run Handbook
by Chris Scullion
Super Mario Run is Nintendo’s first game for smartphone and tablet—and this is the ultimate
player’s handbook! It reveals the tricks, tips, secrets, and cheats you need to become a master
Mario runner in the game’s three modes: World Tour, Toad Rally challenge, and Mushroom
Kingdom builder. Plus, it’s got character profiles, a Mario quiz, and fun trivia about the most iconic
character in gaming history!
CHRIS SCULLION is a video games journalist who has been gaming since the age of 3. He has been
the games editor for Official Nintendo Magazine (the UK’s most popular Nintendo publication), the
online editor of Nintendo Gamer, and also the games editor for Computer & Video Games, the
world’s longest-running games publication.

KEY SELLING POINTS

ISBN 9781780979694 • $9.95 (NCR)
Paperback • 80 pages (all in color)
7 1/2 × 9 3/4 • Ages: 8 and UP
Territory: US Only
Carlton Kids

■■

Mario is one of the most iconic character brands in gaming history, loved by children and
adults across the globe

■■

More than 20 million gamers signed up to receive notification of the iOS app release on
December 15, 2016 (Android release date is March 2017)

■■

The app was released in 151 countries simultaneously, including the US, Canada, UK, Australia,
France, Germany, and Japan

■■

Super Mario Run became the fastest-growing app in iOS history, having been downloaded
more than 50 million times during its first week of release

■■

Read all about Mario’s record-breaking history, and get loads of awesome Mario trivia
and a quiz

■■

A colorful guide to the game that will make a fantastic self-purchase by Mario-hungry gamers,
as well as a perfect gift purchase by parents and grandparents

OCTOBER 2017
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This Chicken is a T-Rex!
The Great Big Book of Animal Evolution
by Román García Mora
Did you know that today’s humble chicken is related to the legendary
T-Rex? Now, thanks to this lively look at evolution, even the youngest
readers will be able to understand how animals gradually transformed
over millennia. Using fabulous, easy-to-follow illustrations, This
Chicken Is a T-Rex explains such fun facts as how the elephant’s trunk
developed and why horses’ toes have changed into hooves!

Cover not final

Since childhood, ROMÁN GARCÍA MORA has loved both art and
science, so after earning a degree in biology he began to specialize
in scientific illustration. In particular, he devotes himself to paleoart, or paleontological reconstruction. Román has received many
international awards for his work, and has published in various
scientific journals. He currently works for various publishers and
illustrated scientific journals, and with researchers from several
Spanish institutions.

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

Explains a complex subject in a funny and appealing way

■■

The art by biologist and illustrator Román García Mora will
interest and amuse young readers

■■

Includes a timeline on each spread

ISBN 9788854411975 • $16.95 ($19.95 CAN)
Hardcover • 40 pages (all in color)
9 2/3 x 13 1/8 • Ages: 6 and UP
Territory: US/Can
White Star Kids
NOVEMBER 2017
Science, Nature & Technology
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The Big Book of Everything Underground
Written by Stepánka Sekaninová, illustrated by Marta Daeuble
There’s so much happening beneath the streets you walk on! Find out fun facts about life
underground, including how animals hunt their prey in the dark and what goes on in mine shafts
or at the planet’s core. Ten fabulous gatefolds and plenty of informative details on pullout flaps
bring this hidden world to light.
STEPÁNKA SEKANINOVÁ has worked as a reporter for Czech Television in Brno and as a producer
of light entertainment and children’s programs for the Brno studio. She is now a literary editor for
Albatros Media and writes children’s books.
MARTA DAEUBLE graduated from the Wimbledon School of Art in London and the Faculty of
Education at the University of Reading. She specializes in painting, animation, and illustration.
Marta now lives in Lyon, France, where she continues to illustrate and to teach the Czech language.
ISBN 9781912006823 • $14.95 ($16.95 CAN)
Hardcover • 34 pages
(all in color + gatefolds)
8 1/2 × 11 • Ages: 7 and UP
Carton Qty: 24 • Territory: US/Can
Book House

oil well

Sources of energy

Most of the world’s coal stock began
to form about 360 million years ago.
Wow! It was formed from layer upon
layer of dead vegetation that sank to
the bottom of swampy areas.

Natural gas

■■

Follow-up to The Big Book of
the Dark

■■

Includes 10 gatefolds

■■

Colorful and highly detailed illustrations

■■

Glossary and index

coal

Black is best…

Coal seams are often very deep below the
surface, so vertical shafts have to be dug
to allow miners to reach them. Miners
travel down these shafts in lifts, and they
bring the coal back up to the surface by
the same means. Mines can be several
kilometres long so miners travel along
the coal seam in an electric buggy. Coal
can be black or brown, but brown coal
produces less heat.

NOVEMBER 2017

KEY SELLING POINTS

Black gold

Petroleum is otherwise known as
oil. This brownish, combustible
liquid was formed by the
decomposition of animal and plant
life over millions of years. ‘Black
gold’ lies at depths of several
hundred metres and in some cases
over ten kilometres.

underground mine

lift

The first miners
Unlike brown coal, black coal
is usually deep underground.
Sometimes it does appear on the
Earth’s surface, on hillsides or
riverbanks. It was discovered
approximately 3,000 years ago
by the Chinese, who dug tunnels
to mine it, so creating the world’s
first mines.

What is oil
good for?

miner

Oil is used to produce petrol
for cars, and kerosene, which
is used in aircraft engines.
Oil is one of the basic raw
materials from which plastics
are produced. It is used in the
production of some medicines,
too. It is an important resource
for humankind.

Natural gas, too, occurs
underground. Very often it is found
close to oil and coal. The gases
were probably released as the oil
and coal were formed during the
gradual decomposition process.
Natural gas is mined from deposits
on land and deposits located deep
under the sea. Undersea gas is
extracted via an oil platform and
travels to the shore by pipeline.
Drill holes on land are connected
by a system of collecting pipelines.
Natural gas fuels power stations
and is used for the heating and
lighting of homes. Natural gas is a
clean fuel.

Three steps
in search of oil
1. Exploratory drilling
2. Secondary drilling

shaft

3. Extractive drilling

10
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The Big Book of Snow and Ice
Written by Stepánka Sekaninová, illustrated by Niké Papadopulosová
What do you know about snow? This beautiful book will open your eyes to its wonders! You’ll
discover that no two snowflakes are the same; what it’s like to be hit by an avalanche; and how
artists carve ice sculptures. Ten highly detailed gatefolds and informative descriptions on pullout
flaps give readers an inside look at what happens at a ski resort or inside an igloo.
NIKÉ PAPADOPULOSOVA studied art and animation in Prague in the Czech Republic before
becoming a professional illustrator.

ALSO AVAILABLE

ISBN 9781912006830 • $14.95 ($16.95 CAN)
Hardcover • 34 pages
(all in color + gatefolds)
8 1/2 × 11 • Ages: 7 and UP
Carton Qty: 24 • Territory: US/Can
Book House
NOVEMBER 2017

I’m Not Afraid
of the Dark

The Big Book
of the Dark

ISBN 9781454921707
$14.95 ($16.95 CAN)
Hardcover
7 1/2 × 7 1/2
Territory: US/Can/
Philippines

ISBN 9781911242994
$14.95 ($16.95 CAN)
Hardcover
8 1/2 x 11
Territory: US/Can
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Life in Space
by Ben Richmond
Based on the American Museum of Natural History’s exhibit “Beyond Planet Earth: The Future of
Space Exploration”, Life in Space examines what it takes to live on the International Space Station.
Illustrated with stunning NASA images, this imaginative book offers an incredible introduction to
human efforts to survive beyond our own planet. Budding astronomers will dream of taking this
journey to the stars!

ISBN 9781454923275 • $16.95 ($19.95 CAN)
Hardcover with Jacket
32 pages (all in color)
10 × 10 • Ages: 6 and UP
Carton Qty: 30 • Territory: W
Sterling Children’s Books

BEN RICHMOND is a science journalist who writes about dinosaurs, outer space, and the origin
of words for Vice magazine’s Motherboard website. He has also contributed to The Believer, and
writes for the Metropolitan Museum of Art (the MET). Ben has previously written Don’t Bug the
Insects, Why Is the Sea Salty? And Other Questions about Oceans, What Are the Three Branches
of Government? And Other Questions About the U.S. Constitution, and Where Do Garbage Trucks
Go? And Other Questions About Trash and Recycling in the GOOD QUESTION! series. He lives in
Brooklyn, NY.

JANUARY 2018

Mission to Mars
by Mary Kay Carson
Based on the American Museum of Natural History’s exhibit “Beyond Planet Earth: The Future
of Space Exploration,” Mission to Mars provides an incredible introduction to the Red Planet.
Through breathtaking images from NASA, and information sent to Earth from satellites, budding
astronomers and astronauts can explore Mars’s climate and features—and learn what it would
take for a human to travel there.

ISBN 9781454923510 • $16.95 ($19.95 CAN)
Hardcover with Jacket
32 pages (all in color)
10 × 10 • Ages: 6 and UP
Carton Qty: 30 • Territory: W
Sterling Children’s Books

MARY KAY CARSON is an award-winning children’s nonfiction author who has written more than
40 books for kids about wildlife, space, weather, nature, and history. Her many books in the Sterling
Good Question series include Did It Really Start with a Snowball Fight?, How Many Planets Circle
the Sun?, How Strong Is an Ant?, What Makes a Tornado Twist?, What Sank the World’s Biggest
Ship?, What Was Your Dream, Dr. King?, and Why Does Earth Spin? For the Sterling Biographies
series, she wrote Alexander Graham Bell: Giving Voice to the World. Mary Kay gives presentations
at schools about writing and her books. She lives in Cincinnati, OH. For more information go to
marykaycarson.com.

JANUARY 2018

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

Branded with the honored and trusted American Museum of Natural History

■■

Amazing NASA photographs

■■

High-interest topic for both classrooms and independent reading

■■

STEM content

Science, Nature & Technology
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The Babysitter’s Survival Guide
Fun Games, Cool Crafts, Safety Tips, and More!
by Jill D. Chassé, PhD.
How can a babysitter entertain a fidgety kid, lull a toddler to sleep,
or comfort an anxious child? This updated edition of The Babysitter’s
Survival Guide—with a new design and illustrations—covers it all:
finding clients, handling emergencies, using social media to build your
business, cool activities, kid-friendly recipes, and more. Complete
with perforated business and emergency cards, this handbook is the
ultimate babysitter’s helper.

Cover not final

JILL D. CHASSÉ has an MS in developmental and family psychology
and a PhD in health administration. She is the founder of the Magic
of Motherhood© birthing method and “Womb Baby Learning,” and
is certified by the International Association for Counselors and
Therapists. Dr. Chassé has published more than 50 articles in the US
and Canada, and has given lectures on childcare and development.

T he Babys i tte r ’ s Su rv i va l G u i d e

4
What to Expect from Children
of Different Ages

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

PrePare YourseLf

Pricing for vacation babysitting may run a little differently than your typical evening at
their home. Some parents will offer a flat rate for a trip, while others will continue to pay
hourly. A suggestion for a vacation price would be to take your hourly rate and multiply it
by eight hours each day. For example, if you are making $12 an hour, that would charge $96
a day. If you take a trip with a family for three days, the total would be $288. You might not
work a full eight-hour shift like you would at a store or office, but the cost analysis is about
the same.
When you’re planning to go on vacation with a family, make sure you discuss break
times and free time for yourself. Before you agree to go, ask the parents what hours they
expect you to be available to watch the kids. Also, find out if you will be on your own for
meals or if you’ll be eating with the family. If they are paying for your meals, lodging, and/or
travel, you might consider charging them less for babysitting.

New, doodle-like illustrations are designed
to appeal directly to tween girls

■■

Author is a child development expert who has worked
in the field of childcare for more than 15 years

■■

Includes perforated business cards and emergency
information cards for sitters to fill out

■■

Activities and explorations of different scenarios make this a
go-to resource, not just a one-time read

Before you’re alone with the kids, you should
know what to expect. Here’s a breakdown of
different ages and the behavior you will most
likely see, as well as some activities specific to
each age group.

Infants (Newborn–One Year)
Babies are not only capable of interacting and
playing, but they learn and soak up loads of new
information to help their brains grow as you play
with them. Babies also need a lot of attention.
When they cry, there’s a reason. It’s okay to hold
them and pick them up. This is how they learn
to trust and learn about the world. Crying is also
how they communicate. They could be saying
they are hungry, have a dirty diaper, or just want
love because they miss their parents.

22
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cErEaL dRaWiNgS
Take a handful of small Os or puffed cereal and put it in a bowl on the table. Then
get some kid-safe glue, crayons, and paper. Draw any items you can think of with
missing circles, help the toddlers put glue on the cereal, and have the toddler fill
the circles in with cereal. For example, draw some cars without wheels, and have
the toddler put the cereal where the wheels would go.

PrEtEnD PaRtY
Get a bunch of stuffed animals together and set up a table in an open
play area. Pretend there’s a birthday cake in the center of the table,
and find “presents” from the child’s toy box. Sing “Happy Birthday”
to one of the stuffed animals and pretend to blow out candles on a
cake. You can even make party hats and placemats out of construction paper. Toddlers love to color, so they can help to design these!

BLAnKeT tEnT
Pretend you’re going camping and make a tent inside the house! Drape a blanket over two
chairs or a table. Throw a bunch of stuff inside the tent, such as books, pillows, and stuffed
animals. Crawl into the tent with the child and make outdoor sounds, like cricket chirps
and owl hoots. If you have a flashlight you can play with, take it into the tent with you and
make shadow animals on the walls.
Between fourteen and twenty months of age, a child will usually start to speak. They
begin with simple words that they have heard often, such as “mama” or “dada.” These
words eventually turn into two-word phrases, which is the next step on the journey of
speech. Two-word phrases such as “come baby” or “doggie gone” begin around the age of
two years. By this point, a baby should have around fifty words in their vocabulary. When
a child can link two words together, it shows an understanding of both words and content.
Be sure to talk to the child and encourage them to talk back.

fReEZE DaNcE
Turn the radio on and begin to dance. A few minutes after the music starts, yell “freeze”
and turn off the music. The child has to stop moving completely in the position they were
in when the music stopped. Hold it for a few seconds then turn the music on again. Repeat
the freeze every few minutes throughout the song.

CoLoR fIsH fInD
Cut out a bunch of fish from different colored construction paper. Hide
them all around the playroom or child’s play area. When all are hidden, ask
the child to find a fish then bring it to you and tell you the color. When the
child has found all of the fish, line them up and say the colors together.

At this age, children are little social beings, interested in what everyone’s doing and
why. The way a child looks at the world and those around them has a significant impact
on their development.
29
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SuCkInG
The sucking reflex is strong in new babies. Often they try to root and may
look hungry without wanting to eat. The rooting reflex is when a baby
makes head motions and mouth movements like they are searching for
food. They might just want to suck. If it’s okay with the parents, give the
baby a pacifier to suck when they seem anxious, agitated, or nervous.
It’s also good to suck after eating and while sleeping. Sucking on a pacifier while sleeping
reduces the risk of SIDS (Sudden Infant Death Syndrome) by keeping the brain active,
which ensures that the baby doesn’t bury their head into a pillow as a result of falling into
too deep a sleep. If the parents do not want you to give the baby a pacifier, the baby can suck
on their hand or another toy, but make sure it is clean!

SwAdDLInG
Babies are used to a small, tight, cozy space. Out in the big wide world it is not only cooler and
brighter, there is also nothing to constrict movement. This can be a bit overwhelming and
frightening to a baby who puts out their arm and just hits air and more air. New babies feel
more secure when they are swaddled. This means wrapping them up in a blanket a special
way. The tight wrap helps to control their startle reflex as well. You might notice an infant’s
arms flail out when their head bends back or if something in the room scares them. This
flail reflex typically disappears around two to three months of age, but in some babies it can
occur up to four months, so don’t be surprised if you notice it in a baby you are watching.
Swaddling not only helps with startling, it also keeps a baby warm, at a temperature
they are more comfortable with. Be sure that the baby is not too warm, since they cannot
regulate their own body temperature. They should only be wearing very light clothing or
just a diaper, and don’t swaddle if the room is too warm.
Make sure you ease the transition from one activity to another and avoid overstimulating the baby with too many sounds, sights, or smells. They are so little, it is easy for them
to become overwhelmed!
44
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PaPeR RaCeS
Crumple up a bunch of pieces of paper and lay them out on a table. Sit the child at the table
with a straw and ask them to blow the paper across the table. You sit across from the child
and blow the paper balls back to them.

28

To calm down a baby who is upset, angry, or scared, it is helpful to touch and hold them.
Did you ever wonder why hugs and massages are so relaxing? Human touch causes the
release of special chemicals in the baby’s brain that help to relax and calm them. Hold their
hand or stroke their head and cuddle that little one close to you.

Reference & Study Aids

Draw big numbers on construction paper. Cut them out and scatter them on the floor in
the play area. Call out the numbers and have the child jump onto the paper number when
you call it out.

They call this age the “terrible twos” because children at this age have a need for autonomy
and also a very short attention span. It doesn’t have to be “terrible,” but it can certainly be a

tEnDeR ToUcH

SEPTEMBER 2017

nUmBeR JUmP

PreschooLers (Ages Three–Four YeArS)

TerribLe Twos!

ISBN 9781454923183 • $14.95 ($16.95 CAN)
Paperback • 128 pages (all in color)
8 3/4 × 10 1/4 • Ages: 11 and UP
Carton Qty: 24 • Territory: W
Sterling Children’s Books

W ha t t o E xP e c t f r om C hi L d r e n of D i f f e r e n t Age s
handful! When a toddler continually expresses their feelings in a negative way (bad mood,
temper tantrums, etc.), they could be making a statement that they need your acknowledgment. Playing with them—not just watching them play—can help to prevent tantrums.
Two-year-old children are active, outgoing, and interested in more in-depth games
and activities. Here are a few you can try!

C omf or t i n g K i d s

How to SwaddLe
If a baby is over eight weeks old, make sure it is okay with the parents to try swaddling.
Some parents may ask you to swaddle their newborn. Swaddling a baby means
wrapping a blanket around their body tightly in order to keep them secure. Some parents may not want this, however, so make sure you check in with your clients before
swaddling their baby.
Get a baby blanket that is made from cotton or a similar material that won’t easily
stretch out.
Place the blanket on a firm, safe surface with the top corner pointing up, like a diamond. Fold that top corner down.
Next, put the baby on their back on to the blanket. That top fold should be right under
their little neck.
It should now look like the baby is lying on a diamond with no top point. There will
be a point by their right arm, a point by their left, and a bottom point under their feet.
Take the corner that’s near the baby’s right arm and pull it across their body.
Tuck that corner under their left arm and around under their back.
Now take the bottom point. Pull it up over their tummy and gently tuck it under the
right side of the baby’s neck and head.
Now you have one more point left, near the baby’s left arm. Take the last point and
pull it across their body to the right. Tuck it under their back on their right side. If you
have enough blanket, pull it across their back and over to their left side.
Hold the little bundle close and rock them gently, while singing, talking, or making
shushing sounds.
For older babies, it’s better to keep the legs loose in the wrap.
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The Kids’ Family Tree Book
by Caroline Leavitt
Kids are always bursting with questions about their family history—
and this popular, updated guide gives young would-be genealogists
the knowledge they crave. They’ll learn how to research ancestors on
the Internet, interview family members, reach relatives through social
media, check the National Archives, and uncover clues in old photos
and records. Fun projects include an online scrapbook, a crayon batik
family tree, planning a family reunion, and more.

Cover not final

CAROLINE LEAVITT is The New York Times and USA Today bestselling
author of Cruel Beautiful World and several other adult novels.
She teaches novel writing online at both Stanford University and
UCLA Extension Writers Program, and works with writers privately.
Caroline has appeared on the Today Show, Diane Rehm, German and
Canadian TV, and more, and she has been featured on The View From
The Bay. She lives in Hoboken, NJ, with her husband, the writer Jeff
Tamarkin, and she has an acting-student son, Max.

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

New material includes information about online scrapbooking,
reaching out to relatives through social media, and Internet
ancestry research

■■

Full-color interior with eye-catching, modern new illustrations

■■

A lower price point than much of the competition

REVISED EDITION
ISBN 9781454923206 • $7.95 ($9.50 CAN)
Paperback • 128 pages (all in color)
6 × 9 • Ages: 8 to 12
Carton Qty: 44 • Territory: W
Sterling Children’s Books
SEPTEMBER 2017
Reference & Study Aids
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Help kids go MAD FOR MATH! This new series offers a fun approach to learning.
Through storytelling and entertaining activities like drawing, kids will begin to grasp
basic mathematical principles and gain enthusiasm about the world of numbers.

Mad for Math Grade 1-2
The Enchanted Forest
Edited by Linda Bertola, illustrations by Agnese Baruzzi
In a village hidden in the wood, animals live, work, play, and sometimes even quarrel. Led
by a wise owl, children ages 6 to 7 can wander through this enchanted space. As they visit
the town, they’ll decode recipes, count cookies, and practice their addition, subtraction,
and logic and problem-solving skills.
LINDA BERTOLA specializes in teaching and supporting students with learning
difficulties and special educational needs. She has worked with various schools and
associations as an intercultural educator/trainer. Linda is passionate about mathematics
and learning through game play, and her articles on didactics appear on the website
genitoricrescono.com.

ISBN 9788854411500 • $6.95 ($8.50 CAN)
Paperback • 64 pages
(all in color, 8 pp of stickers)
8 1/4 × 11 3/4 • Ages: 6 to 7
Territory: US/Can
White Star Kids

AGNESE BARUZZI has a degree in Graphic Design from the Istituto Superiore per le
Industrie Artistiche in Urbino. She has written and illustrated more than 40 children’s
books that have been published in Italy, the UK, Japan, Portugal, the US, France, and South
Korea. Her work for White Star includes illustrating Animal Mix & Match, Curious Creatures,
Dinosaurs Mix & Match, Dining with Monsters!, Curious Dinosaurs, Topsy-Turvy Monsters,
I’m Going to Eat You!, Puss in Boots, and Hansel and Gretel.

SEPTEMBER 2017

Mad for Math Grade 3-5
The Wizard School
Edited by Linda Bertola, illustrations by Agnese Baruzzi
Come along with the wizard’s apprentice as he guides you through a very special castle.
There you’ll discover powerful potions, secret passages, mazes, and more. But it seems
the apprentice needs a little help remembering his magic formulas. Using a little addition,
subtraction, multiplication, division, and other math skills, children 8 to 10 can save
the day!

KEY SELLING POINTS

ISBN 9788854411517 • $6.95 ($8.50 CAN)
Paperback • 64 pages
(all in color, 8 pp of stickers)
8 1/4 × 11 3/4 • Ages: 8 to 10
Territory: US/Can
White Star Kids

■■

The narrative approach stimulates children’s curiosity and motivation

■■

The topics are presented gradually and intuitively

■■

Suggests simple do-it-yourself ideas, to carry out with material that is either easily
found or else included in the book

■■

The approach adopted is based on play: acquiring mathematics skills
while having fun

SEPTEMBER 2017
Reference & Study Aids
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The Story of Paintings
by Mick Manning, illustrated by Brita Granström
Get ready to gaze upon a visual feast! From the prehistoric cave
paintings at Lascaux to Jean-Michel Basquiat’s colorful graffiti-style
work, this beautiful compendium travels through the centuries to
introduce kids to the world of art. Each spread showcases one of the
39 paintings, along with a profile of the artist and fun prompts that
encourage children to ask questions and spot details.

Cover not final

MICK MANNING and BRITA GRANSTRÖM have collaborated on
several picture books, including Cock-a-Doodle-Hooooooo! (Good
Books), What Mr. Darwin Saw (Frances Lincoln), The Secrets of
Stonehenge (Frances Lincoln), and The Brontes: Children of the Moors
(Franklin Watts). Their backlist includes books endorsed by and made
in collaboration with The Shakespeare Birthplace Trust, Bletchley Park
Museum, the Natural History Museum, and English Heritage. They are
also the creators of “Max and Kate,” a long-running story for Ladybug
magazine. They live in the United Kingdom.

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

A hefty, informative guide that has both educational and
trade appeal

■■

Well-researched and covering a variety of countries
and styles of art

■■

Features 39 paintings from an international array of
artists, including Jan Van Eyck, Shen Zhou, Botticelli, da
Vinci, Michelangelo, Arcimboldo, Caravaggio, Rembrandt,
Velázquez, Vermeer, Goya, Van Gogh, Rousseau, Munch,
Monet, Bonnard, Matisse, Chagall, Tamara de Lempicka, Dali,
Picasso, O’Keefe, Kahlo, Pollock, Lichtenstein, and Basquiat

■■

Fun little cartoons on each page make it very kid-friendly

ISBN 9781454927020 • $16.95 ($19.95 CAN)
Hardcover with Jacket • 88 pages (all in color)
9 1/2 × 11 3/5 • Ages 8 to 14
Carton Qty: 24 • Territory: US/Can/Philippines
Sterling Children’s Books
SEPTEMBER 2017
Reference & Study Aids
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Sight Words Puzzles and Games
by Flash Kids Editors

Sight
Words

Sight words are the most commonly used words in the English
language—and when children learn to recognize them, they’re one
important step closer to reading success. This engaging workbook
introduces aspiring readers to all 220 sight words. Along with
fun activities, each section includes a review that tests readers’
understanding before they move on.
ALSO AVAILABLE

Cover not final

Puzzles and Games

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

Parents love Flash Kids workbooks for being accessible and
educationally sound

■■

Learning sight words puts kids on the path to
being successful readers

■■

Engaging games and activities keep readers
interested while learning

■■

Previous Flash Kids materials on sight words have sold well:
Flash Kids Complete Book of Sight Words (9781411449589) has
sold almost 50,000 copies; Flash Kids Sight Words Flash Cards
(9781411434806) has sold 220,000 copies; and Flash Kids Sight
Words Level A (9781411404908) has sold over 35,000 copies

ISBN 9781411479043 • $9.95 ($11.95 CAN)
Paperback • 240 pages (all in color)
8 1/2 × 10 7/8 • Ages: 4 to 9
Carton Qty: 20 • Territory: W
Flash Kids
JANUARY 2018

The Complete Book
of Sight Words

Sight Words

ISBN 9781411449589
$19.95 ($22.95 CAN)
Paperback • 8 1/2 × 10 7/8
Territory: W

ISBN 9781411434806
3.95 ($4.95 CAN)
Card Deck • 3 1/4 × 5 1/4
Territory: W

Sight Words

Sight Words: Grade 1

(Flash Kids Spanish Flash Cards)

(Flash Skills)

ISBN 9781411434929
$3.95 ($4.95 CAN)
Card Deck 3 1/4 × 5 1/4
Territory: W

ISBN 9781411434493
$3.95 ($4.95 CAN)
Paperback • 7 × 9
Territory: W

Sight Words: Grade 2

Sight Words: Level A

(Flash Skills)

(Flash Kids Workbooks)

ISBN 9781411434714
$3.95 ($4.95 CAN)
Paperback • 7 × 9
Territory: W

ISBN 9781411404908
$6.95 ($9.95 CAN)
Paperback • 8 1/2 × 10 7/8
Territory: W

Reference & Study Aids
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(Flash Kids Flash Cards)

NO FEAR LITERATURE

Read the most important texts of our time—and understand what every word means!
Whatever you’re reading, from a classic play to an influential historical document, the popular NO FEAR guides
make it more accessible and enjoyable. Each one contains the complete text of the original work along with a
line-by-line modernization and plenty of helpful commentary.
$7.95 ($9.50 CAN) • Paperback • 208 pages • 5 1/4 x 7 1/2 • Carton Qty: 60 • Territory: W • SparkNotes

No Fear Shakespeare:
Coriolanus

ISBN 9781454928058

ISBN 9781454928034

NOVEMBER 2017

NOVEMBER 2017

Cover not final

Cover not final

No Fear Shakespeare:
Richard II

No Fear Shakespeare:
The Winter’s Tale

ISBN 9781454928041

ISBN 9781454928065

NOVEMBER 2017

NOVEMBER 2017

Cover not final

Cover not final

No Fear Shakespeare:
Measure for Measure

No Fear: The Constitution
and Other Important
Documents

ISBN 9781454928072

ISBN 9781454928089

NOVEMBER 2017

JANUARY 2018

Cover not final

Cover not final

No Fear Shakespeare:
Two Gentlemen of
Verona

Reference & Study Aids
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NO FEAR Bestselling Backlist
Romeo and Juliet
(No Fear Shakespeare)

Macbeth
(No Fear Shakespeare)

Hamlet
(No Fear Shakespeare)

ISBN 9781586638450
$5.95 ($7.50 CAN)
Paperback
5 1/4 x 7 1/2
Territory: W

ISBN 9781586638467
$5.95 ($7.50 CAN)
Paperback
5 1/4 x 7 1/2
Territory: W

ISBN 9781586638443
$5.95 ($7.50 CAN)
Paperback 5 1/4 x 7 1/2
Territory: W

A Midsummer
Night’s Dream
(No Fear Shakespeare)

Julius Caesar
(No Fear Shakespeare)

Othello
(No Fear Shakespeare)

ISBN 9781586638474
$5.95 ($7.50 CAN)
Paperback
5 1/4 x 7 1/2
Territory: W

ISBN 9781586638528
$5.95 ($7.50 CAN)
Paperback
5 1/4 x 7 1/2
Territory: W

Much Ado
About Nothing
(No Fear Shakespeare)

Twelfth Night
(No Fear Shakespeare)

ISBN 9781586638481
$5.95 ($7.50 CAN)
Paperback
5 1/4 x 7 1/2
Territory: W

The Taming of the Shrew
(No Fear Shakespeare)
ISBN 9781411401006
$5.95 ($7.50 CAN)
Paperback
5 1/4 x 7 1/2
Territory: W

ISBN 9781411401013
$5.95 ($7.50 CAN)
Paperback
5 1/4 x 7 1/2
Territory: W

The Merchant of Venice
(No Fear Shakespeare)
ISBN 9781586638504
$5.95 ($7.50 CAN)
Paperback
5 1/4 x 7 1/2
Territory: W

Reference & Study Aids
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ISBN 9781586638511
$5.95 ($7.50 CAN)
Paperback
5 1/4 x 7 1/2
Territory: W

Introducing a new line of Montessori-inspired early childhood activity books and boxes!

These books—each with eight pages of stickers—and boxes do more than simply stimulate learning through play: they
enhance the cognitive development of the child. In each one, the activities become progressively more complex according
to the three stages of a child’s learning: getting to know the material through sensory experience, recognizing the material,
and being able to explain the material.
$6.95 ($8.50 CAN) • Paperback • 48 pages (all in color) • 8 1/2 × 10 2/3 • Carton Qty: 20
Territory: US/Can/Philippines • Sterling Children’s Books • JANUARY 2018

My First Book of Colors

tessorient:s
Mon
rld of Achievem

by Chiara Piroddi, illustrated by Agnese Baruzzi

a Wo

Text by
Chiara Piroddi

Let’s learn to color! Take the outlined shapes and fill them in, try to stay within the lines, and say the
name of each color out loud as you draw. It’s lots of fun.

MY FIRST BOOK OF THE

Cover not final

Colors
Illustrations by
Agnese Baruzzi

KEY SELLING POINTS

2-4
years

ISBN 9781454928515

■■

There are an estimated 4,500 Montessori schools in the United States

■■

Montessori is a method trusted by many parents and education experts, and these activity books
adhere to the principles of that method

■■

Bright colors and fresh designs make these a standout addition to the
early education market

■■

Each of the books contains 8 pages of stickers for extra entertainment

My First Book of Numbers

tessorient:s
Mon
rld of Achievem

by Chiara Piroddi, illustrated by Agnese Baruzzi

a Wo

Text by
Chiara Piroddi
Illustrations by
Agnese Baruzzi

MY FIRST BOOK OF THE

How many apples are on the tree? Or cars in the garage? Kids will love to play these counting games
that teach them all about numbers. Along the way, they’ll solve puzzles, add colorful stickers, and
practice their writing skills.

Cover not final

NUMBERS

ISBN 9781454928478

My First Book of Shapes
tessorient:s
Mon
rld of Achievem
a Wo

Text by
Chiara Piroddi

by Chiara Piroddi, illustrated by Agnese Baruzzi

Illustrations by
Agnese Baruzzi

Cover not final

Squares and circles, triangles and rectangles: the world is full of shapes and this entertaining book
teaches preschoolers to recognize each one.

2-4
years

ISBN 9781454928485

CHIARA PIRODDI is an expert in neuropsychology who works at the Hospital Niguarda Ca’Granda
in Milan, Italy. She has worked with children of all ages, including those with severe mental and
physical disabilities.
AGNESE BARUZZI has written and/or illustrated more than 40 children’s books that have been
published in Italy, the UK, Japan, Portugal, France, South Korea, and the United States. She is the
illustrator of the beautiful laser-cut editions of Peter Pan, The Wizard of Oz, Beauty and the Beast,
and Hansel and Gretel (all Sterling).

Reference & Study Aids
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My First Box of Numbers
s
d of Achievement

a Worl

Illustrations by Agnese Baruzzi
Edited by Chiara Piroddi

My first box

Cover not final

of the Numbers

by Chiara Piroddi, illustrated by Agnese Baruzzi
Give preschoolers a box of learning fun! Each of these first boxes features hands-on jigsaw-style
activities to help them master basic concepts, as well as an accompanying booklet that explains
what to do.

KEY SELLING POINTS

ISBN 9781454928492 • $9.95 ($11.95 CAN)
Kit • (all in color)
9 1/3 × 7 1/4
Carton Qty: 12
Territory: US/Can/Philippines
Sterling Children’s Books

■■

There are an estimated 4,500 Montessori schools in the United States

■■

Montessori is a method trusted by many parents and education experts, and these activity
books adhere to the principles of that method

■■

Bright colors and fresh designs make these a standout addition to the early education market

JANUARY 2018

My First Box of Shapes
s
d of Achievement

a Worl

Illustrations by Agnese Baruzzi
Edited by Chiara Piroddi

My first box

Cover not final

of the Shapes
dai 2 ai
4 anni

by Chiara Piroddi, illustrated by Agnese Baruzzi
Understanding shapes is one of the most basic concepts preschoolers can grasp. This box helps
them understand in a tactile, playful way. Take each card, press out the various shapes, and then
let kids figure out how to put them back in the right place. It’s so much like a game that they won’t
even think they’re learning!
CHIARA PIRODDI is an expert in neuropsychology who works at the Hospital Niguarda Ca’Granda
in Milan, Italy. She has worked with children of all ages, including those with severe mental and
physical disabilities.

ISBN 9781454928508 • $9.95 ($11.95 CAN)
Kit • (all in color)
9 1/3 × 7 1/4
Carton Qty: 12
Territory: US/Can/Philippines
Sterling Children’s Books

AGNESE BARUZZI has written and/or illustrated more than 40 children’s books that have been
published in Italy, the UK, Japan, Portugal, France, South Korea, and the United States. She is the
illustrator of the beautiful laser-cut editions of Peter Pan, The Wizard of Oz, Beauty and the Beast,
and Hansel and Gretel (all Sterling).

JANUARY 2018
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Know Your Rights!
A Modern Kid’s Guide to the American Constitution
by Laura Barcella
We the People of the United States, in Order to form a more perfect
Union . . . establish this Constitution for the United States of America.
A simple, unintimidating introduction to the US Constitution and
the rights it grants every American citizen.
The American Constitution is one of the nation’s most important
documents—but what is it saying, exactly? This book helps children
understand the answer to that question. In simple, accessible
language, it describes how the Constitution was drafted and who
the Founding Fathers were; provides a summary of all the articles,
amendments, and the Bill of Rights; and explains why the document
remains so relevant today.
Bestselling author and freelance writer LAURA BARCELLA is author
of Fight Like A Girl: 50 Feminists Who Changed The World (Zest
Books) and coauthor of Popular: The Ups and Downs of Online Dating
From the Most Popular Girl in New York City (Sterling). Popular will
soon be available in multiple international editions and was acquired
by ABC Signature as a scripted TV series. Her articles have appeared in
The New York Times, the Washington Post, RollingStone.com, Marie
Claire, VanityFair.com, Cosmopolitan, Esquire.com, the Village
Voice, and more.

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

A simple, unintimidating introduction to American politics

■■

Parents will find this book helpful when discussing history and
politics with the children—or for their own enlightenment

■■

A way to discuss politics with kids in an informative, light, and
unbiased way

■■

Relevant in our current hyper-political culture

■■

Series potential (e.g., Know Your Presidents!, Know
Your Government!)

■■

A fun, modern design that does not look either textbook-y
or boring

■■

Graphic design throughout

ISBN 9781454928546 • $9.95 ($11.95 CAN)
Paperback • 112 pages (all in 2-color)
6 × 9 • Ages: 8 to 12
Carton Qty: 92 • Territory: W
Sterling Children’s Books
JANUARY 2018
Reference & Study Aids
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Quiz Me!
by Jamie Kyle McGillian
What animal are you most like? What would your superpower be, if you
had one? Get ready to find out! These quizzes will tell you everything
about yourself, from which hairstyle suits your personality to how
adventurous you are. They’re tons of fun—and illuminating, too. If
you’ve ever wondered, “Who am I, really?” this is the book for you!
JAMIE KYLE MCGILLIAN is a freelance writer who works as an editor
for Westchester Parent. She is the author of the self-published Pieces
of Lace, a young adult novel, as well as The Busy Mom’s Book of
Preschool Activities, Sidewalk Chalk, Sleepover Party!, and The Kids’
Money Book (all Sterling). She, her husband, and their two daughters
live in Westchester County, NY.

QUIZ 1

Friend\Are\You?\

\What\Kind\of\

What do you

think makes you a good friend? Are you
someone who always listens and can easily calm a friend
in need? Or do you make everyone laugh in both good
times and bad times?

Let’s find out.

1.

A good friend is someone who
a. always knows what to do.
b. cares about my feelings.
c. can make me laugh so hard that I snort.
d. thinks I rule the world.
2. How would you and your besties celebrate
National Best Friend Day?
a. With homemade smoothies and a poem about
friendship
b. With a group hug and a photo shoot
c. With matching T-shirts that read “Happy
National Best Friend Day”
d. With a trip to the butterfly exhibit at the zoo
3. Your friend just told you a big, juicy secret. What
will you do?
a. Keep it to myself—it’s the right thing to do
b. Wait, what secret?
c. Joke about how the secret is dying to come out
d. Tell someone who doesn’t know the person
what the secret is about

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

A great gift item for girls (birthdays, holidays, etc.)

■■

Fits on spinner rack with other Sterling titles (joke books,
Puzzlewright books)

■■

Price is competitive with other tween quiz books

6

\You?\

nd\Are

f\Frie

Kind\o

\What\

9. If your friend is upset, you would suggest that she
a. go for a walk or a run to clear her head.
b. talk to you about her feelings.
c. see a funny movie with a bunch of friends.
d. check out the new skate park in town to take
her mind off it.
10. Your friendship style can be compared to
a. a battery: it just keeps on going.
b. a convenience store: open all the time with all
the things a person needs.
c. an open book: it makes for a great story.
d. a party: full of excitement and energy.
11. When you are with your group of friends, you feel
a. relaxed and comfortable.
b. warm and open.
c. like the center of attention.
d. like you can do anything.
12. You have plans to meet friends at the park. Your
good friend calls to say she can’t go because her
grandmother is ill. You
a. come up with something the two of
you can do to take her mind off it.
b. offer to keep her company while
she waits for news.
c. go to the park but try to cheer her
up with hourly texts.
d. drop off a new comic book for her
on your way to the park.

8

ISBN 9781454923367 • $6.95 ($8.50 CAN)
Paperback • 96 pages (all in 2-color)
5 3/8 × 8 1/4 • Ages: 8 to 12
Carton Qty: 123 • Territory: W
Sterling Children’s Books
AUGUST 2017
Hobbies, Crafts & Activities
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\What\

Kind\o

f\Frie

nd\Are

\You?\

4. What do you love to do most with your friends?
a. Play games or go on hikes
b. Sit around and talk
c. Watch funny movies
d. Turn the music up and dance
5. What do you and your friends usually chat about?
a. Silly things that happen at school or things
we’re learning about
b. How we’re feeling that day
c. Inside jokes
d. What happened in the hallway with my crush
that morning
6. What’s your favorite way to spend an afternoon?
a. By myself doing homework or yoga
b. Having lunch at a new pizza place with a pal
c. In a big group, laughing and acting silly
d. Outside in a hot air balloon (or at least on
a bike)
7. If your best friend just started hanging out with
someone you are not friends with, what would
you do?
a. Start by saying hello to the new person
b. Talk to my friend about how we are both feeling
c. Joke about how the new person is taking my place
d. Have a party to welcome the new person into
our friend group
8. What interests you most?
a. A fun science experiment or a tricky
math problem
b. A good book
c. The latest celebrity gossip and tweets
d. Fashion, sports, space travel

7

\What\

Kind\o

f\Frie

nd\Are

13. You know that if you want a good friend, you have
to be a good friend. That’s why you
a. talk to your friend about everything, from
friends, to family, to dreams.
b. try to think of a solution whenever your friend
has a problem.
c. know the best ways to make her laugh.
d. invite her to the zoo, to paintball, and to the
beach.
14. You love your best friend so much, you would
a. stand up for her if another friend put her down.
b. share your French fries with her.
c. take her on vacation with you.
d. give her all of your French fries because you
know how much she loves them.
15. For Valentine’s Day, your crush sends you a
chocolate heart, but your best friend hasn’t gotten
anything. What do you do?
a. Mention it once and then don’t bring it up again
unless she does
b. Share my chocolate and give her a goofy
homemade Valentine
c. Give her a bunch of heart stickers and tell her
how much I care about her
d. Go out and get manicures
with her

9

\You?\

Alice Down The Rabbit Hole
Coloring Book
by Isobel Lundie
This magical coloring book takes kids down the rabbit hole with Alice!
Curiouser and curiouser . . . and very enchanting! Journey with Alice down the rabbit hole in this
charming, unique coloring book inspired by Lewis Carroll’s beloved children’s classic, Alice in
Wonderland. Each exquisitely detailed and imaginative illustration captures Alice’s experience as
she tumbles down, down, down into Wonderland.
ISOBEL LUNDIE graduated from Kingston University in England where she studied Illustration and
Animation. Having worked as an illustrator, she is particularly interested in how exciting, colorful,
and distinctive artwork can transform stories for children.
ISBN 9781912006755 • $9.95 ($11.95 CAN)
Paperback • 40 pages
(b/w illus. throughout)
10 1/4 × 10 1/4 • Ages: 7 and UP
Territory: US/Can
Scribo

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

Fun and detailed illustrations that will inspire the user’s creativity

■■

High-quality paper for excellent results

AUGUST 2017

Make Your Own Christmas Cards
by David Antram
Just choose a festive design—maybe the Christmas tree, a friendly snowman, or Santa carrying
his sack of gifts—color it in, add some stickers, and write a greeting in the blank space. Make
Your Own Christmas Cards is filled with perforated pages of beautifully illustrated cards and
envelopes, all ready for you to adorn, tear out, and send!
David Antram was born in Brighton, England, and studied at Eastbourne College of Art. He worked
in advertising for 15 years before becoming a full-time artist. David has illustrated hundreds of
children’s nonfiction books including the bestselling series You Wouldn’t Want to (Franklin Watts).

KEY SELLING POINTS
ISBN 9781912006212 • $8.95 ($10.95 CAN)
Paperback • 60 pages
(b/w illus. throughout)
9 × 8 1/2 • Ages: 5 and UP
Carton Qty: 40 • Territory: US/Can
Scribblers

■■

Reformat of Color Your Own Christmas Cards (box set - 9781910184134)

■■

Charmingly illustrated cards

■■

Perforated paper for easy use

■■

Page of decorative stickers

■■

Easy-to-follow instructions

OCTOBER 2017

Hobbies, Crafts & Activities
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It’s as easy and fun as 1, 2, 3: color in fantastic worlds by number!

Children will love exploring and solving the color-by-numbers puzzles in these activity books! Each puzzle contains numbers that correspond to a
color; kids can find the key on the stay-open jacket sleeve, and select the right pen, pencil, or crayon to fill in the image. In the end, an amazing picture
emerges! In addition, young artists will find a wealth of activities and things to spot.

$8.95 ($10.95 CAN) • Flexibound with Flaps • 40 pages (color & b/w illus. throughout) • 8 × 8 • Ages: 4 to 8
Carton Qty: 68 • Territory: US/Can • Scribblers • AUGUST 2017

Fairies Color By Numbers
by Isobel Lundie

Cover not final

Fairies holding their starry wands, fairies floating among the leaves, fairies, fairies
everywhere! Enter fairyland as you fill in these picture puzzles and answer questions about
the number of fairies on a page and the color of their wings.

ISBN 9781912006786

Jungle Color By Numbers
by Isobel Lundie
How many eyes can you see in the dark? How many pink plants can you count? Take a journey
into the jungle, see the trees, vines, and animals that live there, and make them come alive
with color!

Cover not final

ISOBEL LUNDIE graduated from Kingston University in England where she studied Illustration
and Animation. Having worked as an illustrator, she is particularly interested in how exciting,
colorful, and distinctive artwork can transform stories for children.
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ALSO AVAILABLE

Monsters Color by Numbers
ISBN 9781911242635 • $8.95 ($10.95 CAN)
Flexibound with Flaps • 8 × 8
Territory: US/Can
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How to Throw the
Ultimate Slumber Party
Invitations, Games, Crafts, and More!
by Jamie Kyle McGillian
Go beyond pillow fights and learn how to throw a slumber party
that rocks everyone’s PJs!
Everyone knows that sleepovers are about FUN—not sleeping! Now,
with this comprehensive guide at your side, you can throw the best
slumber party ever. It’s packed with punch-out invitations, ideas on
how to get organized, and theme suggestions, from “Sports Night,” to
“Under the Stars,” to “Glam Girl.” There are also icebreakers, games,
recipes for super-yummy snacks, and crafts. You’ll throw a party that
no one will forget!

Cover not final

JAMIE KYLE MCGILLIAN is a freelance writer who works as an editor for
Westchester Parent. She is the author of the self-published Pieces of
Lace, a young adult novel, as well as The Busy Mom’s Book of Preschool
Activities, Sidewalk Chalk, and Sleepover Party! (all Sterling). She, her
husband, and their two daughters live in Westchester County, NY.

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

■■

CH

Updated and revised edition of a classic activity book, with fresh
new illustrations

APTER

leepovers aren’t just for birthdays—anytime
is the right time to party!
Think about what kind of party you would like to have. Will
there be a theme? Do you want to play loud music? Do you

Party Planner:
That’s You!

Extras like perforated invitations and checklists add to the
package’s appeal

and your friends want to dance and sing? Will you and your
friends dress up? Or, can you see them chilling at your dinner table in their shorts and T-shirts? Will dinner be served?
What kind of food do you want to have? Can you imagine
doing craft projects or baking? What about a guest entertainer? Would a family member or friend be willing to
teach your friends Irish step dancing, sign language, or
knitting? Who knew there was so much to think about
and plan for? But don’t worry—asking these questions

“Lindsay had a beach party sleepover. It was awesome. Everyone wore sunglasses

r

is the first step to throwing an awesome slumber party.

and bathing suits and had colored zinc oxide on their noses. We painted a giant
beach scene and hung it on the wall. Then we played games with beach balls. We

■■

S

î1î

Perfect gift for tweens

drank frozen juice drinks and ate sandwiches on a beach blanket. In the morning,

Getting Permission

my face hurt from smiling too much!”

The first thing you should do is have a conversation with your parents. If they

—Ali, 10, on her first sleepover

Sleepovers, slumber parties, pajama parties—
what do you call them?

“I call them stay-up-overs!”
—Jackie, 10

8

give you permission to host a party, talk with them about any concerns they may
have. Ask them how many friends you can invite, what time they can come over,
where you’ll all sleep, etc. Then make a guest list and run it by your parents. This
would also be a good time to discuss if your party will be co-ed (meaning that both
boys and girls will be invited).

What’s Your Dream Party?
Get ready to brainstorm. Take out a pen and some paper (or take out your writing
tablet if you have one) and get ready to make some lists. Writing things down
will help you organize ideas and also keep track of details once your plans start
to solidify.
The first list you’ll want to make is a list of potential party themes (that is,
if you decide to have a theme at all—it’s up to you!). In order to do this, think
about what interests you. What kind of music do you like? What are your favorite
books? These are great questions to get the brain juices flowing. Next, ask yourself

Ho w t o t hr o w t he ult im at e sl um b e r p art y

Party Pl an n er: Th at’ s You!

what kind of party you would enjoy attending, and what that might look like. Do

Hang party decorations.

“First, we ate pizza. Then

you imagine a totally transformed living room, or just a few simple decorations?

Blow up balloons.

we did karaoke. Every-

Think outside the box! Your theme could be anything, from Star Wars to Taylor

Make party platters.

one sang! Then Sierra

Swift look-alikes to a zombie bash. If you’re really struggling to think of original

Pick out an outfit and a pair of

made everyone laugh

themes, turn to page XX for inspiration.

cool PJs.

with her stories. I didn’t

Create goodie bags.

know she was so funny.

really love. Keep narrowing down your options until you find the one theme that

Run through the games and

All that laughing made

perfectly suits you.

activities in your head.

us hungry again. We

Once your list is complete, review your options and decide which ideas you

Lists, Lists, and More Lists!
After you’ve chosen a theme, the listing doesn’t stop! You may also find it helpful

Figure Out If
It Will Work

to make some to-do lists. A to-do list helps you understand how big or small your

Now that you’ve decided what kind of party

9

baked yummy cookies,
talked about crushes,
and

made

friendship

bracelets. I never felt

tasks are, and also helps you stay focused and on top of things. Plus, it’s very sat-

you would like to have, you need to decide

homesick. I had the best

isfying when you can check items off your list! When you are organized, you can

if it’s doable. If you want a treasure hunt

time.”

accomplish a lot. Here are three examples of to-do lists to tackle at the beginning,

theme, decide if your home is large enough

—Yvonna, 9,

middle, and end of your planning process:

to accommodate your guests. If you had

on her first sleepover

your sights on a round of basketball or
Two to Three Weeks Before the Party

Frisbee, is your backyard big enough? Do

Discuss party plans with a parent.

you have a playroom or den that you can

Make a guest list.

use as your party room? Do you have your

Make invitations and send them out.

parents’ permission to hang decorations, move furniture, and sleep in whichever

Plan the menu.

room you decide is the party room? If it turns out that the party you had envisioned

Pick the theme and think of decorations to match.

won’t work, scale it down a bit. For instance, instead of decorating the whole house,
you could decide to just concentrate on one room. Or instead of having the treasure

One Week Before the Party

hunt scattered around the house, limit it to just downstairs or just the living room.

Buy paper plates, plasticware, and decorations.
Write a shopping list for food and drinks.

Share It with the Troops

Decide what to put in the goodie bags.
Make awesome playlists.

Share your ideas with everyone on your guest list. Friends can add their own

Check that all guests have responded.

ideas, or help you tweak yours. Start a group chat with all your guests, or
gather them around the lunch table one day. Throw your party theme out

Day Before or Day of the Party
Clean the house.

10
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But remember—it’s your party, and as long as you’re prepared, organized,
and courteous to guests, your party will be a success regardless of the theme

Shop for the food and drinks.

you choose!

Ho w t o t hr o w t he ult im at e slum b er part y

ISBN 9781454925194 • $14.95 ($16.95 CAN)
Paperback • 120 pages (all in color)
8 3/4 × 10 1/4 • Ages: 8 to 12
Carton Qty: 24 • Territory: W
Sterling Children’s Books

there to see what everyone thinks.

Get out your sleeping bag.

P a rt y P la nne r: T h a t ’ s Yo u !
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Kawaii Journal with Hugs
on the Side
by Christopher Hart
You may not recognize the name, but you certainly know the
characters in the super-popular Kawaii genre of manga: they range
from Hello Kitty! to Pokémon, and they’re incredibly fun to draw. With
guided prompts from manga master Christopher Hart and awwwinspiring art throughout, this adorable sketchbook will inspire endless
creativity. Use it to practice drawing favorite manga characters,
sketch on the go, or to record your innermost thoughts.
With more than 7 million copies of his books in print, CHRISTOPHER
HART is the world’s leading author of art instruction books. His titles
frequently appear on the Bookscan Top 50 Art list and also have a
huge international audience, having been translated into more than
20 languages. In his more than 50 titles, Hart offers artists accessible,
generously illustrated, and clearly written step-by-step instructions
on a wide variety of how-to-draw subjects, including manga, figure
drawing, cartooning, comics, fashion, and animals. Visit Chris at
christopherhartbooks.com.

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

Gift givers will snap up this journal, with its low price point and
appealing package!

■■

Sketching suggestions and inspiration and graphic spot art
by the celebrated how-to-draw author Christopher Hart will
eliminate “blank page syndrome”

■■

Kawaii characters are the most loveable, cute, and enduring in
all of manga

■■

Purse-sized trim makes it easy to bring along for on-the-go
journaling; a lay-flat binding makes writing and drawing easy

■■

Includes 2 sticker sheets that feature the most adorable Kawaii
characters, as well as a ribbon bookmark and elastic closure

ISBN 9781942021834 • $12.95 ($14.95 CAN)
Paperback • 144 pages (all in color)
5 1/2 × 8 • Ages: 8 to 12
Territory: WENG
Drawing with Christopher Hart
SEPTEMBER 2017
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Good Housekeeping Kids Cook!
100+ Super-Easy, Delicious Recipes
by The Editors of Good Housekeeping
With aspiring young chefs showing off their skills on Chopped Junior
and Food Network Star Kids, it’s clear that kids CAN cook and LOVE to
cook! Now, Good Housekeeping has created the perfect cookbook for
kids of all ages eager to step in the kitchen. It features more than 100
delicious, fail-safe recipes—from burgers and pizzas to salads and
cookies—accompanied by tempting photographs and basic kitchen
and cooking how-tos.
GOOD HOUSEKEEPING (goodhousekeeping.com) is a leading lifestyle
media brand inspiring a monthly audience of 30+ million readers to
discover genius innovations, delicious ideas, style-savvy trends,
compelling news, and best-in-class products for their homes, families,
and themselves. The Good Housekeeping Institute’s state-of-the-art
labs combined with Good Housekeeping’s seasoned editorial talent
and renowned test kitchen is unparalleled. In addition to its US
flagship, Good Housekeeping publishes five editions around the world.

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

All Good Housekeeping recipes are triple-tested for ease and
reliability so they’re great for kids—and will help them achieve
success in the kitchen

■■

Offers both sophisticated variations on classic recipes—like
Chicken Parmesan, Steak and Fingerling Fries, and Lo Mein
with Stir-Fry Vegetables—as well as fun, playful dishes that will
appeal to the kid in everyone, like Green Eggs and Ham’wiches,
Watermelon Pizza, a cute bunny tortilla with hummus dip, and
Chocolate Volcano Cookies

■■

Recipes show the basic skills that are required, like how to fold
ingredients, cut fruits and vegetables, and more

■■

Every recipe includes variations that kids can follow to make the
dish super-special for family and friends

MARKETING & PUBLICITY CAMPAIGN
■■

National print and online publicity campaign

■■

Digital focus on culinary blogs and websites

■■

Cross-promotions with Good Housekeeping and their
digital platforms

ISBN 9781618372406 • $19.95 ($22.95 CAN)
Hardcover • 160 pages (all in color)
8 × 9 • Ages: 8 to 12
Carton Qty: 16 • Territory: WEX*
Hearst
OCTOBER 2017
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Origami Planes
by Michael Trew
Pull out a sheet of origami paper, choose a model, fold, and . . . FLY! With 90 colorful sheets of
paper and a booklet with step-by-step instructions for folding 15 flying machines, this box is filled
with origami fun! The projects range from a helicopter, a spinning seed, and a cool bat glider to a
biplane, jet fighter, and spaceship.

ISBN 9788854411418 • $12.95 ($14.95 CAN)
Kit • 48 pages (full-color book
+ 90 origami sheets)
8 3/8 × 8 3/8 • Ages: 5 and UP
Territory: US/Can • White Star Kids
SEPTEMBER 2017

Origami Farm Animals
by Chiara Bertino
Create your own origami farm with this all-in-one kit! Inside this box you’ll find 90 sheets of paper,
plus a booklet with easy-to-follow directions for making 15 farm animals— including a rabbit,
hen, chick, cow, horse, sheep, duck, and pig. Kids can also transform the envelope containing the
origami paper into scenery for their farm by refolding it and drawing their own backdrop.

ISBN 9788854411401 • $12.95 ($14.95 CAN)
Kit • 48 pages (full-color book
+ 90 origami sheets)
8 3/8 × 8 3/8 • Ages: 5 and UP
Territory: US/Can • White Star Kids
SEPTEMBER 2017
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Rainy Day Kids Adventure Book
Outdoor Games and Activities for the Rain,
Snow and Wind
by Steph Scott and Katie Akers
Get kids outdoors—whatever the weather—with this fun-filled book of
activities. It’s packed with imaginative ideas perfect for rainy, snowy,
and windy days. Play splash catch or raindrop racing. Make a leafy
windmill or nature parachute. You’ll also find smart advice for staying
dry and warm, and on things to collect and bring inside for creative
stay-at-home projects.
STEPH SCOTT is a Speech and Language Therapist and Scuba Diving
instructor. KATIE AKERS was a primary school teacher who now
runs a successful Forest School business. The two met through
their children and have since spent endless hours stamping through
puddles, dancing through leaves, and searching for the perfect stick,
working hard to give their children the best possible introduction to
nature. It is from these adventures that their previous book, Let’s Go
Outside (Batsford), emerged.

Puddle Painting
Ferns

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

■■

An arm’s-length
stick

Secure with
masking tape
and string

Great outdoor games, activities, and nature crafts that
encourage 3- to 9-year-olds to go out in wind, rain, or snow

Leaves

The ideas range from puddle painting and making rain catchers
to crafting wind spinners and parachutes

Take your magic paintbrush,
dip it into a puddle, and use
your imagination to paint

Grass

amazing things. You can make

■■

Lots of nature folklore to explain nature’s autumnal bounty

it from grass or fern bristles, or

Spruce
needles

anything bristly will do the trick.
If you mash grass into your
puddle, do you get green paint?

MARKETING & PUBLICITY CAMPAIGN

Does stamping your muddy
wellies in the puddle make
brown paint? Can you find
anything else to make different

■■

National print and online publicity campaign

■■

Digital focus on children’s book review blogs and camping, nature,
outdoors blogs

■■

Excerpts available

colour puddle paints?

Leaves

40

Pine
needles

41

MR SNOWMAN HEAD
Do you want to build a snowman? Or perhaps just build his head!
For this extremely fun activity you can create your accessories
anytime, so you are ready to make this Mr Snowman Head as
crazy as you like, as soon as the snow settles on the ground.

Hair: long sticks

Eyes: stones
Nose: pine cone

Teeth: sticks

Glasses: fix sticks with string

ISBN 9781849944380 • $12.95 ($14.95 CAN)
Paperback • 160 pages (all in color)
5 1/2 × 8 • Ages: 3 to 9
Territory: US/Can/Mexico/SA/CA
Batsford
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Moustache: tape
pine needles
together

123

Create Your Nativity Scene
Illustrations by Anna Lang
This nativity scene is so simple to put together that a child can do it! All you have to do is mount
the beloved characters and figures on cardboard stands—no scissors or glue required. Everything
comes packed in an attractive keepsake box, accompanied by a charmingly illustrated booklet
telling the story of Jesus’s birth.
ANNA LANG is an Italian-based Hungarian graphic designer and illustrator who is passionate
about children’s books and theater posters.

KEY SELLING POINTS
ISBN 9788854411906 • $14.95 ($16.95 CAN)
Kit • 16 pages (full-color book +
15 cut out pieces)
9 3/8 × 7 3/8 • Ages: 3 and UP
Territory: US/Can
White Star Kids

■■

An appealing package, perfect for the holiday season

■■

The beautiful artwork is inspired by Nordic graphic design

OCTOBER 2017

Create Your Noah’s Ark
CREATE YOUR

NOAH'S
ARK
Cover not final

Illustrations by
Agnese Baruzzi

ISBN 9788854411913 • $14.95 ($16.95 CAN)
Kit • 16 pages (full-color book +
15 cut out pieces)
9 3/8 × 7 3/8 • Ages: 3 and UP
Territory: US/Can
White Star Kids
OCTOBER 2017

Illustrations by Agnese Baruzzi
Two by two, watch Agnese Baruzzi’s adorable animals parade to safety! Kids can create their own
mini Noah’s ark using these sturdy cardboard pieces that easily fit onto individual stands. The
creatures include everything from ducks and crocodiles to bunnies, bears, foxes, and owls. Along
with building their boat, children can read the simple adaptation of Noah’s story that also comes
in the sturdy keepsake box.
AGNESE BARUZZI has a degree in Graphic Design from the Istituto Superiore per le Industrie
Artistiche in Urbino. She has worked as an illustrator and author since 2001, writing more than 40
children’s books that have been published in Italy, the UK, Japan, Portugal, the US, France, and
South Korea. She holds workshops for children and adults in schools and libraries and provides
illustrations for agencies, graphic art studios, and publishers. Her work for White Star includes
illustrating Animal Mix & Match, Curious Creatures, Dinosaurs Mix & Match, Dining with Monsters!,
Curious Dinosaurs, Topsy-Turvy Monsters, I’m Going to Eat You!, Puss in Boots, and Hansel
and Gretel.

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

An appealing package with a book and keepsake box

■■

Easy to put together—no scissors, tape, or glue required!

Hobbies, Crafts & Activities
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The Incredible Dinosaur Activity Book
by David Antram
Dinosaur-crazy kids will have oodles of fun with this activity book! They can color in a Titanasaur,
add their favorite dinos to a prehistoric scene, see how many words they can make from the
letters in “Brachiosaurus,” and help a quartet of Troodons make their way through a maze and
reach their lunch. They’ll get loads of cool dinosaur facts, too!

Cover not final

DAVID ANTRAM studied at Eastbourne College of Art and then worked in advertising for 15 years
before becoming a full-time illustrator. He has since illustrated well over 100 titles, mainly for
children and young adults.

KEY SELLING POINTS

ISBN 9781912006502 • $7.95 ($9.50 CAN)
Paperback • 96 pages
(b/w illus. throughout)
8 5/8 × 11 1/8 • Ages: 7 and UP
Carton Qty: 40 • Territory: US/Can
Book House

■■

Hours of fun activities

■■

Dinosaurs are always popular with kids—they can’t get enough

■■

Educational and entertaining

Spot the 8 differences

Like most dinosaurs, Tyrannosaurus Rex's
teeth were replaceable. When teeth were
lost or broken from fighting or eating, new
teeth grew in to replace them.

NOVEMBER 2017
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Ahoy, lads and lassies, scallywags and mateys! Even landlubbers are invited to join Bluebeard,
Long John Silver, and the crew for some nonstop entertainment. Follow a maze till you find the
lost treasure. Complete dot-to-dots to meet famous smugglers from the past. Draw a skulland-crossbones. Plus, you get to do word searches, fill-in-the-blanks, and lots of other puzzles,
games, and cool stuff!

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

Hours of fun activities

■■

Educational and entertaining: there are lots of fun facts about infamous pirates and their way
of life
Make a treasure map
Pirates' treasure maps were more common in fiction
than in reality. A 'treasure map' directs the searcher
to the whereabouts of hidden treasure.

YOU WILL NEED:
• 1/2 cup cold tea or coffee
• A sheet of white paper
• Colouring pens or pencils

ISBN 9781912006496 • $7.95 ($9.50 CAN)
Paperback • 96 pages
(b/w illus. throughout)
8 5/8 × 11 1/8 • Ages: 7 and UP
Carton Qty: 40 • Territory: US/Can
Book House
NOVEMBER 2017

• Tear the edges of your paper to make it look worn
(don't use scissors!)
• Crumple it into a ball
• Flatten it out again onto a baking tray
• Pour the tea or coffee over the paper
• Leave it for 5 minutes then drain off (this will make
it look 'old')
• Put the paper in the oven for a few minutes until
the edges start lifting
• Now start drawing your map!

Draw your own map
by adding...
Skull Mountains
Forest of Doom
Skeleton Beach
etc...

54
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Mixing lemon juice and
water makes invisible ink
to mark 'X' for treasure
on your map. The 'X' will
become visible if you
heat it with a hairdrier.

55

Two illustrated journals to inspire tweens and teens! Every page of these journals will encourage reflection
and provide motivation for youngsters as they navigate the sometimes difficult path to growing up. On one
side of each spread, they can jot down their innermost thoughts and feelings, while on the other they’ll find
quotations to encourage them every single day.

$12.95 ($14.95 CAN) • Paperback • 208 pages (all in color) • 5 1/2 × 7 1/2 • Carton Qty: 60 • Territory: W
Sterling Children’s Books • JANUARY 2018

She Believed She Could, So She Did
A Journal of Powerful Quotes from Powerful Women
Every girl needs a little inspiration—especially when the going gets tough or someone tries to
convince her she can’t reach her dreams. This journal full of quotes from successful women who
battled adversity and won (including Gloria Steinem, Maya Angelou, and Helen Keller) will prove to
girls that everything is possible . . . as long as they PERSIST.

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

Once filled in, the journals become a keepsake

■■

Uplifting quotes help to promote mindfulness and positivity

■■

Blank pages for journaling encourage self-reflection and personal growth

ISBN 9781454928379

You Are the Light of the World
A Bible Quotes Journal to Guide and Inspire
For many teens and tweens, religion is a driving force in their lives. It can play a powerful role
in helping them handle the daily dilemmas they face. These quotes, all drawn from The New
American Bible, Revised Edition, will be something they’ll turn to every day to find guidance and
spiritual strength.

ISBN 9781454928386
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JOKES,
RIDDLES &
PUZZLES
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Joke & Riddle Bonanza
by Michael J. Pellowski
Hold on to your sides, because this newly illustrated and designed edition of a funny favorite
has more than 400 hilarious jokes and riddles to keep kids in stitches! You won’t be able to
stop laughing at these nutty knock-knocks, hilarious one-liners, and clever puns about school,
animals, homework, and more.
MICHAEL J. PELLOWSKI has been a full-time writer and artist for 35 years, and has written over
200 books and more than 1,200 stories, articles, and scripts. His work has been published by:
Sterling, Scholastic, Bantam, Putnam Lerner, Hyperion, Troll Associates, Enslow Publishing,
Rutgers University Press, Black Dog & Leventhal, Golden Books, Kidstuff Books and Records,
Moby Books, Baronet Books, Tiger Books, Willowisp Press, Parents Magazine Press, Archie Comic
Publications, Marvel Comics, Macmillan, Fisher-Price, Watermill Press, Middle Atlantic Press, and
D.C. Comics. Michael lives in Hillsborough, NJ, with his wife and four kids.

KEY SELLING POINTS
ISBN 9781454922476 • $6.95 ($8.50 CAN)
Paperback • 96 pages (all in 2-color)
5 3/8 × 8 1/4 • Ages: 5 to 12
Carton Qty: 123 • Territory: W
Sterling Children’s Books
AUGUST 2017

■■

Features a brand-new design and two-color interiors

■■

Michael Pellowski’s previous joke books for Sterling have sold very well, including Wild & Wacky
Pet Jokes & Riddles, which sold nearly 55,000 copies

■■

Jokes are gender neutral; fun for both boys and girls

■■

Fits in spinner rack

■■

Assorts nicely with other Sterling joke books

Mega-Funny Jokes & Riddles
by Michael J. Pellowski
This collection of jokes and riddles is mega BIG and mega funny—perfect for the comedian
inside every kid.
Kids who love to laugh won’t want to put down this hilarious book! It’s chock-full of gags for
tons and tons of giggles—so young jokesters will enjoy hours of entertainment with puns, knockknocks, and riddles like these:
Knock! Knock!
Who’s there?
P. Hugh.
P. Hugh who?
P. Hugh! Somebody smells bad.

ISBN 9781454922551 • $6.95 ($8.50 CAN)
Paperback • 96 pages (all in 2-color)
5 3/8 × 8 1/4 • Ages: 5 to 12
Carton Qty: 123 • Territory: W
Sterling Children’s Books
AUGUST 2017

Where can you find a quarterback who is
marooned on a tropical island?
In his hut, hut, hut!
What do you get if you cross a female singing
star and a baby?
Lady Ga-ga-goo-goo.

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

Strong author sales track for Sterling with many other joke books

■■

Joins the list of new joke books with snazzy covers that feel fresh and new

■■

Our joke books have very strong sales records in previous hardcover and
paperback editions

Jokes, Riddles & Puzzles
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Perfect for trips, rainy days, or downtime, these puzzles—created by the expert
editors at Puzzlewright—will entertain kids for hours.
$6.95 ($8.50 CAN) • Paperback • 96 pages • 5 3/8 × 8 1/4 • Ages: 8 to 12 • Territory: W • Puzzlewright Junior

Cover not final

Cover not final

You’re never too young to start having fun with puzzles! Crosswords are a great way for children to
exercise their brain and have fun with words—and these four kid-friendly collections are perfect for
starting them off. Children will love the fresh look and clever clues in these books.

Crossword Puzzles for Recess

Hangman Puzzles for Recess

by Trip Payne

by Jack Ketch

Crosswords are a great way for children to exercise their brain and have
fun with words—and these 40 kid-friendly puzzles are perfect for starting

Wherever they go, or need something cool to do, young solvers can pull
out this book and play the popular game of hangman. Each of the 90
puzzles has the 26 letters of the alphabet: choose one you think is in the
phrase, scratch it off, and see if it’s used. Make sure to solve the puzzle

them off.

before you run out of turns!
ISBN 9781454927440 • Carton Qty: 123 • SEPTEMBER 2017

Cover not final

Cover not final

ISBN 9781454927136 • Carton Qty: 78 • OCTOBER 2017

Sudoku Puzzles for Recess

Word Search Puzzles for Recess

by Michael Rios

by Mark Danna

Kids will have plenty of number fun with these 77 puzzles—55 of which are
in a smaller 6x6 size to develop their skills, while the other 22 have regular

Children love to do word searches—and these puzzles help develop their
language and reading skills too! Each book contains 58 puzzles that will

9x9 grids.

keep kids entertained for hours.

ISBN 9781454927754 • Carton Qty: 123 • SEPTEMBER 2017

ISBN 9781454927143 • Carton Qty: 123 • SEPTEMBER 2017
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Scratch & Play® Scripps National
Spelling Bee

SCR ATCH & PL AY®

How well do you spell? Find out! Thanks to the innovative Scratch &
Play® format, you can experience the Scripps National Spelling Bee as
a competitor. Each page provides a definition and the pronunciation
of a real spelling bee word, along with its origins, part of speech, and
an example sentence. Give it your best shot, and then scratch off the
answer to see if you’re right.

SCRIPPS
NATIONAL
SPELLING
BEE

The SCRIPPS NATIONAL SPELLING BEE is the nation’s largest and
longest-running educational promotion, administered on a notfor-profit basis by the E.W. Scripps Company and local spelling bee
sponsors in the United States, American Samoa, Guam, the US Virgin
Islands, and Department of Defense Schools in Europe; also, the
Bahamas, Canada, Ghana, Jamaica, Japan, and South Korea.

KEY SELLING POINTS
■■

Real spelling bee words chosen by EW Scripps, including all
the information competitors get: definition, pronunciation, and
context in a sentence

■■

Fully authorized

■■

Pairs naturally with scratch-off Hangman series, of which nearly
2 million books have been sold

44.

46.

Diacritical pronunciation: \ dDSskrCzhE \
Phonetic pronunciation: di‑SKRAY‑zhuh
Word origin: This word was formed in Greek and went
through Latin before becoming English.
Part of speech: noun
Definition: an abnormal condition of the body.
Example sentence: In her research on medical history,
Georgette encountered a number of records mentioning the
vague diagnosis of ~.

Diacritical pronunciation: \ SanETkim \
Phonetic pronunciation: AN‑uh‑kim
Word origin: This word is from Hebrew.
Part of speech: plural noun
Definition: aboriginal giants reported in the Hebrew Bible
to have inhabited southern Palestine.
Example sentence: On his first day of high school Teddy felt
like he had stumbled into the land of the ~, and begged for
that much‑touted growth spurt to kick in.

__________________________________

__________________________________

dyscrasia

Anakim

45.
Diacritical pronunciation: \ TkampESnyOl \
Phonetic pronunciation: kam‑puh‑NYOHL
Word origin: This word is from French.
Part of speech: noun
Definition: the European field vole.
Example sentence: The ~ is sometimes mistaken for the
Eurasian harvest mouse.

__________________________________

__________________________________

campagnol

pochoir

130

ISBN 9781454922513 • $9.95 ($11.95 CAN)
Paperback • 128 pages
5 3/8 × 8 1/4 • Ages: 10 and UP
Carton Qty: 60 • Territory: W
Puzzlewright
JANUARY 2018
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47.
Diacritical pronunciation: \ pPshSwBr \
Phonetic pronunciation: pohsh‑WAHR
Word origin: This word is from French, which ultimately
took it from a word of Germanic origin.
Part of speech: noun
Definition: a stencil process for making colored prints or
adding color to a printed key illustration.
Example sentence: The use of ~ was especially popular in
illustrating French fashion journals of the 1920s.

131
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Neymar
The Ultimate Fan Book
by Nick Callow
The ultimate fan book on the ultimate soccer superstar: Neymar!
Filled with facts, stats, quotes, and 100 stunning photographs, it
explores the athlete’s childhood, his years with Santos, and his time
with Brazil’s national team. You’ll get insight into how he honed his
incredible technique and his instinctive eye for a goal, and ascended
to global celebrity—all by the age of 21.
NICK CALLOW is a highly respected British sports journalist who has
reported on almost every major sport around the world over the last
20 years. As well as writing for many British national newspapers, he
is the author of the highly acclaimed The Ryder Cup: The Illustrated
History (Carlton).

THE EARLY YEARS

Copy to come. Copy to come. Copy to come. Copy to come. Copy
to come. Copy to come. Copy to come. Copy to come.

Neymar da Silva Santos Junior was born on 5
February 1992 in the Mogi das Cruzes area of Sao
Paulo to his mother Nadine and his father Neymar
da Silva Santos Sr, who had been a footballer
himself. It would not be long before the child would
inherit his dad’s passion for the beautiful game.
However, it was not the 11-a-side format of the
game, in which he would go on to become a world
famous player, that came ﬁrst for the youngster.
Like many young Brazilians, Neymar cut his teeth
playing on the street with his mates, while he also
began to hone his signature ball control while
playing Futsal, the ﬁve-a-side game played with
a smaller ball, where quick feet and even quicker
thinking are the key.
Then, already madly in love with the game, two
family moves in 2003 would shape the 11-yearold’s life forever, as he began to plot his path to
superstardom. First they moved the 120km from
their home in Mogi das Cruzes to the coastal
region of Sao Vicente, where he joined the
youth set-up at Portuguesa Santista.
The club, founded in 1917 in Santos by
descendants of the city’s Portuguese settlers,
competes in the Brazilian lower leagues and has
the nickname Briosa, a term which means both
courageous and graceful. Appropriately they were
two of the superlatives which would have been
perfect to describe the young Neymar, who was

KEY SELLING POINTS
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The latest in the series of sports Ultimate Fan Books brings
Neymar’s life and career to life in exciting text and thrilling
action photographs

■■

Neymar (@Njr92) has more than 25 million Twitter followers

■■

Neymar is the finest soccer player from Brazil in more
than a decade. He was the star of the country’s 2013 FIFA
Confederations Cup success

■■

already beginning to emerge as a star of the
future.
His performances at Portuguesa Santista were
enough to catch the attention of Santos FC, who
were quick to snap him up. So the family were
soon on the move again, relocating near to the
team’s Vila Belmiro home.
Now in the youth set-up at one of Brazil’s
biggest clubs, Neymar ﬂourished. Following in the
footsteps of famous compatriots like Elano and
Alex, who also came through the academy with
Santos, he was in the perfect place to progress.
However, few would have predicted the impact
he would have once he made the step into the
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re dolorpo rroviditatur recaboribus

8

Neymar was Brazil’s most important attacking force at the 2014
FIFA World Cup. After he got injured in the quarter-final, the team
lost heavily to Germany in the semi-final

9
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despite an 80th-minute Penarol goal, the cup
belonged to Neymar and Santos.
The goals and trophies continued to ﬂow for
the boy from Sao Paulo, who scored his 100th for
Santos in February 2012, but it was only a matter
of time before he would get his chance in Europe.
And, in May 2013, the mighty Barcelona came
calling.
He fought back tears during the national anthem
ahead of his ﬁnal game for Santos, when Flamengo
visited Vila Belmiro on 26 May 2013, but he and
the club’s fans knew the time was right to leave.
A new challenge was on the horizon and in some
respects he could not wait to get away.

Lionel Messi

Cristiano Ronaldo

Zlatan Ibrahimovic

ISBN 9781780979212
$9.95 (NCR)
Paperback • 8 1/2 × 11
Territory: US Only

ISBN 9781780979205
$9.95 (NCR)
Paperback • 8 1/2 × 11
Territory: US Only

ISBN 9781780979342
$9.95 (NCR)
Paperback • 8 1/2 × 11
Territory: US Only

Securing the Campeonato in 2010 was one
thing, but what Neymar helped Santos do in 2011
etched his name into the club’s folklore forever.
Indeed the year was a big one for the striker
all round as he was named the South American
Footballer of the Year by a record margin, while
an incredible solo goal against Flamengo secured
him the FIFA Puskas Award.
Santos won the Campeonato for the second
year running, with Neymar scoring a respectable
four goals in 11 appearances, but it was his
performances in that year’s Copa Libertadores
which proved he had now reached a new level
altogether.
The Brazilian club reached the knockout stages
of the competition after coming second in Group

14

ISBN 9781780979540 • $11.95 (NCR)
Hardcover • 64 pages (all in color)
8 1/2 × 11 • Ages: 10 and UP
Territory: US Only
Carlton Books
AUGUST 2017
Sports
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Five, level on points with ﬁrst-placed Cerro
Poteno of Paraguay, with Neymar scoring three in
their six group games.
He then got goals again in the quarter- and
semi-ﬁnals too, helping ﬁre Santos to only their
fourth Copa Libertadores Final in their history,
where they would face Uruguayan powerhouse
Penarol. The two clubs had met in the same
ﬁxture back in 1962, with Santos coming out on
top – and it was Neymar who ensured that history
repeated itself.
After a razor-tight ﬁrst leg ﬁnished 0–0, the
19-year-old ﬁnally found a breakthrough 47
minutes into the second match. Danilo doubled
the advantage for Santos in the 69th minute and,

NCius ilia que voloreptasit voluptia
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Soccer Number Crunch
Figures, Facts and Soccer Stats: The World of
Soccer in Numbers
by Kevin Pettman
With its snappy writing, colorful graphics, and action photography,
this punchy guide will score a goal with soccer-crazy kids. It’s packed
with all the fun, essential facts fans want to know, including sections
on the biggest players, clubs, international teams, and tournaments.
Plus, each piece of data is based around a number, so this book is sure
to hook even reluctant readers.
KEVIN PETTMAN is a sports writer and editor of children’s magazines
and annuals in the UK, including Match of the Day and Match. He is
also a regular contributor to Top Gear’s annuals and children’s titles.
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GIGGS

GOALS

Manchester United
legend
Ryan Giggs has
a stack of
Premier League
records…

632
13
21
Midfielder Gareth
Barry made his Premier
League debut in 1998
and by 1 September
2016 had picked up a
record 110 yellow cards.

434

the highest number
of Premier League
appearances.

EVERTON
FC

■■

■■

Colorful layouts also include action photography

CHARLTON
ATHLETIC

CRYSTAL
PALACE

10.2 seconds
In 2000, Tottenham defender
Ledley King
scored a goal after just
10.2 seconds – the
fastest ever in the Premier
League.

9

LA LIGA:

Number CRUNCH!

Messi v Ronaldo

A perfect book for reluctant readers, thanks to its amazing
facts and records about a high-interest topic, presented
as dynamic infographics
Quick, easy-to-read information

LEICESTER
CITY

GOAL!

Truly international coverage, featuring all the key soccer facts
and stats you need to know from leagues and cup tournaments
around the world

■■

IPSWICH
TOWN

Petr Cech
for
holds the record s.
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the most clean and 1
Between 2004
2016, he
September
a goal in 138
didn’t let in
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games for Arsen
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Chelsea captain
John
Terry scored a
record
40 goals betwee
n 1998
and 1 September
2016.
No other defende
r has
bagged that many.

WOLVERHAMPTON
WANDERERS

Number CRUNCH!
Striker Robin Van
Persie hit the post or
bar a record 44 times
during his career
with Man. United and
Arsenal.

Longest unbeaten runs, goal-scoring streaks, record
attendances, head-to-head player matchups, and much more—
every page of this book is a treasure trove of soccer data

t
That’s the highes
shirt number
ever worn in the
,
Premier League
City
by Manchester
midfielder Abdul
Raziak.

BLACKBURN
ROVERS

WIGAN
ATHLETIC

Barry has also played
over 18,500 passes in his
league career.

■■

11
GOALS

Marcus Bent played
for a record 8 Premier
League clubs between
1998 and 2011. The
clubs are Crystal Palace,
Blackburn, Ipswich,
Leicester, Everton,
Charlton, Wigan
and Wolves

most Premier League
winners’ medals
.
the number of
Premier
League season
s that
Giggs scored in.
most Premier League
wins by a player.
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TEAM

Defender Richard
Dunne scored a
record 10 own goals
in the Premier
League. That’s just
one less than the 11
goals he scored for
his clubs!

OWN

From winners’ medals to hitting
the woodwork, clean sheets to
quickest-ever goals, these players
know all about setting Premier
League records…

headed goals
LA LIGA

CHAMPIONS
LEAGUE

1

0

Ronaldo became
Real’s record goalscorer
in
October 2015 and now
has

headed goals

They are the two best players on the planet, so check out their numbers
and stats in this head-to-head match up…
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6

3

364 goals
for the club!

2015-16 season

28

Age

10

Shirt number

170 cm

Height

72 kg

Weight

31

Age

7

Shirt number
Height

185 cm

Weight

80 kg

2015-16 season
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La Liga games

312

La Liga goals

La Liga goals

8

La Liga titles

La Liga titles

2

1

La Liga
top scorer

3 times

3 times

European
Golden Shoe

European
Golden Shoe

4 times

2015-16 season
Goals with left foot
LA LIGA

CHAMPIONS
LEAGUE

23

5

1

La Liga
top scorer

106

Champions
League games

83

Champions
League goals

Champions
League goals

4

Champions
League titles

Champions
League titles

3

107

International
games

International
games

125

50

International
goals

International
goals

56

2005

International
debut

International
debut

2003

5

World Player
titles

World Player
titles

3

Goals with right foot
CHAMPIONS
LEAGUE

260

3 times

Messi was sent off
on his debut for Argentina
in
2005. He came on in the
63rd
minute but was red carded
2
minutes later
for a foul!

LA LIGA

236

La Liga games

Champions
League games

131
Goals with right foot

94

LA LIGA

CHAMPIONS
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2015-16 season

Goals with left foot
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Super 7
Lyon won the
Ligue 1 title
for a record 7
seasons in a
row between
2002-2008.
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It’s time to say ‘bonjour’ to all the
biggest, best and record-breaking
clubs in the French league.

,
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Ligue 1: TeaMs

have
Paris Saint-Germainsince
1
dominated Ligue
didn’t win
2012, but they
until 1986.
their first title

Lille 2-0 Lyon
This Ligue 1 game in
2009 was watched
by a record crowd of
78,056. It was played
at the Stade de France.

tienne
By 1986 Saint-E
a
had already won
record 10 titles.

1956–57

1963–64

1966–67

1967–68

1968–69 1969–70

1973–74

Montpellier had a terrible
disciplinary record in 2013in
14, picking up 15 red cards
the
Ligue 1 – including 6 in
first 9 games!

1933

1974–75

1975–76

1980–81

1986–87

In his first 3 Ligue 1
games for Nice in 2016,
‘Super’ Mario Balotelli
scored 5 goals… and
got 1 red card.

Olympique Lillois
won the first ever
title in 1933. It’s
the only triumph
they had before
merging with SC
Fives to form
Lille in 1944.
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Auxerre’s
legendary coach
Guy Roux took
charge of a huge
894 Ligue 1
games between
1961 and 2007.

X12

Up to 2016
Marseille had
been Ligue 1
runners-up a hefty
12 times, which is
more than any
other club in
France.
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Backlist Highlights
ALLY-SAURUS & THE FIRST
DAY OF SCHOOL

GOODNIGHT SONGS

(9781454911791)

“It’s a treasure trove . . . children will enjoy the
whimsical scenes, and adult mavens of children’s
literature will appreciate and delight in the
background of the discovery.” —Kirkus Reviews

(9781454904465)

«Publishers Weekly (Starred review)
«Kirkus Reviews (Starred review)

New York Times Bestseller!

“Readers will root for Ally and her passions,
wherever they lead.” —Horn Book Guide

ALMOST EVERYBODY FARTS

GRACE HOPPER

(9781454919544)

(9781454920007)

«
“A playful, punchy paean to the pervasive
poot.” —Kirkus Reviews (Starred review)

«
“ Wallmark’s tone is admiring, even awestruck,
describing Hopper’s skill, inventiveness, and
strength of character in straightforward, accessible
language, introducing a neglected heroine to a
new generation of readers. Wu’s strong, bright
digital illustrations perfectly complement the
text while incorporating Hopper’s own words in a
variety of bold, eye-catching pull quotes scattered
throughout the pages. Amazing Grace indeed.”
—Kirkus Reviews (Starred review)

MANGO DELIGHT

HOWARD WALLACE, P.I.

(9781454923329)

(9781454919490)

“T hough this book clearly helps fill the need
for minority female leads, the universal
themes it addresses give it broad appeal
across ages, genders, and cultural
backgrounds. A short and sweet story
that will encourage deeper conversations
around shame, honesty, and courage.”
—Kirkus Reviews

“. . . a read that both boys and girls will have trouble
putting down.” —School Library Journal
“L ikely to see sequels; Howard and Ivy deserve
them.”—Kirkus Reviews
“Give this to fans of Encyclopedia Brown who are
looking for longer (and funnier!) well-plotted
mysteries.” —Booklist
“Lyall’s debut is a winner.” —Publishers Weekly
«
“. . . an absolute delight.” —Bulletin of the Center for
Children’s Books (Starred review)

EVEN SUPERHEROES
HAVE BAD DAYS

I AM NOT A DINOSAUR
(9781454914914)

(9781454913948)

“. . . distinguished by crisp, marble-textured graphics
and lively rhymes.” —Publishers Weekly

“An action-packed romp.” —Kirkus Reviews
“. . . full of action and vibrancy. . . .
A good way to soothe bad days away.”
—School Library Journal

“Young dino-enthusiasts will love this new title . . .
A lovely and enlightening introduction to prehistoric
creatures and a welcome addition.”
—School Library Journal
“V ibrant collage-style illustrations . . . Lovely and
informative.” —Booklist

Backlist Highlights
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Backlist Highlights
MARY HAD A LITTLE GLAM

(9781454913931)

«
“Pinkalicious + Fancy Nancy + Eloise = Mary, the diminutive, precocious, brown-skinned queen of glam. . . .
Sauer’s rhythm never falters, and Brantley-Newton’s bright, fun-filled illustrations teem with energy and life . . .”
—Kirkus Reviews (Starred review)
“[an] exuberant picture-book ode to the fun of fashion.” —Shelf Awareness
“T his fun and lively read-aloud with an African American protagonist is suitable for any children’s collection.”
—School Library Journal
“An inventive and fun read-aloud for groups or one-on-one.” —Booklist

OVER THE RIVER AND THROUGH
THE WOOD

LADY PANCAKE & SIR FRENCH TOAST
(9781454914044)

(9781454910244)

“Newcomer Funk’s rhymes never skip a beat . . .
and he delights in transforming the fridge and
its contents into an arena filled with perils.”
—Publishers Weekly

«
“. . .a boisterous update of this seasonal song,
highlighting the contemporary tradition of harried
holiday travel. . . . a thoroughly relatable and
enjoyable story.”
—Publishers Weekly (Starred review)

“Teachers and students alike will delight in this
food fight. Who will be the winner? Readers will
be hungry to find out.” —Kirkus Reviews

“A rollicking fun time sure to be a hit.”
—Kirkus Reviews
“. . . this celebration of the Thanksgiving holiday
and families of all stripes will be a great fit for
group storytime.” —Booklist

THE CASE OF THE STINKY STENCH
(9781454919605)

“An enchanting spin on an old tale.”
—School Library Journal

“Crisp writing, engaging illustrations, and
sweets—this is a recipe worth keeping.”
—Kirkus Reviews

THE BOT THAT SCOTT BUILT
(9781454910640)

“A blue-ribbon read-aloud for Science Day
or any day.” —Shelf Awareness

MILES OF SMILES

YOUR ALIEN

(9781454916994)

(9781454911296)

“Oozing with retro charm . . .
Read this book and pass it around.”
—School Library Journal

«
“ Not since E.T. has extraterrestrial
entertainment stood such a good chance of
making kids (and their parents) tear up.”
—Publishers Weekly (Starred Review)
*K irkus Reviews (Starred review)
“A tender and playful look at the meaning of
home—with aliens!” —School Library Journal

NORTON & ALPHA

YOUR ALIEN RETURNS

(9781454924999)

(9781454911302)

“A quietly amusing fable that highlights the
importance of nature in a mechanical world.”
—Kirkuk Reviews

“A worthy tale of friendship that will have every
reader wishing for a little green buddy.”
—Kirkus Reviews

Backlist Highlights
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Displays

FREE
with an order
of 300 units

70.6”

60”

18.9”

Flash Kids Floor Display
To see all the products that fit into this spinner, including the
Harcourt Family Learning books, please ask your sales rep for
a copy of the Flash Kids brochure.
Option 1: Pre-Pack
Assortment Display:
Display comes in 3 cartons.
Please contact your sales
rep for the available prepack assortment.

15”

Sterling Fun & Games
Floor Spinner

Option 2: Customized
Display:
40 copies of assorted
Workbooks • 50 copies of
assorted Flash Skills books •
64 copies of assorted
Flash Cards

It’s FREE with an order of 300 assorted titles—
40 pockets, 4-8 books per pocket
Approx Retail $2,385.00 • $2,685.00 Canada
Footprint: 15” x 15” (base); It stands 60” high

Footprint: 12.8” w x 11.8” d x 18.9” (base); It stands 70.6” h

9781402791673

9781411463318

Displays
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Displays
FREE
with an order
of 120 units

22”

9 1/2”

Silver Penny
40-Copy Counter Display

64”

8 pockets holding 5 titles each
$198.00 ($220.00 Canada)
Footprint: 9 1/2” (base); 22” high
978-1-4549-1334-4

FREE
with an order
of 48 units

13 5/8”

15”
10 3/4”

Sit & Solve®Spinner Rack

Scratch & Solve®
48-Copy Counter Spinner

Unit holds 120 titles. Choose any assortment of
titles from either the Sit & Solve or
Scratch & Solve series.

Free with an order of 48 assorted
Scratch & Solve or Sit & Solve titles.

Display has: 5 tiers, 4 pockets per tier,
6 books per pocket

Unit can display 8 titles, 6 copies of each.

Footprint: 15” x 15” (base); It stands 64” high

Footprint: 10 3/4” x 10 3/4” (base);
It stands 13 5/8” high

9781402787379

9781402768279
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Awards
1 + 1 =5: And Other Unlikely Additions
(9781402759956)
23rd Annual Minnesota Book Awards
2013 Grand Canyon’s Reader Award
Booklist Editors’ Choice Award
2011 Texas 2x2 Reading List
2010 Book Links Lasting Connections Award
101 Ways You Can Help Save the Planet Before
You’re 12!
(9781579908614)
Chicago Public Library Best of the Best Book
Abe’s Fish
(9781402762529)
2010-2011 Keystone to Reading Book
Award List
Ally-saurus & the First Day of School
(9781454911791)
2016 CLEL Bell Award
Starred for outstanding merit in Bank Street
College of Education’s The Children’s Books of
the Year, 2016 Edition
2015 PAL Award
Big Smelly Bear
(9781905417377)
2008 Texas 2x2 Reading List		
Brownie Groundhog and the February Fox
(9781402743368)
2011 Children’s Oregon Spirit Book Award
Bug Detective
(9781454915164)
2016 Green Earth Book Award for
Children’s Nonfiction
Butterflies in My Stomach and Other
School Hazards
(9781402741586)
2010-2011 Florida Reading Association
Children’s Book Award
Calvin Can’t Fly
(9781402773235)
2012-2013 Kids’ Wings Top Flight Book
2012 Chickadee Book Award
2012 Grand Canyon Reader Award
2012 Ladybug Award
2011 15 Books Award
2010 Cybils Award for Fiction Picture Book
The Case of the Graveyard Ghost
(9781402749650)
2005 Rhode Island State Children’s Book Award
Chicken Dance
(9781402753664)
2011 Grand Canyon Reader Award
2011 Donna Norvell Oklahoma Book Award
2010 Book Choice for Read Across Oklahoma
2010 Chicago Public Library Best of the
Best Book
2010-2011 Wyoming Buckaroo Book Award
2010 Oklahoma Book Award
2009 ABC Best Books for Children

2009 Book Choice for Oklahoma Celebration
of Reading
2009 Golden Fuse Award – Best Marketed
Book
2009 National Parenting Publications Gold
Award
Children’s Treasury of Nursery Rhymes
(9781402729805)
2008 Gold Ink Awards		
Clip-Clop
(9781905417605)
2007 Texas 2x2 Reading List
Clumsy Duck
(9781907967535)
An Atlanta Parent Best Book of 2013
Constance and the Great Escape
(9781402766497)
2009 ABC Best Books for Children
Constance and Tiny
(9781402766480)
2009 ABC Best Books for Children
Creaky Old House
(9781402744617)
2010 Ladybug Picture Book Award
Day is Done
(9781402748066)
2009 ABC Best Books for Children		
Dinosaur Farm
(9781454911326)
An Atlanta Parent Best Book of 2014		
Fandango Stew
(9781402765278)
Texas Institute of Letters Award for
Children’s Book
Goodnight Songs
(9781454904465)
Starred for outstanding merit in Bank
Street
College of Education’s The Children’s Books of
the Year, 2016 Edition
2015 CLEL Bell Award
New York Times Bestseller (3/30/14, 4/6/14)
Grumpy Cat
(9781907967481)
2009 Texas 2x2 Reading List		
Hello, Virginia!
(781402766718)
Annual Library of Virginia Literary Awards
Horten’s Miraculous Mechanisms
(9781402798061)
2013 Austin Waldorf School Children’s Choice
Award Honor Medal
How Gator Says Goodbye!
(9781454908210)
2015 CLEL Bell Award
Awards
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How Hippo Says Hello!
(9781454908203)
2015 CLEL Bell Award
How Penguin Says Please!
(9781454914969)
An Atlanta Parent Best Book of 2015
Howard Wallace
Nominated
2017 Silver Birch Award for Fiction (Canada)
I Saw an Ant on the Railroad Track
(9781402721830)
2008 Ladybug Picture Book Award
(New Hampshire)
Kids’ Funniest Knock-Knocks
(9780806958828)
Boston Public Library’s 2009 Summer
Book List
The Kid’s Guide to Exploring Nature
(9781889538891)
2014 AAAS/Subaru Prize for Hands-on
Science Book
The King with Horse’s Ears and Other Irish
Folktales
(9781402737725)
2010 Storytelling World Resource Award for
Storytelling Collections
South Carolina Book Award
Lady Pancake & Sir French Toast
(9781454914044)
An Atlanta Parent Best Book of 2015
2015 RhyPiBoMo Best in Rhyme Award
Lisa Loeb’s Silly Sing-Along: The Disappointing
Pancake and Other Zany Songs
(9781402769153)
Parents’ Choice Gold Award in the CD with
Book category
The Little Mermaid and Other Fishy Tales
(9781907967818)
Chosen for the 2014 New York Public Library’s
100 Books for Reading & Sharing List
Little Wolf’s Song
(9781907152337)
Children’s Crown Award 2010
The Littlest Llama
(9781402752773)
2009 Texas 2x2 Reading List
Love You More than Anything
(9781454900214)
2015 CLEL Bell Award
I Love You Near and Far
(9781454905073)
An Atlanta Parent Best Book of 2014		

Awards
Man Gave Names to All the Animals
(9781402768583)
2010 National Parenting Publications Awards
(NAPPA) Book Category		

The Peter Yarrow Songbook: Songs for
Little Folks
(9781402759642)
2010 National Parenting Publications Awards
(NAPPA) Book Category

Mazeways
(9781402737749)
Bank Street College of Education’s Best
Children’s Books of the Year

Poetry for Young People: Langston Hughes
(9781402718458)
2007 Coretta Scott King Illustrator Honor

Meeow and the Little Chairs
(9781906250881)
2010 Texas 2x2 Reading List

Potty Animals
(9781402759963)
A Chicago Public Library Best of the Best Book

Monster Party!
(9781454910510)
2015 PNBA Book Award

Puddle Pug
(9781454904366)
SCIBA 2014 Book Award Finalist

Monster Trouble!
(9781454913450)
2015 RhyPiBoMo Best in Rhyme Award

Puff, the Magic Dragon
(9781402747823)
Boston Public Library’s 2009 Summer
Book List

The Monsterologist
(9781402744174)
2011 Washington State Book Awards
2010 Merit Award in the Hardcover Picture
Book Fiction
2009 Cybils Award Poetry Finalist
Nature Science Experiments
(9781402724121)
2011 SB&F Award
2010 Children’s Science Books
No Dogs Allowed!
(9781402758379)
2012 Texas 2x2 Reading List		
The Nutcracker
(9781402755620)
2009 Parents’ Choice Recommended
Picture Book
Olivia’s Birds
(9781402786655)
2010 Legend Leadership Award Winner
(Olivia Bouler)
“Service Innovator” by the White House
(Olivia Bouler)
Over the River & Through the Wood
(9781454910244)
Included in Bank Street College of Education’s
The Children’s Books of the Year, 2016 Edition
Included in the Canadian Children’s Book
Centre’s Best Books for Kids and Teens,
Spring 2016
Perfectly Arugula
(9781402759543)
2010 National Parenting Publications Awards
(NAPPA) Book Category
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Children’s Books of the Year		
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